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I .—Extracts from the M oh it (the Ocean), « Turkish work on Naviga-

tion in the Indian Seas. Translated and Communicated by Joseph

Von Hammer, Baron Pcrgstall, Aulic Counsellor, and Prof. Orient.

Lang, at Vienna, Hon. Memb. As. Soc. 8fC. #c.

[Continued from Vol. V. p. 468.]

Tenth Chapter*.

I. Of certain truths founded on reason and experience j and ofhurricanes

(Tufdn ,
rvcfxuv

).

Be it known that the science of navigation is founded on reason

and experience ; every thing which agrees with both is certain ; if you

ask which certitude is greater, that of reason or that of experience,

we answer that this is sometimes the case with reason and some-

times with experience ; the dair
1

that is to say the courses2 and

monsoons are more known by experience ; but the knowledge of the

celestial signs, the arithmetic rules, the ighzdr3
, and irqdq4

, that is to

say, the knowledge whether you must keep the sea or steer towards the

land, and what belongs to it, is all dependent on reasoning
; again

the measures and distances are all founded on experience and on reason

conjointly ; but the calculated courses 5
, or rather the regulated tracks®

1

A (written) Is*

* We have endeavoured as before to meet the illustrious translator’s object

in favoring us with the continuation of this curious work, by tracing out the

places alluded to, and affording such other illustrations as our position in India

permits. A copy of the last edition of Horsburgh containing the latest labors

of our Indian marine surveyors, for which we are indebted to Mr. Greenlaw
j

has been of much use. Most of the native names oa the coasts of Arabia, Ac.

are carefully noted by the Bombay officers.—

E

d.
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are taken from the usual voyages of the ports, that is to say, the results

of calculations and distances are the foundations’ ; if the foundations be

certain the results are also certain, and if the foundations are false the

results be the same. Be it known to you that you must get the

knowledge of each place from its inhabitants, which is more certain

than the knowledge acquired from strangers, but if the last be men of

experience and seafaring people, consult and consider also their infor-

mation ;
if the knowledge of the inhabitants be small, and that of the

others is well ascertained, the latter is of course more to be relied on.

Of accidents to be taken care of, and of hurricanes*

.

The masters of the Indian seas count ten things to be guarded

against9
.

1. Be on your guard against seeing Socotora at the end of the

monsoon, because in that is much fear 19
.

2. Be on your guard against seeing Ghubbei' benna"* on the

130th day of the Yazdajirdian year, answering to the 360 of the

Julalian, (6th March)f ; be also on your guard against seeing

Ghubbei Hdlole12 which is on the south side of Hdfu'*X.

3. Against seeing Fartak“§ on the 130th day of the Yazdajird.

year = 360 Julal. (6th March) if you sail for Yamen ; because in some

places the Indian flood is very strong, particularly with a northerly

wind. Be it known to you that on the 110th day of the Yazdj. year

= 340 Jul. (14th Feb.) Fartak remains on the north.

4. From the 10th of the Yazdj. year (7th Nov.) up to the 80th

(15th Jan.) that is to say, from the 240, to the 310 Jul. not to fall

' 8 10 11

Ai/Axc

1! 15 u

* Quere Ghabbai tin of the 21st voyage from Diu to Mask&t

:

see vol. V. p. 462,

supposed to be near Cape Isolette ; Ghabba may mean a round or hollow place

as a gulph or cove ; Ktibha or Gubb/ia of the P41i or Sindliu ?— Ed.

f We have added the English dates adapted to the author’s period (1553) mak-

ing the Yazdajirdian year commence on the 28th Oct. and the Jul&lian on the

11th March. To adapt the observations to the present date, 10 days more should

be added.—

E

d.

j ilas Hafoon or Cape Orfric of Horsburgh, on the African coast, lat. 10°

22', long. 51° 16' south of Guardafui ; “ between lias Mabber and this cape lies a

deep circular rock-bound bay (doubtless the one here pointed out as Halula)

in which some of the Egyptian expedition were lost.

—

India Directory, I. 258.

—

Ed.

§ Cape Fartash of the maps, N. E. of Kisseen on the south coast of Arabia.

One Arabian whom we consulted, doubted whether the meaning was not rather

that the hatches, (in Hindi phaita or phatak or gate) should be closely shut aa

the sea ran very high at that season.——E d.
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towards the south, particularly with great ships arid if you are sailing

for Maskdt and Hormuz.

5. If on the days on which the wind is blowing at kawas * 5 * the

cape Yabas“ and cape Sdrek" are at handf, guard against passing

to the Arabic coast because it is impossible to make after it any other

land but the coast of Mekrdn.

6. If you wish to reach Malacca guard against seeing Jamas

feleh" because the mountains Jebdl Ldmeril9
\ advance into the sea,

and the flood is there very strong.

7. Be on your guard against seeing on the 90th (25th Jan.) or 200th

(15th May) day of the Yazd. 55 or 65 Jul. year from Gujerdt, Fur-

midn30 and its districts exist Somenut and Gulindrv§ ; in seeing the

last there is no harm.

8. Be on your guard against being neglectful during the course

in the sea of Kolzum\\, that is to say, in the Arabic gulph, which is

that of Hejdz and Jedda, because the two shores are very near.

9. Be on your guard against neglect in vicinity of the shore ;

generally you must be on your guard against seeing coasts of any de*

scription.

10. Take care to muster on each voyage all your instruments and

stores, be it masts, rudders, yards : if the wind be strong shorten your

sails, particularly at night, if the sky be clouded, windy, rainy
; be on

your guard against incurring damage.

Besides these ten Mahzurdt 22
, that is, things to be guarded against

or to be taken care of, there are also some others which seafaring people

must pay attention to. First the circle of the constellation 23Nejam
ez-zauji, which the Indians call, the constellation of the Jogni, and

which by the astronomers of India, China, Turkistun and Kiptshak is

* By kawas or kaus, is generally understood south, perhaps the south-west

monsoon.

—

Ed.

f Rasul yabas is one of the projecting headlands south of Ras ul had, whence
the monsoon would easily take a vessel across to the Mukrdn coast. It is called

Jibsh in Horsburgh (I. 314). Rasul Sdrek is perhaps another of the promonto-
ries here— the nearest in name is Ras ul Sair farther down the coast near Djobar.

X Jamas, feleh must be the Pulo Anzas or Mudancoos of Horsburgh, two
islands lying on the verge of a shoal dangerous of approach on the Malacca coast

where Pulo Loomant (the Lameri of our author) stretches out beneath Parcelar

hill. The set of the flood tide here is particularly noticed by the Indian marine

aurveyors.

—

Directory, II. 226.

J Meednee, Somnbth and Koureenar (or Girnar ?) of the maps.

|1
Kulzum signifies the great ocean, but it is applied here to the Red Sea.

'fj*

5 k 2
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called that of the eight stars. They fancy it to be like a drunken camel

which is roaming every day in a different direction. For example, on

the 1,11, and 21 of the Turkish month it appears in the east ; on the

2, 12, and 22 between east and south in the point of compass

which the Turkish mariners callKashishlama***
(S. E.) ; on the 3, 13,

23, it is seen on the south ; on the 4, 14, 24, on the point Lados2i

S. W. ; on the 5, 15, 25, it is seen on the west; on the 6, 16, 26

between west and north, on the point of compass called KarayalJa

N. W.; on the 7, 17, 27, it is seen on the north; on the 8, 18, 28

between north and east on the point of the compass called Boreas 21

N. E.; on the 9, 19, 29 it is underneath the earth ; on the 10, 20, 30,

above it. It should be remembered that the beginning of the Turkish

month is not from the sight of the crescent, but from the meeting of

sun and moon (or true conjunction) which happens sometimes one

and sometimes two days before the first of the Arabic month (the

beginning of which is calculated from the sight of the new moon) : if

you know this take care not to undertake a voyage on that very same

day of the conjunction of sun and moon ; the masters of the Indian

seas are particularly careful about it.

Of the circle of the men of the mystic world***.

Shekh Mohiyuddi'n ul-Arabi' has fixed the places in which the

men of the mystic world are to be found on each day of the month ;

* It might be supposed that the two separate superstitions described by Sidi An
were merely different versions of the same story; for the Indian yogini

or wandering fairy which he states to be the same as the najm u’zoji or circle of

the constellations, is by all other authors identified with the rijdl ul ghaeb or

invisible beings. The positions of the yogini however correspond only with the

latter ;
and I am assured by a Persian friend that the Turkish 1 starry circle,

•

called also sakis yaldaz is quite distinct from the other : he points it out in the

constellation of Cassiopeia, to one of the stars of which he gives the name of

niqeh or camel. (See Obs. on Arabic Compass, vol. V. p. 792.)

This constellation being situated as near the pole as Ursa major will be seen,

in northern latitudes, like the latter performing a complete circuit round the pole ;

whence probably has arisen the fable of both their wanderings, but though the

circuit will be repeated in 24 hours nearly, it can have no reference whatever to

the moon’s revolutions.

In Dr. Herklot’s Qanoon-e-Isldm, page 395, will be found a full explana-

tion with diagrams of the mode of finding the lucky and unlucky aspects as prac-

tised by the Musalmkns, who merely regard the day of the new moon, not

the exact time of conjunction, and have further adopted a fixed scale of

positions for the days of the week. But to exhibit the orthodox version
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viz . on the 7, 14, 22, 29, they are in the east ; on the 4. 12, 19, 27,

in the west; on the 3, 15. 23, 30, they dwell in the north; on the

8, 11, 18, 25, they stay to the south; on the 6, 21 , 28, between

north and east (N. E.) ;
on the 4, 5, 13, 20, between north and

west (N. W.) ;
on the 2, 10, 17, 25, between south and west (S.

\V.) ;
on the 7, 16, 24, between south and east (S. E.) This being

known you must not steer in that direction, and if you engage at sea

for battle you must be backed by the men of the mystic world ;
take

care not to fight in a direction against them : and perform, with

the face turned towards them, the following prayer :

“ Greeting to you, O men of the mystic world ; O holy spirits ; O ye

selected ones' ; O ye liberal ones*; O ye vigilant ones’; O ye wanton

ones4
;
O ye pale ones5

; O ye insurers* ; O you pole’ ; O ye singular

ones*; O ye guardians*; O you who are the best of God’s creatures, aid

* U5j *u*j 'us, ‘Jd* *U*I

according to the Hindus I have extracted, from an astronomical work called the

samaya-pradipa, by IIarihar A'Cha/rya, the following account of

the stations occupied by the yogini at different times.

^ ^ ^nrrflfH srnrt

srwiTfaq Tl3pn*r

infill ^IWrT: W7T JT^rT: I

19 3 11 5 13

Purwe chandra navdnkite hutavahe rdma: smardrir yame panchamyd sahitastra

12 4 14 6

yodasatithir nairrityake dwddasi vedasyipi jalddhipe bhuwana shat vdyau tatha
is 7 2 10 30 8

purnimd shashthydkhyd cha dhanddhipe akshi dasami darsdshtakausankare.

Yogini vimatdk paschat gachchhatah subhakarini,

Dakshine puratovbpi nasubheti vidur budhd.
“ (The yogini) remains in the east on the 1st and 9th tithi or lunar days (of

each paksha or semilunation) : in the south-east (agni

)

on the 3rd and 11th : in the

south
(
yama) on the 5th and 13th ;

in the south-west (alakhl

)

on the 4th and 12th :

in the west (Jaladhipa)
on the 6th and 14th : in the north-west

(vayu) on the 7th

and 15th : in the north (kuvera) the 2nd and 10th : and in the north-east (Isdna

)

on the 8th and 30th tithis.

“ Whoever goes on a journey does well to keep the yogini on his left or behind

him. To place it in the south or in front when going, is accounted unlucky by

the pandits.”

Hunter’s Hindustani dictionary informs us in addition to the above, that his

(or her) influence is exercised especially during the 9 gharis, (or 3 hours 36

minutes) at the close of each tithi or lunar day, which latter is reckoned not like

the civil day but as a thirtieth part of the actual lunation, so as to make it a
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me by your aid
;
pity me by your pity ; help me with your help ; look on

me with your look ; obtain for me my wishes and purposes
;
provide for

my wants : facilitate my petitions with God in truth, and with man in

appearance, by the grace of the lord of apostles, and the favour of the

pious Mohammed on whom be peace in this world and in the next.”

Some say that this prayer is to he repeated 366 times.

Besides this you must take care not to navigate on the unfortunate

days of the year which are the 12 of Moharrem, 10 of Safer, 4 of Rabi-

ul-awal, 28 of Rabi-us-sdni, 26 of Jamazi-ul-awal, 12 of Jamdzi-sani,

12 of Rajjab, 26 of Shaabdn, 24 of Ramadhdn, 8 of Shawwdl, 18 of

Zilkaada, 8 of Zilhija, and the last Wednesday of the year, called the

sharp Wednesday*.

Take also particular care not to navigate when the moon is in the

Scorpion, and in the burnt days 10
, that is to say, when the moon is in the

constellation of Libra from the 19th degree of it till to the fourth of

Scorpion
; but if the moon be actually in the constellation of Scorpion

the evils attending it belong but to journeys on land ; and this time is,

on the contrary, a blessed one for voyages at sea. This is written

in the ephemerides of Arabic astronomers ; they have fixed for each of

the seven planets a day and a night of the week ; for the sun, Sunday
;

for the moon, Monday ; for Mars, Tuesday ; for Mercury, Wednesday ;

for Jupiter, Thursday ; for Venus, Friday
; for Saturn, Saturday. As to

the nights they are under the influence of planets as follows : the night

10 Aiytac^b!

work of some calculation to discover the precise position at any given period.

The Hindus still put implicit faith in these astrological absurdities, and the

Musalm&ns still imitate them in commencing no great undertaking without

previous determination of an auspicious moment.

—

Ed.

The best account (however imperfect) hitherto given by European travellers

of the men of the mystic world is in Mr. Lane’s most excellent work on the

manners and customs of the modern Egyptians.—H.

* The greatest possible latitude prevails as to these evil days, Herklot says

on one authority, that there are 7 in each month, again on another, that there are

two, but neither agreeing with these enumerated by Sidi. The Ajdib ul

MakhluJc&t contains another list of fortunate days, giving all but unlucky Wed-

nesday (which Herklots however deems lucky) credit for some good quality

—

Friday, for cutting nails ; Saturday, because any thing born on it will outlive

a week ; Sunday, because creation commenced thereon
;
Monday for journeys ;

Tuesday, for bathing and shaving ;—Thursday for undertakings ;—but Wednes-

day, black Wednesday, is fit for nothing but taking medicine 1 The last

Wednesday of Sa/ar called dkhiri ch&rtthamba is esteemed the most unlucky of

days in the year.

Of the months, according to the same authority the following months only are

pnlucky, Sqfar and Uabl-us-sbni, all the rest are fortunate, Rajab and Ratnzbn

being particularly so.—

E

d.
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of Sunday belongs to Mercury, that of Monday to Jupiter, that of

Tuesday to Venus, that of Wednesday, to Saturnus, that of Thursday to

Sol, that of Friday to Luna, that of Saturday to Mars. They have

divided each day and night into twelve hours, and given to each of them

a planet. To find the names of these you must take the final letters of

them, and the initials of the days and hours beginning with Sunday,

and with the night of Sunday.

For example, you add to the letter"(surkh-dehal) intended for the days ;

those of (dehal-surkh

)

‘’intended for the nights : that is to say, the first

hour of Sunday belongs to Sol, the second to Venus, the third to Mer-

cury, the fourth to Luna, the fifth to Saturn, the sixth to Jupiter, the

seventh to Mars, the eighth to Sol, the ninth toVenus, the tenth toMer-

cury, the eleventh to Luna, the twelfth to Saturnus. The first hour of

the night of Sunday belongs to Mercury, the second to Luna, the third

to Saturnus, the fourth to Jupiter, the fifth to Mars, the sixth to Sol,

the seventh to Venus, the eighth to Mercury, the ninth to Luna, the

tenth to Saturnus, the eleventh to Jupiter, the twelfth to Mars
; the hours

of the other days are to be made out in the same way. As soon as you

know the planet of the hour, you know also in what hours you may

,
put to sea, and in which not. Bv no means in the hour of Saturnus

which is unfortunate, but by all means in that of Jupiter, which is

fortunate ; not in those of Mars and Sol but in those of Luna and

Venus and Mercury.

Some men of talent have comprised the rules of the days of the

week, on which navigation is to be undertaken in the following Persian

Verses

:

jJ j '-fjj t_fyj* h*- )
Axxxx**

“ On Saturday and Monday not to sail,

O brother, to the East is sure the best.

Sunday and Friday, are the day whicli briDg,

Resentful, many evils from the west.

On Tuesday and on Wednesday, to the north.

Don’t go ; take care, it is of no avail

;

And on a Thursday when the sun is rising,

T’wards the south, I beg you’ll never sail.”

It has been already mentioned that the tract of sky which is

between the point of sunrise and north is called East, that between
n
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the point of sunset and south is called West, that between the point

of east and west is called North, and on the opposite side South.

Consider all this when you undertake a voyage ; when, please God, he

will make every thing easy to you and your voyage shall be attended

with much profit.

Be it known to you that the most dangerous Tufdns or storms in

India are five. The first begins in India on the 310th day of the

Yazdajirdian year,— 1 75thJul. (1st Sept.) which is called the rein of the

elephant. The second is that of Ohaimer 13 on the shore of Ahkdf from

the district of Madaraka' 6* reaching to Sheher' 6
, and in some parts to

Aden; it sets in on the 315th day of the Yazd. = 215 Jul. year (6th

Sept.)
; in some years earlier, in some years later.

The third is called that of the forty (Erbaain ), in the sea of Hormuz,

it begins on the 50th day of the Yazdajird. year = the 280 Julal.

(15th Dec.)

The Fourth that of the girls (Bendt), known by the name of ivinterly

wind' 6
; it sets in from the very place of the Bindt-ul-naash" (the three

stars of Ursa), and extends nearly to Aden over the whole Arabian

continent ; in some years it does not reach Aden : it begins on the 50th

day of the Yazdj. year, (15th Dec.) and ends on the new year’s day,

that is to say, from the 280th to 330th day of the Julalian year,

(5th Feb.)

The fifth is that of the ninety ( Tisain), in the Indian seas; it sets

some years earlier and some years later in ; this Tufdn extends

also to the continent of Ahkdf where it comes from Barr mo' 6
, that

is to say, from the shore, the people of Mahr' 9 call it Shalli-f
30

, and the

sea is under the wind ; it lasts till to the 190th day of the Yazdajirdian

year=the 55th of the Julalian, (4th May :) this is the strongest of all,

and extends, if powerful, over the whole world.

Finished, by the providence of God the omniscient, in the town of

Ahmeddbdd the capital of Gujurdt, in the last days of Moharram 962

(end of December 1554) of the Hejra. Written in the last days of

Rabi-ul-awal 966, (end of December 1558,) in the town of Amid.

19

*» tl* ;Uj

* Ras Madraka is, I find by IIorsburgh, Cape Isolette, which I before sup.

posed to be Ghaibba-i-tin : the latter may be the rocky bay near it.—

E

d.

+ Mahrastra and C/iola of the west coast, or more probably Marawa and Chola

which with Karnata w'cre the most influential states of the peninsula until the 16th

century, when they succumbed to the Vijyanayar princes.—

E

d.

*
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II.

—

Observations upon the past and present condition of Oujein or

Ujjayani. By Lieutenant Edward Conolly, 6th Light Cavalry.

Having lately had an opportunity of paving a visit to this ancient

citv, where I endeavoured, as far as a few days would allow, to explore

the various buildings and temples within its precincts, collecting

specimens, papers, antique coins, and inquiring into points of history

and superstition, it has occurred to me that I may be able to add some-

thing to the hitherto meagre and faulty descriptions published of this

celebrated place.

European visitors to Oujein generally first hasten to the water-

palace. In my survey of the town and its environs therefore this will

be a convenient spot from which to begin my observations*.

Five miles north of the city, the Sipra running due north separates

into two channels, and surrounds an oval-shaped rocky eminence of

about five or six hundred yards in circumference. The island thus form-

ed, which a now dilapidated wall encloses, is crowned with a clumsy,

rudely fashioned palace, the architect of which preferred solidity to

elegance ; for the rough blocks of trap composing the walls have no

carving or ornament save where some isolated stone shews, by its

sculptured figures, that it once adorned a more ancient edificet.

Two solid bridges, at either extremity of the island connect it with

the left bank of the nver. The one to the north where the bed of the

stream is more narrow and the rush of the water more violent, has with

the exception of one or two tottering arches been swept away. The

other seems to defy time and the elements. From this last the water

works commence. The floor of every arch has been faced with ma-

sonry and a narrow canal, cut into the centre of each, alone affords

a passage for the water in the dry weather. The bed of the left stream

(its whole breadth) for more than a hundred yards to the north of the

bridge, has been similarly levelled and chunamed. The water,

stealing gently through narrow and sometimes fancifully shaped con-

duits, feeds in its course numerous square tanks, shivers over carved

purdahs a yard high, and at length united in a larger reservoir, tum-

* Hunter notices this place, As. Res. vol. VI. Forbes devotes a few lines to

it. SirW. Malet published a paper upon Kaliya dsh in the Oriental Repository,

a work I have not been able to procure.

+ For the palace see Hunter ;— a few of the doorways and cornices are how-

ever faced with less common material. I noticed a reddish-brown porphyry,

(Spec. 1,) a yellowish-brown porphyrytic sandstone, (Spec. 2,) a spotted do.

(Spec. 3.,) and a handsome red stone, old red sandstone, (Spec. 4.,) all these I was

iold are from Rampoora. (The numbers refer to specimens forwarded.)

5 v
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bles with a fall of perhaps 20 feet, over a perpendicular wall of

masonrv, into its natural bed. Pucka walks separate the tanks from

each other, and in the centre, one broader than the rest cuts across

from bank to bank, dividing as it were the works into two squares.

The right bank (of the left stream) by a singular neglect and want of

taste presents only its natural rude face of black and broken earth,

whereas it afforded, by its gentle slope up to the palace, an excellent

base for a terraced ghat.—The left bank has been more favored, an

arcade lines it which opens to the river, and whose flat and pucka roof

is on a level with the top of the bank. The domed chamber contained

between each arch occupies about fourteen square feet. From the

central chambers a second arched way projects, giving this part of

the building a double width*. Two tanks occupy the outer, and spread

a delightful coolness through the interior, apartment. At a little dis-

tance from the left bank four high stone walls enclose a space whose

circuit is about three miles. It was probably once a rumna or garden.

All these buildings are of trap, the material of most of the temples i

and walls of Oujein, and which is quarried in a range of hills three

miles W. N. W. of the city. The assertion of Hunter that this range

is granite must have been a slip of the pen, for the step-like sides and <

tabular top betray its composition from a distance, and granite is quite

unknown to Oujein. The range also extends only two and not seven

miles as Hunter writes!, which seems to indicate some indistinct

ness in the MSS. at this place. The stone quarried here, and generally

for building throughout South Malwa differs in no respect from the

common trap of the Vindhya, except that being less interseamed with

quartz it affords a convenient material for the chisel. The hills from

which it is extracted do not furnish that variety of geodes, zeolites

and calcareous minerals which are spread in such profusion over the

ranges near Mhoiv, and the only amygdaloid I could detect on the

Oujein hill seemed merely decomposed trap, its cells lined with green

earth but containing no crystals}.

To return to the water-palace. The works above described are so

solid, and the chunam so excellent, that the water which annually

* See the plan. The two sketches 1 and 2 which accompany this paper have no

pretensions to minute accuracy. They are in some degree drawn from recollection

and are merely explanatory of the text.— I am indebted for them to the kindness

of Lieutenent Kewnky, D. A. S. M. G.

t A similar range lies to the south not far distant, but with a different

elevation.

J The sun was however so hot, and I was so unwell that I could not stay

to dig.
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covers them has committed but little injury, and the edges of the

greater part of the kunds and canals are unbroken and even sharp.

Two or three of the north chambers of the arcade cannot indeed be en-

tered, the deposit of the river having choked them up, and kahi (of

which 1 know not the classical name) disfigures a few of the tanks,

but a trifling expenditure of time and money would restore its origi-

nal beauty to the place. Indeed the water-palace may perhaps be

said to have received more injury from friends than enemies, from

innovation than neglect, for as Sadi expresses it

:

^ i"/r
' ijj^0

3 ,

Lx eSj-&

“ Every one who came erected a new fabric. He departed and evacuated the

tenement for another, and this in like manner formed new schemes. But no one

ever finished the building."

More fully to explain my meaning, it will be necessary to premise

that a very cursory view of the buildings detects them to have been

the work of neither one architect nor one age. The palace on the island

was evidently erected on the site and with the fragments of a Hindu
* temple, dedicated doubtless to some form of Vishnu. The debris of

ruined fabrics are largely used in every stone wall near Oujein, but

here the robbery has been more extensive, and many of the dislocated

stones betray by the similarity of the patterns figured on them, that

they were once united in a more honorable place.

Kaliya-deh , the serpent’s haunt, seems a name borrowed from that

of the kund in the Jumna at Muttra, whose waters were poisoned by

a serpent. It was thou “ Oh Krishna, who slewest the venom-breathing

Kaliya*." In confirmation of this on a large and conspicuous slab

stuck into the wall of the island I observed an excellently sculptured

representation of Krishna blowing the flute, while eight petticoated

gopis are playing on different instruments or dancing about him.

The practice of giving to favourite spots the names of celebrated

foreign sacred places, is common at Oujein and elsewhere. By this

simple process, the Hindu thinks to concentrate a quantity of holiness

into a small space, and needy, feeble, or business-bound piety indulges

in the plausible consolation of worshipping at home and at ease, the

objects of a difficult or expensive pilgrimage.

The palace and wall of the island, the bridges and wall of the en-

closure, I suspect to have been the first buildings erected here by

Musalmans ; assigning a later date to the water-works : for the front

* Thus Jayadeva addresses Krishna.

5 l 2
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wall of the palace and of the island, those which face the long side of

the wall are parallel ; but these walls are not parallel to the hanks which

confine the water-works, so that the last when viewed from the palace

have an unpleasing appearance of crookedness. One architect would

hardly have thus distorted his -work. It was so easy to have built all

straight at first ; but it was not so easy to make the bank square to the

palace already erected. The style too of the supposed earlier buildings

seems to me more rude and in a different taste to that of the rest : but

on this point I maybe mistaken. The following inscription gives us

the date of the first (according to my theory), Musalman buildings,

A. D. 1457.

Inscription outside the luilding, No. 1 of the sketch .— Date 1008 H. 1599 A. D.

iS \ .
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We owe them therefore to the splendid Mahmud Khilji' whose

name is celebrated throughout Mahoa for the multitude of his palaces.

This will not interfere with the date 1499, ascribed to the water-works

by Sir W. MALETf, and the last indeed might seem less in the taste

of the martial Mahmud than of his pleasure-loving giaudson Na%ir

Ud Di'n.

There is a silly tradition regarding the founder.

Badshah GhoriJ possessed a talisman, the putting which between

his teeth rendered him invisible. One hapless day it slipped down his

throat. In a moment the wretched monarch felt a consuming flame

devouring his entrails and

—

While within the burning anguish flows,

His outward body glows,

Like molten ore

—

* From this line is derived the date of the first builder, the value of the last

word of the line is of course deducted from the sum total of the letters

contained within brackets, 1563— 701=862 of the Hegira, or A. D. 1457.

+ Malf.t is said to have taken his date from a history of Malica. It was not

from Ferishteh’s, for I have searched his huge folios in vain for any notice of

Oujein. The Mirat Iscanderi a history of Guzerat informs us that the water-

palace was built by Na'sir Ud D1n.

J This Ghori would throw the date still further back, but a Hindu legend is

but a frail base for a theory.
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to quench his torment, he made the tanks of the water-palace, one

or other of which he is always occupying, still invisible and ever on

fire, and when his burning body has heated one pool, the miserable

immortal seeks refuge in another. It would appear from ancient

tradition that instead of the river flowing in two channels at Kuliya-

deh, the bed of the present left stream was formerly occupied by a pool

only. The Bramha kund, which is mentioned in the Avanti-k/iand and

now converted into a square tank, forms in the eyes of the Hindu

the principal attraction of the place. This was perhaps the well

Kalba-deh spoken of by Abul Fazl, “ The water of which flows in-

cessantly into a cistern which is continually running over and yet

remains full.”

The innovations complained of are of later date.

1 have before mentioned that a broad central path bisects the works.

Two tall carved purdahs stood originally on this path leaning like

buttresses against the front of the outer arcade, one on the left, the

other on the right. The water of two artificially supplied reservoirs

sunk in the terrace above the arcade fell down these purdahs and fed

two fountains in tanks one on each side of the path. The one to the

left is the Bramha kund*.

When the emperor Akber was on his way to the Deccan in 1599, he

substituted for the right purdah a new open archw'ay, which stands out

at right angles to the old arcadef. This (if it may be so called) portico

is handsome, for the arches are well proportioned, and the whole is built

of the red-stone, Spec. 4. Sed non erat hie locus—the new projection

having nothing to balance it on the left looks unfinished and awk-

ward. While the one purdah on the opposite side wears a similarly

deserted appearance, and seems to complain of the absence of its

fellow. The “ wonderful buildings” two circular-domed gumbaz (domes)

with arches opening outside, are agreeable summer-houses, but

detract I suspect, from the simplicity of the original design of the

works. They stand on the central path, and were the gift of Jehangir

in 1620 as recorded in the subjoined inscription.

* There is no trace of the fountain of the right kund, but that there were

originally two fountains the plan of the building and the two reservoirs above

plainly indicate.

+ It is on this portico that Akber's two inscriptions are found. The second

seems to have been written after the successes in the Deccan, but it is much
defaced and the letters do not appear to contain a date.
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Inscription in the building {No. 2 of the sketch), of the water-palace.

j>2 iLi
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Another building of probably the same kind, and of which only the

foundation remains, occupied a singularly awkward situation as the

sketch will shew ; and a more glaring fault, the left outer line of the

central path is not parallel to the right one but slanting inwards,

adds much to the already too distorted appearance of the square.

It is difficult to account for the last deformity unless we suppose it the

clumsy repairing of some modern bungler.

Notwithstanding these minor imperfections the water-palace is a

delightful spot. The chief defect, absence of trees, could be easily re-

medied ; for we have reason to believe, that formerly the neighbourhood

was adorned with pleasure-houses, green fields, groves, and the wall

enclosure doubtless marked the boundary of a garden*, but of the

trees hardly a stump, of the buildings not a trace, remains, and Kaliya-

deh, surrounded by barren ravines and uncultivated plains looks

strangely bleak and deserted. Still few who have escaped from the heat

of the day to the inner arcade, “ so protected from the sun that it scarce

ever sees it,” while the running rivulets cool the air and the murmur

of the water falling over the cascades lulls to sleep, will ungratefully

call to mind the deficiencies of the place, or feel tempted to re-echo

the sentiments of the surly poet, quanto praestantius esset

viridi si margine clauderet undas

Herba, nee ingenium violarant marmora tophum.

1 This word was written on the stone

2 The space between the brackets contains the date 1030, II. or A. D. 1620.

* The author of the Seyr Mutuakhereen describes Kaliya-deh, as consist-

ing of a heart-delighting palace, and a well, ever full, and ever (lowing, sur-

rounded by pleasant buildings. He adds, that it was a country distinct from

Oujein, and whose woods abounded in elephants ; while its crops, fed the

Deccan and Guzcrat. This melange of field and forest proves, that the author

wrote currente calamo, without pausing to think. That there was formerly a large

forest near Oujein, the traditions of Mahakal ban (hereafter noticed) seem to

indicate but there is not now the remotest trace of it, nor was there probably

any such when the country about the water-palace was well peopled and cultivated.

1 should be almost inclined to suspect that those who formerly described Kaliya-

deh had never visited it, so unlike are their accounts from what we at present see.

The author from whom I h ive first quoted is evidently a stranger to Maltca

geography, for he speaks of Dhar as a city of the Deccan.
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That book of lies, the Jehdngtr nameh, notices its author’s visit

to Oujein, but does not seem to allude to the water-palace.

The fresh-water lake is probably the Sola Sdgar (presently mentioned)

where manv ruined Musalman buildings, idgahs, masjids, &c. still

abound, and where the natives of the place believe Jkhanoi'r to have

encamped—of the pavilion 1 could find no trace. When Sir T. Roe, ac-

companied the emperor to Oujein ;
they pitched at “ Calleada.” “ This

place was formerly a seat of the heathen kings of Mandoa one of whom

was there drowned in his drink, who being once before fallen into the

river and taken up by the hair of the head by a slave that dived, and

come to himself, it was told him to procure a reward. He culled for

his deliverer and asking how he durst put his hands on his sovereign’s

head, he caused them to be cut off. Not long after sitting alone with his

wife and drunk he had the same fortune to slip into the water, but so

that she might easily have saved him which she did not, and being

asked why, replied that she knew not whether he might not cut off

her hands for a reward.”

I do not find the name of Kaliya-deh in the Avanti-khand of the

Skanda Purdna.

A short kos south of the water- palace, the fort of Bhairo, a

high wall with gates and towers encloses the left bank of the Sipra

in the shape of a horse shoe. The arch of the wall may be about

a mile in circumference ; a ditch formed by a mound of earth as an

embankment, and like most native ditches without artificial scarping

surrounds the fort, and a similar mound, higher then the wall, lines the

interior of it for some distance. As you enter Bhairo-garh by the west

gate, you find on the right a temple to the deity of the place. There

is no end to Bhairos at Oujein, but eight only boast of superior antiquity.

This is the principal, and bears the same name, (Kdla Bhairo) as the

well known form of the deity at Benares. As the Kasi Bhairo is lord

of the rest, and has dominion over the jins and ghosts of Benares, so

this image rules over his fellows at Oujein, and holds in subjection all

the evil spirits of the neighbourhood. Different names distinguish

the other seven Bhairos* but all are imaged by a rude stone, with large

mouth and eyes of red paint. The temple of the three-eved god now
before us, which was built by Mahudaji', or as he is familiarly called

Mohdoo Seindia, is a mere bungala roof supported on a rude wTall or

by wooden pillars.

Leaving this the road cuts across a neat stone fort about 250

yards square which was left unfinished by its founder Mahudaji',

* Vibrant, the terrible. Bdlab, the child. Bdluk, the baby, &c.
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and has never been completed. Passing on you reach the principal

attraction of the place, the ghat of Sidhnatk. The fish here seemed to

me larger, more numerous, and more tame, than even at Bindraban

or Mandatta. Many of the inhabitants of the city sending them a daily

dinner, two or three of the larger fish may be always seen swimming

slowly backwards and forwards before the steps, and when the servant

arrives with his handkerchief full of flour and hegins calling out ao, ao,

stirring the stream with his hand, in a moment the place is in an

uproar, and the water becomes so wThite with the fish that you cannot

distinguish them as they jump and splash about in ecstacv. Heads

of turtles too, peep out in every direction hastening to the banquet

;

these last are of enormous size, and so bold, that they drag their

unwieldy shells up the slippery step snapping at every thing their

small eyes can detect. I witnessed an amusing struggle between one

monster, and a boy whose dhot he was tugging at, and with difficulty

extracted my own walking stick from the jaws of another. On first

reaching the ghat we were expressing our admiration of the size of

the fish. Wait, said a bystander, till you have seen Raghu ; the

brahman called out his name in a peculiar tone of voice, but he would

not hear. I threw in handful after handful of ottah with as little
4

success, and was just leaving the ghat despairing, and doubting, when

a loud plunge startled me. I thought somebody had jumped off the

bastion of the ghat into the river, but was soon undeceived by the

general shout of Raghu, Raghu, and by the fish large and small, darting

away in every direction. Raghu made two or three more plunges, but

was so quick in his motions that I was unable to seize his outline

or to guess at his species. The natives bathe fearlessly here though

they declare that alligators are often seen basking in numbers on the

opposite bank. Mahadeo they believe, has drawn a line in the water,

giving a command to the alligator, thus far “ shalt thou come and no

farther.” I am sceptical as to the numbers not having seen one,

though of course a stray brute may now and then appeal-

, but the river

confined between high banks runs before the ghat in a full deep

stream, and alligators do not prefer deep, and shun troubled waters.

Mermaids also frequent this favored spot*, and tales are told of them

which would form an excellent supplement to Pliny’s marvellous

chapter on the subject. But 1 have really so many wonders to intrude

upon you that 1 must husband your patience.

* Abul Fazl seems not to have doubted that mermaids flourished in Malwa,

but he confines them to the romantic “stream of willows, ” the Betina (Betwa)

river.
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Siddh Ndth presents a pleasnnt contrast to Kaliya-deh by the luxuri-

ance of its surrounding groves : though itself unshaded it seems to

have derived its name, for it was originally called Siddh Nath, from

some sacred tree, "olim venerabile lignum,” that once hung over it.

The Jains claim a portion of the sanctity of the spot. One of their

Jattis was sitting under an old leafless stump of a bur, when agosain

ridiculed him for choosing such a shady situation : judge for yourself,

said the jain. The other was no sooner seated, than he felt an agree-

able coolness ;
he looked up, the withered tree was groaning with

foliage. This ghat is reputed a place of much antiquity, but of the old

buildings nothing now remains, save a circular-domed open mandir

whose ling has long ceased to be oiled. On the ancient ruins a

temple and ghat of the modern white-washy fashion were erected

about 13 years ago by some Indore merchant.

I was spelling through a staring, fresh-blackened, elaborate inscrip-

tion cut in modern Hindi on the wall, when a facetious religieux

saved me the trouble by informing me that it but recorded the vanity

of some Indore Banidh who built the place some 13 years ago, and

stuck on it the year, month, day, hour, of its erection, with the names
* of his grandfathers, uncles, cousins, &c. The information was accom-

panied with a whine, a “ da obolum,” and “ you have fed Mahadeo’s

fish, we are also his servants.” A trifle rewarded his wit—in a moment

the whole ghat was in an uproar, scrambling for a share of the mite.

The brahmans of large towns are proverbially avaricious and

quarrelsome. Those of Oujein being perhaps worse than elsewhere

are consequently held in little esteem. I gave a rupee to one

of the attendants at Bhairo’s temple ; hardly had we crossed the

threshold before the usual wrangling commenced. Am not I so and

so ? Am not I a brahman ? shouted one voice. You may be a brah-

man or any thing else was the retort, but we’ll share the money for

all that. Lamenting to a Canouje pandit at my side the degradation

of his sect, he explained that nearly all the brahmans of Malwa are of

the Guzerati classes, which are looked down upon by those of Hin-

dust an, and are notorious for their rapacity and avarice : he assured me,

that in the larger temples, not one even of his own class could escape

their extortions, for that they would not let a visitor quit the shrine,

without his leaving what they chose to consider a donation propor-

tioned to his means : but perhaps, added he, they are not so much in

fault as the people amongst whom they dwell

—

Jaisa dds taisa bes.

Pilgrims on arriving at Oujein hire guides to go with them the

O M
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rounds of the holy places. These cicerones ( Oudij brahmans*) sit

at the ghats expecting their prey. They require from any brahman

or respectable person whom they have escorted, a certificate to that

effect in which they are very particular in inserting the name, family,

habitation, &c. of the visitor. He who can shew the greatest and most

respectable budget of these documents takes a sort of lead amongst

his fellows ;—hsec dignitas, hse vires. When a well dressed Hindu

stranger approaches the ghats the guides press round him, “ take me I

have read” cries one, “ I have been here for 30 years and know every

corner” pleads another, while a third holds aloft a dirty piece of paper,

and shouts in his ear, I escorted Shastri so and so, here’s his certifi-

cate. These pious men then pushf, bawl and abuse, while the puzzled

visitor alarmed at the hubbub, with difficulty extricates himself from

their clutches, and must wonder in silence at this first specimen of

the holiness of Oujein. A little to the south of Siddh Ndth, the river

as will be seen in the sketch, takes a turn to the right : in the bend

and on the right bank is the ghat of Mangaleswar, a place of olden

fame.

The present buildings, at which on every Tuesday there may be

witnessed a crowded mela, a handsome solid ghat, a temple, and

Dharmsdla, are due to the piety of the excellent Ahalya Bai', to

record whose liberality no pompous inscription will be found, though

gratitude cherishes, with affection, the memory of her benefits.

Keeping to the right bank of the Sipra, and following a path which

leads towardsthe city, youpassarudely fashioned image of Dhartna Raja,

all besmeared with black paint, a call and ling at his side. Connected

with and close to it, stands a small white-washed European-looking

room, (unworthily dignified with the name of Dharmsdla,) the walls

and ceiling of which are polluted with the most indecent pictures that

can be conceived. The indelicate figures that so often defile the tem-

* These are the more numerous, hut poor brahmans of other Guzer&tl classes

are found, as the Nagar, Audeembir, &c. Maharashtra brahmans also may be met

with : my guide was of this jat, a very ignorant old man (I chose him for Ilia

wrinkles) who could do nothing but mutter mantras, and when asked a question

kept his teeth closed and shook his head.

T As long as there is no gold or silver before them (says Lucian in the Visher.

non, of some similar hypocrites) they are very good friends
;
but shew them a

single farthing and the peace is broken immediately
;
there is no longer any

order or agreement amongst them : they are just like the dogs ; throw but a

bone, they all sally out, bite oue another, and bark at him that carries it off—

Franklin’s Translation.
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pies of Siva are sometimes concealed in elegant sculpture or shrouded

bv the veil of time, and we are tempted in our love for the arts or the

antique to he indulgent to the errors of an interesting superstition.

But the daubs now before us can only have originated in the wanton-

ness of a diseased imagination, and the disgust with which we view

them is increased by their freshness, for the place which ought to be

thrown down, was built only a short time ago by some miserable babu.

It is pleasing to turn from such a scene to a beautiful ghat a few

paces further on, which together with a small but elegant temple of

Gungd does credit to the taste of Rukma Bai' the widow of Mal-

colm’s friend Tantia Jogh. In the back ground groves and gardens

enrich the scene : under the tall trees of the first, numerous tombs

and satti chabutras add a pleasing solemnity to the scene. The pro-

duce of the latter feeds the goddess or her priest.

The ghat has been sacred for time untold. Its ancient name, Das

asvamedh, might seem to imply that the ceremony of supremacy had

been ten times performed here. Perhaps the Das aswamedhas were

nothing more than the sacrifice of a horse at the termination or open-

ing of some campaign ;
or we may suppose, and with greater probabi-

* litv, that the title was borrowed from some other quarter as ghats of

this name are not unfrequent, as at Allahabad, Bittour, and if I

mistake not Gaya. A little further on but away from the river Anh-pdt

appears, a place dear to the lovers of Krishna ; for here the Indian

Apollo and his brother Baldeo were taught their letters by Sandi'pan,

and exhausted in the short space of 64 days, the whole learning of the

Vedas. The kund in which they washed their taktas*, derives its name of

Ddtnodara from a story told in the Bhdgawat, Krishna thirsty one day

from rambling about in that hottest of places, Vrij, requested a draught

of milk from a Gopi who was churning. The good-natured girl left

her work, and ran to fetch some, which she had placed to smoke on a

fire hard by, but unhappily, it had all boiled over. The impatient and

disappointed god overturned the curds. Enraged at such return for

her civility, the Gopi seized hold of her rude guest, but in vain she

tried to bind him ; no string, however long, would encircle the mocking

god, and when at length she thought him secured, Krishna ran

away with his arms fast to his sides, and was thence called Ddmodara

or the waist-tied. Two templesf built on the brink of the kund,

deserve notice for the excellence of their sculpturing. Figures of

* Ante-pat, ciphering—as taught to a child.

t Hunter describes them, he saw their interior but during my visit the doors

were locked and the brahman had gone to a fair.

5 m 2
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various kinds, project in bold relief from the sikras, such as tigers

which face the cardinal points, and vairagis, as large as life, which

sit performing tapasya, on the top of the body of the mandirs, one at

each corner of the front (or east) face. The temple to the right

is to Rama Chandra, under whose porch reposes a marble Seshsai, his

couch, as the name indicates, the circling wreaths of a snake. The

left temple is a Janarddan, the reliever of distress.

Jananin dukham arddate-iti janirddana.

A black Garuda, squatted on the Ndg, occupies the porch. In

front two small katris like sentry boxes shelter the one, a Goverdhana,

in white, the other, a Keshorai, in black, marble :
“ the beautiful-

haired,” is surrounded by dancing figure. Two other forms of

Vishnu sanctify Ank-pdt a Viswarupa, and a Sankudhara whose 3illy

story may be read in the Bhagawatat. These seven images* are all

carved with much skill, and boast of great antiquity, though the

temples which cover them are modern.

These modern temples seem not to have been erected by one person

only, for though Hunter ascribes them to Rung Rao AppAHtthe peo-

ple of the place named the first Mulhar Rao as the founder. Perhaps

Mulhar Rao made the smaller mandirs, and has got credit for the

whole, by the judicious appropriation of a small fund, to the support

of poor brahmans, ten of whom are daily fed at Ank-pdt in his name.

Some told me that Ahalya Bai' founded the charity, but this belief

may have obtained from her name being more generally known.

A mound of earth separates Damodar from the Vishnu Sdgar, a

piece of water white with the favorite flower of the gods, the lotus.

A little beyond is the Gumti kund, whose banks are lined with

various buildings to Mahadeo, Dharmsdlas, chabutras, &c. and whose

waters communicate with the river of which it bears the name.

Sandipan, the tutor of Krishna, had made a vow to bathe once in

24 hours in the Gumti, but as travelling every day to the river and

back again would have left him little leisure for the instruction of his

pupils, the young god proposed bringing the river to Oujein, and he

satisfied the pious scepticism of the domine, by desiring him to write

on a piece of paper and to throw it into the Gumti

:

in a few hours the

* The Avanli khand mentions ten Vishnus. Of the other three, there is a

Parsattam near the Sola Sagur, a brahman, the discomfiter of Bali, whose story

j
s so well told by Southey, and a Baldeo at the Gumti-kund

+ The Dewan of the Puar,— the compiler of the Modern Traveller seems to

mistake him for the raja.
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pnper was picked up in the crowd. On each side of the road as you

now turn towards the town, the eye meets nothing but gardens,

baolis, and pleasure houses, the property of two or three gosains

and vairugis whom the liberality of the Sindias has enriched. Rent-

free lands and exemption from duties enable them to trade with

certainty of profit. They are of course far from being what their

profession might imply, devotees ; and though several of the edifices

about Oujein, are due to their liberality, they were described to me as

verv Don Juans, the terror of every jealous husband in Oujein*.

The only place I will stop to notice between these gardens and

the citv, is the Sehesra Dhanakeswar, a temple of Mahadko. The sons

of a rhja Bidorut reposed after the fatigue of the chase, near a deep

pool, which a rishi performing tapasya informed them was the abode of

a daitya, who afflicted the whole earth, adding that their names would

be for ever blessed, if they would rid the world of the tyrant. The

young men accordingly collected an army and marched against the

demon, who in a moment annihilated them all : the raja in despair at

the loss of his son, made supplication to Mahadko, who pleased with

his piety lent him the bow (dhanak), one arrow sent from which had the

* efficacy of a thousand. The raja armed with the wonderful weapon

destroyed the enemy, and in gratitude to his avenger so redoubled his

prayers and penances that Maha'dko desired him to ask a fayor. The

pious king requested the deity to inhabit some lingam which might more

exclusively be the object of his adoration. Mahadeo put his coun-

tenance into a stone, which he authorized him to worship as the

Sehesra Dhanakeswar. The present temple is modern but handsome.

Mass upon mass of ornamental carving is heaped upon the sikra, and

the dome of the porch has painted in the interior some of the wonder-

ful actions of the deity. Several smaller shrines sanctify the court

around it, where is also a fine baoli constructed by Chatur Gira
Gosai'n : a high wall encloses the whole. The building is ascribed to

Sedasheo Naik, but wTho this was no one seemed to know. Seda-
sheo is a common name in Mahratta history, but the person here

spoken of was probably the benevolent banker of whom such an
interesting anecdote is related bv Hunter!.

Passing over the ancient city without remark for the present, we reach
Ram khan\ garden which looks on the river where it flows past the

* As Tod has remarked, some of the richest inhabitants of Malwa and Central
India are the mercantile gosains.

t The unfortunate leader at Paniput is never that I remember called Naik.
J 1 write the name after Malcolm though it is pronounced as Grant Duff

spells the word, Rannay Khan—

I

have never seen it written.
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town ; the shade and the view of the ever busy ghats makes this a plea-

sant encamping place, and here I pitched my tents. A wall whose gates

and bastions give it the appearance of a fort encloses a square of 150

yards. The interior is adorned with suramer-houses.terraced walks, foun-

tains and a pucka drain to circulate the water. At the south-east corner

a domed mnqbareh covers the remains of Shamshkr Khan the son of

Rana Khan. It is a handsome but not a costly building, the black stone

is relieved by a red porphyry, (Spec. 5,) the same as that of which the

Joura bridge is built, and which is quarried at Rutlam

;

the tomb itself

is of common brick without inscription or ornament. The garden of

the lucky bhesti* boasts itself the most favorite spot for pic nic3 in

all Oujein. This year (I write in March) being the predecessor of the

Sinc/asta, all the Hindu world was marrying, and there was no end of

feasting and tom-toming. As my visit was also partly during the Hulit

not a day passed in which the garden was not filled with groups of

men and women enjoying themselves under the shade of the trees ;

the women walked in procession, some old lady, a curious pyramid of

flow'ers on her head, in the van leading a shrill chorus, in which

all the rest joined, from the ancient grandame with her trembling treble

to the little child trotting up in the rear. When they reached some

suitable spot they squatted down in a circle and eat, chattered and sang

till the day waned, when they marched back to their homes in like

solemn procession. The gentlemen sat apart and like European

gentlemen longer at table than the ladies. Instead of wine after

dinner they indulged in the similar luxury of opium, either chewing it,

or drinking it out of the palms of their hands. All the walks were

strewed with the plates and dishes of these parties,—leaves of the bur

neatly joined together. I asked the havildar of the garden whether

his fruit trees and vegetables did not sometimes suffer from this crowd

of visitors of w hom a large proportion are mischievously aged boys ;

he seemed indignant at the very supposition, and indeed he evidently

enjoyed the fun of the feasting more than any one else, was the

constant guest (perhaps ’tis the perquisite of his place) of one or

other of the parties, and strutted about the walks with a rubicund

visage and clothes all reeking with huli water.

* See his story in Malcolm's Cent. India 1 , 119, Grant Duff, 3, 27 ;
seem*

to doubt tbe romantic tale, but it is generally believed in Malwa.

+ It is but fair to observe that though my visit was during the Saturnalia, the

natives, with hardly an exception, behaved to me with civility and politeness, and

this though I passed two or three times every day, a ufvposvarra which lay

stretched across the principal street and is always the rendezvous of all the

wits and blackguards of a town.
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Oujein is surrounded on every side, but the south with an almost

uninterrupted belt of groves and gardens. Their names, had 1 room

for them, would be a history of the place and of its manners,—on one

side lies the garden of Dowlet Rao, on the other that of his car-

penter: here is the garden of a raja Mall, whose name has outlived

his history*, while near and in contrast to it is another, which, but

a few days ago, gloried in the name of the Baizi' Bai, now pub-

lished by a change of title the fickleness of fortune. The Mahurdj -

Bdgh, (Dowlet Rao’s) was formerly the pride of five proprietors, but

the modern Ahab, coveted his neighbour’s vineyard, out of five small

gardens made a large one, and deprived the owners of the inheritance

of their fathers. The best of the gardens seem to have been planted

by Musalmans, who, we learn from Baber, introduced the fashion

into India : few of them have walls or indeed any apparent boundary.

The ghats before the town are neither numerousf nor handsome.

The largest has the name of Pisdch-mochan from a lingam near it, by

puja to which a demon (PisdchJ had the term of his punishment

abridged and became mukht or beatified. At the back of Pisdch-

mochan, a walled and shady enclosure contains the chattris of some

of the Sindia family. The most remarkable is that of Ranaji', the

founder of their greatness}.

Opposite this ghat on the left bank of the river, and half concealed

in a grove, stands the Akhara or hospitium of JDatta trk, an extensive

building containing temples, baolis, and dharmsdlas for the accom-

modation of holy pilgrims, who have also food served out to them

from a fund supplied by the liberality of the sirkar or of the founder of

the place, Gopal Gir§ a gosain ;
Datta tre is the 12th incarnation

of Vishnu. A rishi by his penances so pleased the holy trinity that

they promised to grant him any favor he should ask of them : he

requested a son like unto themselves. And they each put a portion of

* There are two princes in the Malwa History whose names terminate in

Mall : all the natives could tell me of the founder of the garden was that he was

a Qadtm kd Raja. They scouted the idea of his being a modern.

t The ghats at Oujein are 28 in number. But many of them are at a distance

from the city.

I As Ranaji' was buried at Shvjahalpore, the chattri here is merely

honorary.

§ 1 much fear I have been misinformed here. The place is doubtless a

Vaishnava math, and unless the word be taken cum brintia, would hardly have

been built by a gosain. I was unable to have an interview with the mahant by

name Puran Gir who could have satisfied my doubts. Several Saiva mendicant*

were about the place, but in this Sivapuri they are everywhere.
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their divinity into the rishi’s child, who was thence called the Datta
tre or the three-gifted.

Between Rana Khan’s garden and the river, a small plain but

much esteemed temple of Kedareswar attracts the eye : little worship

is however, paid there except in Aghan, during the whole of which

month, there is a continual mela around it, and the rest of Maha.
deo’s temples are deserted to do it honor. The story of the moun-

tain god, one of the twelve chief lings is found in the purans, but the

brahmans of Oujein have embellished the tale k leur fa 9on. The

deotas who dwelt in the snowy range complained to Maha'dko that

they were tortured with never ceasing frost. Mahadeo sent for Hi-

malaya and took him to task for being so cold. Let your abode be with

us said the mountain and not only will we constantly adore you, but

we’ll abate our rigour for eight months of the year. The god con-

sented and settling in the hill near a warm kund, a crowd of devotees

came to worship him under his new name of Kedareswar, lord of

the mountain stream. In process of time the world became so wicked

that Kkda'reswar withdrew himself from the sight of man. One day

some holy men, who still lingered about the spot their lord had

consecrated, were lamenting his loss in most piteous strains. When
shall we find such a god ? Who is equal to him ? &c. &c. suddenly a

voice issued from the earth, “goto Mahdkdl ban, there I will appear in

the river Sipra.” With joyful hearts they hastened to Oujein and prayed

by the banks of the holy river, when just as the sun shewed his first

rays, a stone rose out of the water, and was immediately hailed as

Kedareswar. Crime however has deprived Oujein of a part of the

god,—shocked at the desolating wars of the Pandus, Kedareswar

again fled the pollution of man, and concealed his countenance in the

shape of a buffalo.

Bhi'm1 Singh in despair at the retreat of the god consulted a rishi,

who explained the metamorphosis, and advised him to bestride the

world like a colossus, while all the buffaloes in the earth should be

made to pass between his legs. All passed but that which concealed

the divinity, who could not submit to such degradation. Bhi'm

thinking, (to use the expression of the celebrated Bishop Fox,) that

he had now “ got god by the toe” ran to catch the beast, but it sank

into the earth : subsequently Kkdarkswar’s head rose up in the

Himalaya, while the trunk alone reappeared at Oujein. It would be an

endless task to recount even the names of the innumerable shrines

which form the boast of Oujein. It is related that Indra and his

court, went to pay devotions at Mahdkdl ban, a forest 16 kos in
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extent, which occupied the site of the city subsequently built. Learn-

ing however that there were seven crores of thousands, and seven

ci ores of hundreds, of lingas, promiscuously scattered about the holy

spot, they returned, unshrived, to Amarawitipuri, afraid lest while they

were worshipping one lingam, their feet should unavoidably dishonor

some other. Even in this age of sin and unbelief besides the countless

ruined mandirs, and small enclosures and chabutras to Nandi and the

ling, there are to Maha'deo alone 84 temples supported by the sirkar.

The smallest has two rupees a month for the maintenance of a priest,

and a trifling allowance for the expences of puja. I will not trespass

upon your patience further than to describe the three principal

temples, the Mahdkdl, the Ndgchund and the Agasteswar, which are

distinguished from the rabble, the “ foi/j," by the names of Rdja,

Kutwdl, and Dewrin.

Mahdkdl is the handsomest, the most holv, the largest, and the

richest, temple at Oujein. Scindia allows it 1 1 , the Puaks of Dewas

two, the Guickwar four, and Holkau two rupees a day*.

The greater part of the funds derived from these and many other

sources, is, my pandit assured me, devoted to feeding poor brahmans,

but the thinness of attendance at the saddbirt, tempted me to answer

him in the words of Euclio in the play.

Ego novi istas polypas qui sibi quicquid tetigerint, tenent.

Not to mention however the salaries of the servants, and the cost

of keeping the buildings in repair, the expences of the worship alone

must be very considerable ; besides the ghee for the lamps, which

burn night and day, the various kinds of food, the precious oils, and

the ever renewed flowers, rich clothes and handsome ornaments must

be provided to honor the god. Every Monday afternoon his servants

bring out the five-faced mukhat and carry it in solemn procession to

a sacred kutid

;

attendants walk by the side of the light vahana,

fanning it with peacock’s feathers and brahmans call aloud the various

names of their lord :
“ the unborn,” “the never dying,” “ the universal

soul,” while the wild yell of the conch rends the air, and the inces-

sant nuqdrds, and the shouts of the multitude make hideous music.

Having reverentially washed, and presented food to this brazen

maskf they convey it to the temple and place it over the lingam, a stone

* The family of the latter formerly gave five rupees a day, the preseut repre-

sentative, like his ancestor Jeswant, has no partiality for the sacred class.

t It has I am told, a washing of gold over it, but it is with that exception en-

tirely of brass.

o N
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about a yard high*, which it fits like a cap, and entirely conceals.

They now clothe the idol in silken robes, and throw wreathes of flowers

and rich necklaces over it, while layers of costly carpets are now
spread one over the other on the floor before the shrine. Again they

repeat the pious mockery of offering food in silver vessels, the usual

puja is performed, and a shastri chaunts aloud during the greater

part of the night, selected portions of the holy writings. On the

other days of the week the mukhat is locked up. No other temples,

but the three lords, can boast of this head-piece to their lings. The

Maliks of Mahdkdl, those who have the management of the funds,

are Telinga brahmans. Bahorees, a Mewarri class, receive a monthly

stipend to perform the puja, and menial offices. The name of the

divinity of the temple, that by which he is more correctly styled is

Ananta Kalpeswar, lord of ages, without beginning or end. The

origin of this name and of the temple may be told in verse.

For proud pre-eminence of power,

Brahma and Vishnu wild with rage contended;

And Siva in his might

Their dread contention ended ;

Before their sight,

In form a fiery column did he tower.

Whose height above the highest height extended.

Whose depth below the deepest depth descended :

Downwards its depth to sound,-

Vishnu a thousand years explored,

The fathomless profound ;

And yet no base he found :

Upwards to reach its head,

Ten myriads of years the aspiring Brahma soared ;

Above him still the immeasurable spread.

The rivals owned their lord.

And trembled and adored.

The temple which formerly covered this self-same, so marvellously-

extended, stone, (now shrunk into more convenient proportions) was

enclosed by a wall a hundred cubits high ; 300 years had been

expended in its erection, and if as Ferjsteh writes, it was the counter-

part of Somntith, the wonderful fabric was supported by numerous

pillars overlaid with plates of gold, and encrusted with rubies and

emeralds. Instead of the greasy chiraghs, which now diffuse more

smoke than light through the sanctum, one resplendent lamp alone

illumined the glorious face, whose light, reflected back from innumerable

* I did not see the covering of the ling but verified my pandit’s description by

that of another brahman : the size of the stone is by no means remarkable. The

phallus of the brother temple at Hierajiolis was 180 feet high.
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precious stones spread a refulgent lustre '.hroughout the temple*. The

building of which this exaggerated description is given, was destroyed

by Altamsh, who thought to carry off in triumph the stone which even

gods had respected. But the brahmans pretend that he took away

a mere stone, for that the ling inhabited by divinity eluded in invisi-

bility the polluting touch of the infidel. The present temple is suid to

have been built, (it was probably repaired only,) about a hundred years

ago, by Ramchandra Bappu, dewan of Ram RAof. It stands in

the midst of the city, in the centre of an extensive court, enclosed by

walls*. Steps lead down from the western face to a small square tank,

the Kote Tirhut, the bathing in which has the efficacy of a million

pilgrimages, for Garuda filled it, by a drop of water from every sacred

kund in the universe, and it thus partakes of the virtues of every one

of them.

The court which surrounds the kund, is filled up with verandahs,

partitioned into small cells and se'walas, each occupied by an emblem

of divinity. Above the verandahs are wooden dharmsd/as, where

brahmans are daily fed, and lie sheltered from the heat of the sun. I

have before alluded to the difficulty, which deterred the court of

Indra, from worshipping at Mahakal. Na'gchand, having told them

of a ling, which absolved from the unintentional offence of treading on

any other, they built a temple to distinguish it, which they called

from the name of their informant, Ndgchandreswar. The brah-

mans have a tradition, that No Rang Padshah, (so they call Aur.

cngzebe,) sent an army to destroy this, and all the other sacred

images of Oujein, but no sooner had the infidels once struck the stone

than a stream of blood issued from it, which becoming immediately

converted into bees, stung the greater part of the intruders to death.

Terrified by the prodigy, the emperor desisted from his impious design.

This story is an amplification of the miracle related by Tod of the

shrine of Onkar, though perhaps the fable may seem more applicable

to Oujein, for here all the ancient images (if indeed as believed they

* Price, Ferishteh, Maurice.

+ Every one we asked gave the same names, but I can find none such in

Mahratta history. It may be a corruption of Ramchandra Baba (Shenwee),

the protege of Ballaji' Baii' Rao, who was dewan of both Kanagee
Scindia and of Sadasheo Rao.

I There is a description of it in a late number of the E. I. U. S. J. The

author of the paper rather strangely mistakes this monarch of lings for a

temple of Vishnu. The same writer miscalls a statue of Reessil Muni near

Bhirtery’s cave a Parisnith. The image which the brahmans pretended to

conceal, was either the mukhat, or more probably, a deviec to extort money.

5 n 2
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are the original images), stand unmutilated, while at Mandatta, neailv

every figure has lost a nose, or a limb, and in one place, where a very

beautiful temple was approached by avenues of large elephants, not

only has the temple been violently thrown down, but the trunk of

almost every elephant has been barbarously cut off and thrown into

the river*. The history of Agasteswar, one of the twelve lings, (at

Dwdrika,) contains a pleasing moral. The dewtas defeated by dailyas

applied for assistance to Agasta. They found the saint performing

tapasya, his thoughts abstracted from worldly concerns, and his eves

closed in deep devotion. At the tale of their wrongs, however, his

eyes opened and such angry fire flashed from them that in an instant

the daityas were annihilated. But when the holy man reflected that

the province of saints is not to destroy but to save,

TOf sorrow seized his soul. Vain had been his prayers and

fasts, his dreadful penances and long probation, one moment of anger

had cancelled them all, and with an exhausted body and broken spirit,

he prepared to seek absolution for his sin in a tedious course of unre-

lenting severities. But the god he had worshipped took compassion up-

on him. Desired to make what request he pleased, the sage only begged

remission from his crime, and that the deity would inhabit some ling to

which he might forever express his gratitude. EvxvsStsaias ovKavT)Ko6ose«>s-,

Mahadko pardoned the supplicant; oblivion restored serenity to his

mind, and the ling of Agasteswar still relieves the repentant sinner

from the gnawings of an evil conscience. Besides these 84 lings there

are 1 1 ancient Rudras, each of which has a distinguishing appellative.

The skull-adorned, the three-eyed, the air-clothed ( i. e. naked), he

who wears a turban of matted hair, whose ornaments are snakes, who

wanders where he lists, the lord of light, &c.f All these forms are re-

presented by the ling, and the temples which cover them are for the most

part small and plain. The Ganeshas can hardly be numbered, but six

are distinguished by superior antiquity and bv sesquipedilian names :

there is also a Chintamani of much repute, a few miles from Oujein.

The chaturthi (4th) of every month}, is devoted to its worship and in the

month of Chaitra, there is a melah on the four Wednesdays. We find

twenty-four matas and three devis mentioned in the Avanti khand

;

the devis being a Lakshmi, a Saraswatt and an Annapurna, they are all

* Sec Tod’s Rnjasthan, 2 : 395, note.

+ Kapili, Trilochau, Digambar, Jatadhari, Surup surbang tnukhar, Vdma-

chart, Kulanbth, & c.

t The 4th day of the month is always kept as a fast by pious Hindus.
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still worshipped, but I learnt nothing regarding them worthy of re-

membrance.

The temple of Ilarsuddi (included in the Matas) deserves more than

a passing notice. It is celebrated for its antiquitv, its holiness,

and for containing the identical idol, so devoutly worshipped by the

Vikramas. On a shelf behind the image, is a head carved in stone,

regarding which a singular tradition obtains.

Vikbamaji't was in the habit of every day cutting off his head, and

of presenting it to the blood-thirsty Devi, the goddess generously

restored the offering and replaced it uninjured on its shoulders. The

king at length in an excess of devotion vowed that on no day should

food or drink pass his lips, till the extraordinary sacrifice had been

performed. One luckhss morning however, he lost his way out hunting,

and feeling so overpowered with fatigue and thirst, that he could pro-

ceed no further, he cut off his head and desired his attendants to take

and present it to the accustomed shrine. As they were carrying the

head along, some flies feasted on it, and the goddess disgusted with

the half-eaten offering, in her indignation converted it into stone; the

expecting corpse shared the same fate ; the head has ever since

occupied a place in the temple, and the petrified trunk is still, it is

believed, to be seen in the neighbourhood, though in so secluded a

spot that the seeker must lose his way to find it. A different version

of the tale relates, that the king was fighting with Salivahan on the

banks of the Nerbudda, and that unable to leave the field he sent his

head in a golden charger and wrapped in rich clothes to Harsuddi.

A kite attracted by the smell of blood carried off the head, but soon

dropping so tough a morsel, it was taken thus mangled and dirty to

the shrine of the goddess, who spurning with her foot the unwashed*

banquet it became stone. We read in Wilford’s puzzling essay

on the Vikramas, that one of the peculiarities of these princes, was the

being always ready to offer up their heads to Devi : none however

are supposed to have performed the sacrifice more than ten times

for so many times only had their attendant demon the power of

restoring them to life. Vikramaji't indeed at last lost his head for

aye, but it was not on this occasion cut off by himself, but by his

enemy and conqueror Salivahan. The story here told is evidently

made up from some of the numerous fables which are extant on the

subject.

The temple, a huge pile without sikra, contains besides the principal

* “ When a sacrifice is made to Cliandika the victim’s head having been cut

cff must be sprinkled with water."—As. Res. 5 : 390.
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idol, a Ganesha, several lings, &c. and has an allowance of five rupees

a day from the sirkar.

The Maliks of most of the matas are gosafns or mails ; brahmans

of course perform the puja. Of the modern temples the principal

shelter forms of Vishnu. An Ananta, distinguished only bv its

white sikra from the surrounding buildings, stands immediately

opposite to Rana Khan’s garden. It is only opened in the evening.

I was not permitted to approach nearer the idol, than the edge of a

low room, supported upon numerous wooden pillars, and about thirty

feet square. This room was dark, which gave a theatrical effect to

the lighted recess in the back ground, where the god and Lakshmi' sit

dressed in rich clothes : Garuda waits in front, while two or three

brahmans reading the scriptures in a low tone before them, increase

the picturesque of the scene. Nearly touching this, is a temple to

Bhagawun, which differs in no respect from the last, but in the absence

of a Sikra. The fortunate god supported by Lakshmi', and Si'ta,

all gaily dressed adorns the recess, Garuda occupies his usual place,

and at the feet of the deities are ranged numerous small brass images,

of the various forms of the god. This place was built and is sup-

ported by the raja of Bugli. Here also as at the last temple, and for

the same purpose, that of heightening the effect, the spectator admires

in darkness and at a distance.

The Sedasheo Nai/c, who has been before alluded to, has left

another monument of his munificence, in a splendid temple to

Janarddana in the very heart of the city which from its convenient

situation, and from the scriptures being daily read aloud there, has

numerous votaries. Four handsome sewalas occupy the corners of the

enclosing quadrangle, and ten brahmans (the number was formerly

50)
daily receive food in the dharmsdlas. I was told also of a Jaggan-

ndth and a Badrinath worth visiting, but want of leisure prevented

my seeing them. The latter was built by the subscription of the

baniahs, and is said to be large and handsome. I must not omit among

the modern temples that of which the Jains were so unceremoniously

deprived*. This fine building bears the expressive names of Jubares-

war, the Zaberdast, and Jain Banjaniswar, the Jam-expelling lord.

The ling, from the circumstances attending its consecration, has numer-

ous votaries, though considered far inferior in sanctity to the more an-

cient shrines. The exiled Parisndth, stands in a humble kotri, quite

close to the splendid mansion which was built for him, but I could not

obtain a sight of his image. Indeed my information regarding the

* See the story in Malcolm’s Central India.
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Jains is very unsatisfactory. They are, and have some cause to be,

jealous of strangers, and will not admit them into their sanctuaries.

From an Oujein Jatti with whom I have lately become acquainted, I

learn that they have 16 mandirs in the city; 13 Sitambari, and 3

Digambari. The Sitambari are always the most numerous in Maltva

towns ; the resident Jattis are not more than 12 in number. Of the

temples, three or four seem ancient : a subterraneous one to Pdrisnath

more particularly so. It is near or upon the site of the old city, and

cannot be visited even during the day without a light. A Pdrisnath

also about ten miles from the town has the reputation of autiquity, and

tirath (pilgrimage) is performed to it twice a year.

The Rdmsanehi sect does not appear to have spread much to the

south of Mokandarra, nor could their pure philosophy be expected

to flourish in the superstitious atmosphere of Oujein. They have

however one plain temple in the city, and about 12 Sadhus*. I do

not particularize any of the other sects as they generally join in wor-

ship at their respective Vishnava or Siva temples. The Dadus and Kabir

Panthis are common amongst the military, while the courts of Vishnu

are filled with Ramavuts and Ramanujas, but the varieties of gosaxns

are perhaps less than might be expected, and of any local peculiari-

ties no information has reached me. My catalogue of the holy things

of Oujein is not yet exhausted.

At the foot of nearly every tree, commemorating the courage or

weakness of woman, leans a sati stone, which some pious hand has

removed from its ruined chabutra, and set up to be worshipped in

the shade. These tablets have usually sculptured on them a male and

one or more female figures, with a symbol to mark the rank of the

deceased; as a horse for the cavalier, a cow for the brahman, and for

the Rajput (I suppose) a sun and moonf. Sometimes the figures are

more numerous ; horses and attendants crow’d the field, and a dome

supported on pillars protects the stone from the sun and rain. On a

few, apparently the most ancient, the female figure is so gracefully

expressed that I more than once felt tempted to commit a sacrilege and

to steal one to adorn my study. Near Shah Dawal’s Dargdh where

a battle was foughtj, the groves are studded with such affectiug mo-

numents which are supposed to cover the remains of the slain. Puja is

commonly paid to these stones ; they are found let into the walls of tem-

* They have also three or four Ramdivaras at Indore.

t Some of the stones scattered about have merely warriors on them without

any feqaale figure. They may have some connection with the commemorative

tablets mentioned by Col. Sykes in his Essay—Journ. Roy. As. Soc. 4.

t Hunter gives a history of the battle.
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pies, or resting against the door, or occupying a deserted sewala, and

the pious villager as he passes one under a tree mistakes the sculpture

for some form of divinity and besmears it with ochre. Milk once rained

at Rome but it was polluted with blood. Lycus tells of a fountain in

India from which the natives fed their lamps. But the streams of

Ovjein more rich and curious, produce not a polluted liquid, or mere

food for lamps, but milk, fresh, wholesome milk. Abul Fazl who

believed that the Sipra displayed this phenomenon*, was not aware

that other waters of the vicinity have the same property. Of seven

sacred tanks at Oujein two occasionally manifest the miracle. The

Rudra Sagar\, or rather the dudh-talao which is near it, and the Khuir

(Kshira) Sugar, which derives its name from the mess so called made

of rice and milk. A like prodigy is related of a pool near Chitlrakoth

in Bundelkltand, which may be annually verified on the dark half of the

month Knrtik during the night only.

The miracle is sometimes reversed ; for the Sola Sugar, which is now

a large piece of water, was originally a small cup of milk. A rishi

observing that his cows returned from grazing with undistended udders,

concealed himself and detected a gowala in the act of milking the cows.

The discovered thief ran away, and in his haste dropped the vessel

which contained the stolen milk,—the spilt milk was the origin of

Sola Sugar.

The credulous Oujeinfs receive, in its literal sense, the name of ano-

ther of the lakes, the Ratna S<igar, and believe that precious stones at

times rise out of the water and glitter in the eyes of the fortunate

worshipper. It was originally no doubt a mere complimentary epi-

thet, just as the Dee is called the Ratnukara or house of gems. But the

Sipra is, par excellence, the stream of wonders. Its sanctity commences

about four miles south of Oujein at the Trivcni, where the three waters

the Riatku, the Rulkia, and the Chippra, ( Sipra) meet. During the

drought which desolated this part of India three or four years ago, so

little water remained in the river, that the citizens became alarmed.

Numerous were the prayers, the homas, the offerings of ghee and milk

on its banks. “ One morning (I use the words of the chief Mulla of

the Bhoras who prefaced his tale with the ominous caution of “ you’ll

not believe me”) I went down to the ghats, w hat was my astonishment

at finding the bed of the river which I had left nearly dry a few

* It is amusing to find Gladwin taxing liis ingenuity to explain tliis—why
did lie not also explain the i’arus-pattal and the mermaids.

t The liudra Hague is not unfrequently dry
;
the natives tell you that bones

thrown into it in the rains, are decomposed, by the time that the dry weather

exposes its bed.
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hours before, covered with water a foot deep. No rain had fallen at

the city or for 20 miles round, it was a visible interposition of

God.”— I am not surprised at the credulity of the Bohra, at his telling

that he saw what he never could have seen ; ignorance is always more

ready to wonder than to investigate ;

—
‘ sanctius et reverentius visum

de actis deorum credere quam scire.’ The disease of superstition which

converts “ the freshest sandal-wood into a flame of fire”* has infected

every class at Oujein, where miracles are daily believed which seem to

defy belief. During my visit, a gosain ran an iron stake through

his bodv ;—n brahman passed his hand over the wound and cured itf.

The Musalmans in their turn, boast of a faqir, who has been for

years in the habit of standing in the open air when it rains ; the

water separates in a cone over his head and does not wet his

body. JThe frequent recurrence of and ready faith in these

miracles, “seen, heard, attested, every thing but true,” teach us, how

cautiously we must receive, when superstition is concerned, the

testimony of witnesses however numerous, or disinterested
; and

perhaps in like cases the most rational rule, is almost to adopt the

paradox of Mackenzie, and “ to doubt of strong evidence from the

very circumstance of its strength.”

The Hindus of Oujein do not seem to be much troubled with

sectarianism ; though Mahadeo is of course the most popular divinity,

the worshippers of other gods are not molested, nor are the objects

of their worship neglected.—A brahman whom I questioned on the

subject said in answer, “ we treat our deities as you English gentlemen

do vour friends in a cantonment. We call on them all round but are

more intimate with some than with others.” It would be difficult to

form an estimate of the number of places at this city which are

devoted to the worship of the brahmanical Pantheon, but Abul Fazl

certainly speaks within bounds when he enumerates them at 360.

Leaving for the present the Hindu and his faith, let us devote a few

lines to the followers of the prophet. The orthodox sect of Musal-

mans, during the fighting times of the first Sindia, attained consider-

* Sentiment of an Indian author quoted by Sir W. Jones.

+• I was to have witnessed this trick, but was prevented by illness.

I Jeuangir tells us that a shower of gold fell iu his presence on the head of a

saint. The emperor perhaps uever saw it, for he is a most unblushing fabulist : or

if he did, even his credulity seems to have suspected a trick, for he speaks doubt-

fully of it and his courtiers laughed at the saint and his miracle
;
but in the case

of our faqir a trick seems out of the question, and the numbers who tell the tale

must believe it, on hearsay.

5 o
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A'dil Beg,«(

I

By some mistress

Chamman Beg.

able consequence in Mdlwii, but they are now few in number, without

power and without money. The principal family, at the court of

Ma hadji* Sindia was that of A'dil Beg*, of which it may be con-

venient to give a short account, as to its members most of the

Musalman buildings of Oujein are due.

J
Bv a wife

1. Abdul Haki'm Beg.

2. Manowar Beg.

1.3. Anwar Beg.

Of A'dil Beg’s history I know nothingf. To his eldest son a few

lines onlv, in Malcolm’s Central India, are devoted. But he is much

celebrated in Mulwii, and was sent on several important embassies. On
one occasion, when he was vakeel to the Oude court, Ascf ud Docla,

pressed him to remain in his service. Abdul Haki'm excused himself

in a compliment to both his patrons which raised him in the estimation

of the Vizier and much endeared him to Sindia. It is said that

whenever he entered the Durbar, his Maliratta master rose slightly

from the cushion, (an honor he paid to no one else) calling to him in

a friendlv manner as sahib and seating him by his side. Oue day being

sulky or lazy he neglected the ceremony. The mortified Bkg returned

home, dismissed his establishment, and retired in the garb of a faqir

to a neighbouring mosque. Three or four days afterwards Mahadji'

remarking his non-attendance at court inquired the reason. “ No one’’

said his brothers, “ knows quelle mouche piqueebut he has turned faqir

and is telling his beads in his father’s masjid.” Sindia immediately rose

from the durbar, hastened to the mosque and addressing the pretend-

ed faqir, said, “ what is the meaning of this ?” “ My lord,” replied

the nobleman, “ I am your slave and live only in your favor
;
you have

always distinguished me above the rest of your court by rising w hen

I entered the durbar. It was a trifle no doubt, but a trifle on which

hung my honor and dignity : the last time 1 approached the presence you

received me without the usual compliment, exposing me to the sneeis

and reflections of my enemies and to the mortification of thinking that

I have lost your affection. What business have I at a court where I

am no longer regarded.” Mahadji' made no answer, but taking

him by the arm with a gentle violence brought him back to the palace.

* I do not mention IIana Khan, as liis history is comparatively well known,

•f I may as well premise that my library is scanty, I have neither I’rinskp’s

Ameer Khan, nor Brigg’s Mahomedan History. The gallaDt A'dil Beg, in the

Kana of Oudeypoor’s service was a Hindi. The father of Abdul Haki'm,

1 believe, a Deccan Musalman.
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He continued in great favor for some time, but seems, at last to have

been supplanted by Chamman Bko. The rise of this younger brother

is curious. It appears that while all his family were in power,

Chamman Beg alone had remained without appointments. He be-

came however intimate with the dewan who introduced him to his

master. Sindia surprised that a son of A'dil Bkq should till then

have been unknown to him, asked Abdul Haki'm how many sons his

father had left,
” three” he answered, repeating their names. “ And

Chamman Beg ?” “ O he’s not my brother, but the son of some slave

girl.” Boiling with rage the equally low-born Mahratta turned his

back on the blundering Beg.—Chamman was immediately taken into

favor, was sent to take charge of Mandesxcar, and subsequently rose

to great power and distinction.

Manowar Beg had some command near Bhurtpore, but being

defeated by the Jatslie returned in disgrace and was never afterwards

employed. The district of Mandesxcar had been entrusted to A'nwar

Beg but he was removed to make way for his illegitimate brother*.

Of about fifty mosques not more than seven or eight are at present

frequented. The principal two very handsome buildings in the midst

of the city bear the names of the founders A’dil and Chamman Beg.

One of the deserted mosques is called Be-txeo, or without founda-

tion, because the under surface of the lower range of stones of its

walls, is on an exact level with the ground about it, and really as

the place is small and low, and built on the crest of a hill, it may
possibly have no foundation. The Oujeinis, however, confirm the

propriety of the name by a fable which has certainly no foundation.

A Kabul faqir took it into his head to travel, but unwilling to leave

a favorite mosque he carried it about with him on bis shoulders.

Arriving at last at Oxijein, a brother faqir whom he had formerly

known, called out, “ Friend, what are you carrying that great thing

about for, put it down here.” The weary traveller deposited his load,

but never took it up again, for charmed with the place, he made it

his home, and a small tomb in the court of the mosque is shewn as

the spot where rest his remainsf.

There is an Arabic inscription over the door, consisting apparently,

• I cannot help, even at the hazard of being *-edious, again apologizing for the

meagreness of these details, information regarding the personal histories of

individuals is easily obtained by men in office, but with great difficulty by a

subaltern in a cantonment.

"h A Jain assured me that this place was an apasra or reading room of his sect,

but it is evidently a Musalman building.

0 O 2
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of extracts from the quran, but I was too pressed for time to stay and

decipher the nearly obliterated letters which were placed too high to

be read from the ground. But few of the other Musalman buildings

merit description. In the heart of the city and close together, the

tombs of two ladies stand in quadrangles, enclosed by walls. One
covers Rekmat Bibi', a person more celebrated for liberality than

modesty, for she annually expended in a tazeea 700 rupees of the

wages of prostitution. The occupier of the next tomb would be

shocked at its vicinity to so unchaste a character. She was the

beautiful wife of a Nawab Bakhta r Khan, whose affection for her

induced him, in her last illness, to summon a learned Hakim from

Surat. But in spite of the arguments and prayers of her friends the

prudish lady would not consent to her pulse being felt by a stranger.

The doctor suggested that she should hold one end of a string, passed

through as many doors and walls as she pleased, while he by feeling

the other end would judge of the state of her body. The lady seem-

ingly consented, but tied her corner of the string to a cat’s neck.

Alas ! cried the doctor from without, that cat is starving to death,

pray give it something to eat. The husband enraged with the fasti-

diousness of his wife insisted upon her again holding the string,

but when he left the room she tied it to a post. The doctor who

was not to be deceived instantly in a rage quitted the house, and the

lady fell a martyr to her too-scrupulous delicacy. Much treasure is

supposed to have been buried with her, but it is now no longer

searched for, for it is believed that a party formerly employed in the

unholy act of endeavouring to rob the dead, lighted upon the spot

where the body was deposited. It was found lying in a sandal wood

cradle and the face so piously concealed during life, became by a

cruel fatality exposed after death to the vulgar gaze of these sacrile-

gious men. The worm had not outraged the fair lineaments, and

the modesty of the beautiful features struck such remorse into the

hearts of the plunderers, that filled with pity and shame they immedi-

ately covered up the grave, and no one has ever since been impious

enough to violate its sanctity. These two tombs are adorned both

externally and in the interior with slabs of white marble, having sen-

tences of the quran sculptured on them. I looked in vain for any in-

scriptions which would certify to the occupants of the buildings, as I

have heard them ascribed to different individuals than those to whom
I have assigned them.

Of the other tombs, one to Ismael Khan Rumi' occupies a conspi-

cuous situation, the crest of one of the hills of the old city. Of the
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history of the Khan I am ignorant. I was equally unsuccessful in

learning any thing regarding the cemeteries of two saints, IVr

Mach am and Shah Dawel, both of which are beautifully situated

in groves outside the city. A singular superstition is connected with

the burial place of a third saint, Pi'r Khir, or as he is more properly

called Pi'r Karra ; the last name originating in the belief that be-

fore the suppliant at the tomb can take rest, his wishes arc granted.

Women desirous of progeny bake four Hat cakes of flour, and

crowning them with small pieces of meat and fruits, set them floating

in a baoli near the tomb. If the saint is propitious, two are said to

sink, and the other two having been first carried to the opposite side

of the well, return back to the happy votaress.

As a not inaccurate method of calculating the Musalman population

of an Indian city, I visited on the Bahrid, the idydh at which all

the faithful are sure to be present, whom age and sickness have not

confined to the house*.

An immense crowd had assembled but a large proportion of it was

composed of idle spectators, or petty merchants, and I should not

suppose that the number of Musalmans was greater than 2,000.

The Musalmans agree better with the idol-loving Hindus, than

with the followers of their own prophet, the bohras.

The Mahrattas and Musalmans, indeed have in a strange manner

amalgamated their religions. Ami'r Khan paid a brahman to pray

for him at Rashkar

:

Holkar always provides two tazeeas at the mo-

harram, and gives presents to the water-carriers, while many of the

Mahrattas appear dressed in green turbans, &c. on the katil ka rat.

But the bohra can never conceal his opinions, is for every blurting out

his creed, and seems longing to have a hearty curse at the three ca-

liphs. Their chief mulla was my constant companion during my visit

to Oujcin. Silting on one occasion with a munshi and myself, he asked

interminable questions regarding our manners and customs. But the

day was hot and the mulla is old : he grew sleepy : “ Iladmirait ton-

jours mais is bailloit quel que fois” and every yawn was finished off

with a piously prolonged Y—a A— 1—i. These exclamations became

at last so frequent that I could perceive my munshi wincing under the

infliction, and be told me afterwards that he should have been much
offended “ but he’s an old man and thank God I’ve seen the world.” As
might be expected quarrels between the bohras and sunnis, are not

unfrequent, and in a fray which occurred at Mandiswara a few years ago,

* This method will not apply to a cantonment, where each regiment has its

private praying-place.
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the chief mulla narrowly escaped with his life*. A sunni will not re-

cieve a glass of water from a bohra, unless poured out before his eyes

from the latter’s lota, who yvould it is declared, certainly spit in it if

the other turned his back for a moment.

The early history of the bohras is involved in much obscurity :

Malcolm, who asserts that they are descended from the Hassams,

has not informed us, whether he derived his knowledge from common

report, or written authorities, and omits to notice that Colebuooke

and others have on strong groundst disputed that extraction.

Of this interesting tribe, I at one time entertained a hope of being

able to send you a more satisfactory history, than can be gleaned from

the accompanying meagre notes : for on paying a visit to the chief

mulla’s house, I was delighted with the sight of nearly 200 volumes

of Arabic lore, from which he promised to permit me to make whatever

extracts I pleased. But the mulla is old, cautious and avaricious,

and though still profuse of his promises of giving me the use of his

library, I have not as yet been able to procure even a catalogue of

it, and the scanty information which in answer to my queries, and to

whet my curiosity, he sends me piecemeal, in letters, is of that de-

scription, which the Hindus call, A'tpatdng , in which nec pes, nec

caput, &c.J Perhaps, however, he tells little, because he has little to

tell. I am the more inclined to this suspicion, from the nature of a

few extracts, hastily made, from two or three books which he pointed

out to me, as the most respectable authority on the subject of life creed.

Of the value of these you may judge from the following specimen§.

“ A man, named Yaku'b, obliged to quit his country from some

domestic or party feud, was the first of his sect who put his foot in

India, having left Egypt and landed at Cambat, A. H. 532, A. D. 1137.

* See IIebkr’s Journal, vol. II.

+ Their not rejecting the last five Imams, their peaceable pursuits, &c.

+ He promises to pay me a visit in the cold weather bringing all his books.

Should he not fail me, I will send you notice of any thing I may find curious

in them: D. Uerbelot mentions a few histories of Vemen for which I inquired,

but the mulla did not seem to know of them. I remember the titles of a few of

the bohra MSS. J| ^ ;
UA. 1!)

§ The extracts, mere rough translations, are distinguished by inverted commns.

Of the history of the sect before 532, I am ashamed to send but in a note the

confused story of the mulla. The first Persian apparently of whom their chro-

nicles speak, is one “ Solkyman Fahsek,” who emigrated from Fars or Hama-
dan, (I suppose to Arabiu,) and was the bosom friend of (there a word seems

wanting) “ Pin Mahomed il Mustapha.” ?
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At this time, the chief mulla of the sect, (which had been for some

years settled in Yemen,) was Zoheib bin Musa. Egypt obeyed the

rule of the caliph Mostkmsir Billah, and Saduas Singh governed

the Hindu kingdom of Piranpatam."

Now Mostkmsir, say most authorities, died A. H. 487, and his

grandson HAFEDH.the 11th caliph, reigned from 524 to 544.

The Guzerdt chronicles, though very confused at this period, agree

better with the above date ;
for Siddha, or Jay a Singh, of which Sadras

maybe a corruption, was king of Anhulwnranpatam in 1094. Yakub

having landed at Cambay, was received into the house of a mali named

Kela, whose hospitality to a stranger soon met a reward, for the

garden well becoming dry, the prayers of his guest caused water

again to rise in it. The gardener naturally approving of such a con-

venient faith, immediately adopted it, and Yaku'b learning the Gujerati

language with surprising quickness, soon gained as a second proselyte,

a hoy the son of a brahman.

The king Sadras, and his two dewans, the brothers Takmall and

Barmall, used to pay frequent visits to Cambat, for the purpose of

performing puja at a temple, much celebrated for an iron elephant,

which hung in mid air, a ehamakpdn having been let into the roof

above it. The zealous Yaku'b caused a block of stone to he cut to

the size and shape of the loadstone, removed the original slab, and sub-

stituting his own, the elephant of course fell to the ground*. The

daring author of the profanation, who made no secret of it, but when

they were eagerly searching for him, boastfully exclaimed, “ adsum qui

feci,” would have been immediately sacrificed to the rage of the

idolators, but he represented that it was folly to put him to death,

merely because he was more powerful than their god, of which he had

already given them one proof, and of which he was prepared to offer

another. Let your god said he, dry up that tank, if he succeed kill me;

if he fail acknowledge my superiority. The eloquence of the preacher

touched the simple Indians, who consented with joy to the trial
; but

* It will immediately occur to your recollection that the Gaznavide

Mahmud performed the feat in the same country
;
Dow, i. 71. The story

is a very old one, and Bayle in his article “ Mahomet” gives some amusing

quotations on the subject.

Yaku'b might have learnt the secret at Alexandria, where in the temple

of Serapis there was a similar argumentum demonis.— Sed cum quidam dei

servus inspiratus id intellexisset inagnetem lapidsm e camera subtstroxit, &c. &o.

Prideaux, who bad a large faith, and others have argued upon the possibility

of the suspensiou.
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in vain the brahmans, like the priests of old, called on the name of

their Baal, from morn even unto night, saying, Baal, hear us. Their

lord was peradventure asleep, for he heard them not, and the waters

remained unmoved and undisturbed. Yaku'b stood by, like Elija,

and mocked them, and when at last in despair they relinquished their

fruitless task, he by a few prayers and incantations caused the waters to

retire. I have dwelt the longer upon this fable because it confirms the

fact of a connexion with Egypt*, by the singular coincidence of the

drying up of the tank, with a well known superstition peculiar to that

country. In De Sacy’s Abd Allatif the curious may read the whole

process by which the African magicians absorbed water ; a small image,

the letters T and H, some string, a little pigeon’s blood, &c. being the

simple ingredients of their talismanf.

But Yaku'b’s skill was not confined to depriving a pool of its

water. At the king’s request he again replenished the exhausted tank,

and Sadras and his court, won by such a succession of miracles,

embraced the religion of their author. “ Of a truth” says Sadi,

“ every one is bom with a disposition to Islamism.” The inhabitants

of the neighbourhood soon followed the example of their lords, and

in a few days a numerous population was repeating the Imdmiyeh

kulrna. The Indian converts, who being generally merchants, were
distinguished by thd name of bohras fbyohar, traffic) were obliged,

from their ignorance of Arabic, to refer to their brethren at Yemen

whom they looked up to as superiors in all questions regarding the

laws and ceremonies of their religion, just as the Parsi's of Hindustdn

obtained their revaiuts from the more learned guebres of Yezd. As

it is the duty also of every Bohra to perform once in his life a haj

to his chief mulla, an active intercourse subsisted between Yemen and

Cambay, the pious pilgrims doubtless mingling some attention to

interest with their spiritual functions*, and in going and returning

* Yetnan was at this period a tributary of Egypt.

t See fourth appendix to the Relation de Eyypte. The verses which contain

the mystery are too long for insertion here, excepting the opening lines which

have an amusing solemnity. “ Toi qui desires apprendre le secret de faire absorber

les eaux ecoute les paroles de verity que t’enseigne un liomtne bien instruit,”

&c. The object of drying up water was to uncover hidden treasure, the letter

T was ulways used in African magic, it was the figure of the cross with which the

height of the Nile was measured, what 11 signified 1 cannot remember. You will

have remarked that the names Kela and Ckamakpin (Chambaka patharj, are

Hindi, though the work from which 1 extracted them was Arabic.

X That such has been the practice from the days of the Crusade till the pre-

sent time, see Robertson's disquisition.
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providing such an assortment of goods as enriched both themselves

and the Yemenites.

A mutual interchange of good offices thus established, it is not

surprising that the latter when driven from Arabia by some revolu-

tion should have sought refuge with their Indian brethren, by whom
as was expected, they were honorably and affectionately received.

The whole tribe with the exception of a few who are said to have fled

into Persia, perhaps in gratitude to their hosts or from similarity of

pursuits, adopted on their arrival in India the name of bohras,

assumed their dress and learnt their language. The old mulla had

been enumerating to me in guttural tones the chief priests from 532

to the date of the final settlement in India, insisting that I should write

them all down though they consisted of such fatiguing long names

as “ Sayyad ya fuqir uddin, Abdullah bin uli bin Muhamed bin Hdtem”

and was about to tell me the date of the emigration, when 1 assur-

ed him that he need not trouble himself as I had an infallible me-

thod of discovering it. Making them some shew of figures and cir-

cles I multiplied the number of mullas 23 by 17, and the product

came singularly near the truth, for the grand emigration was in 946.

» It was amusing to witness the old man’s astonishment ; every visitor

who dropped in, mullas and others he eagerly told of the wonderful

calculation. They all elevated their eyebrows stroked their breasts

and drawled out a Ya Ali*.

The troubles which obliged the bohras to leave " happy Arabia”

are doubtless connected with the invasion of the Turkish emperor

Soleiman, who in 1538 conquered the kingdom of Ycmen\. Of

this event we have no very detailed account, and perhaps the bohra

chronicles will throw light upon Cantemir’s meagre notice^. The

Guzerdt historians of this period are too busy with the murders and

depositions of the last weak kings of Ahmedabad to remark the

entrance into the country of a few poor fugitives, and the bohras,

* I had shortened Tod’s average of reigns as an adult only can succeed to the

bohra-gaddl, but my average was too little ; for the succeeding period it would

have been too long, for as there were 22 priests 14 would be nearer the average

of each reign.

+ The Turkish troops followed the steps of the fugitives, for it was in this year

that they made an attack upon JDiu when four lamps suspended to the mast of

every ship of the Portuguese fleet frightened the gallant army from the Indian

shores.

+ A work mentioned in D. Herbelot’s article Jaman would probably describe

the event at large, as it was written but a few years afterwards.

5 p
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sheltered in their insignificance, do not seem to have been hindered*,

and probably profited by the troubled state of the kingdom, and soon

spread themselves over Guzerut and Hindustan settling at Surat,

Ahmedabad, Sidpore, Burhanpore, Oujein and Rampura. Their num-

bers at present may be roughly estimated at 100,000 soulsj\

The most remarkable person of the sect at Oujein, is decidedly their

head mulla, Esau, to whom all Europeans apply for information on

visiting the city, for as he has resided there about 40 years ; he is a

living chronicle of the “ times of trouble'’ and to boot like Crebillon’s

Shah Bahmun, * il est sans contredit l’homme de sa ville qui possede

le mieux l’histoire des dvenemens qui ne sont jamais arrives.’

It is a mistake to suppose that he partakes of any of the divine

authority with which the boliras invest their chief priest, of whose

orders he is merely the organ ; nor has he any particular respect paid

him by his flock; for as we walked together at a mela, where num-

bers of them were assembled, I remarked that they almost all passed

him without notice or salutation. He seemed to guess my thoughts,

and said rather tartly,
‘ we are a plain people, not addicted to bowing

and scraping.’

The succession among the chief priests, is solely determined by the

will of the reigning mulla, who in case of incapacity in his own

family, from youth, bad conduct, &c. will transfer the honor to another

house ; and one of the first acts on ascending the gaddi, is to nomi-

nate the next heir to it. The last mulla, who was the saggd

brother of mulla Esau, died in the beginning of March, and was

succeeded by Mahomed Badar u'ddi’n who is about 27 years of age.

The boliras have three separate wards in Oujein, or as they them-

selves count them five, for two are large and double. Their religious

buildings are hardly worth visiting except perhaps one mosque, to

which is attached a low, small, dark room where rest the remains of

7 or 8 of their chief mullas : the tombs are placed side by side,

on a raised foundation of fine white marble, on which verses of the

quran are thickly sculptured. A sort of awning is spread above them

consisting of a board, into which pieces of looking glass are closely

fitted together, and these with the common wall shades round the

room give it the neat but tawdry appearance which characterises

their shops. When lighted up on festivals, it may look gay enough,

but on common days, its only ornament, the pure marble (to preserve

* There is a slight allusion to their having been expelled from Sidport and

Ahmedabad.

f 1 speak from native authority, without means of confirming it.
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it from injury) is concealed under stuffed rezais, so that the place

altogether presented but a mean and shabby appearance ; though of

course I expressed with uplifted hands and eyes all the admiration

I was expected to feel.

A Persian historian quoted by Colkiirookk tells us that many

bohras were converted in the orthodox tenets by the first Mu.

salman king of Guzerat in 1391: but the “ Arguments” of the tra-

ditionists, (we may guess their nature) doubtless prevailed only

so long as they had the power of enforcing them ; for I am
assured, that there is not at present a single sunni included in the

sect. They appear with a few ceremonial exceptions to be strictly

shiahs ; and reverence the six last Imams which distinguishes them

from Ismaelis. Their burial-grounds have a pleasing appearance, the

tombs being regularly arranged in streets east and west. The tombs

themselves, which are of course north and south, the corpse resting on

its right side, differ in no respects from those of sunnis, with the excep-

tion of a small chirdgh takla cut out of the north face, just like the

cavity for the inscription of our own tombs. In a churchyard of

this description at Kargaon I counted more than 1000 tombs ranged

in about nine streets, some of them for children smaller than the rest,

and one, covered w ith a singularly elegant, though perhaps tawdrily

painted dome. They formerly, we are told, sent a fifth of their

gains to the Sayyads of Medina, but a practice which imposed such a

strain on the conscience could not have been expected long to

obtain, among a money-loving people. Now and then perhaps a

twinge of conscience, may induce the driver of a hard bargain to

devote a pittance of his gains, to the holy Sayyads, but this is a volun-

tary, unusual, and supererogatory act of piety. Like other shiahs,

they pray siugly without an Imam. At their devotions they use a par-

ticular dress which consists of a tahband, a chadar thrown over their

shoulders, and a small dark-colored cap, some adding to this a sort

of surtout. After praying they wrap up the clothes in the mosalla or

praying carpet. They are not so nice with respect to the cleanliness

of this dress as Colebrooke supposed, for all that is required is that it

shall be washed by their owTn hands after coming from the not suffici-

ently orthodox fingers of the dhobi, but it is only again changed, when
become even in their eyes, dirty, or wffien it may have acquired a

peculiar defilement*. So cleanly a precept as that of daily washing it,

would be an exception to their general habits
; for they are a very

* Quum crepitum ventri6 ediderint. They have generally two sets of

this dress one of which is always kept at the mosque.
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dirty people, wearing usually colored drawers, which they seldom

wash, and do not change till they fall off in rags. Their houses

seemed certainly neat, and a tiffin of which I partook at the mulla’s

was served up in the European fashion, in very clean-looking dishes,

but the narrow and sometimes covered streets of their wards teem

with every sort of filth. In this last respect they hut copy their

fellow-citizens of Oujein, than which I have rarely met a dirtier city :

even in the dry weather mud a foot deep covers most of the streets,

and disgusting sights and smells offend at every corner.

I must not omit to notice that a fine of 20 cowries (rich and poor

pay equally) punishes the non-attendance of a bohra at the daily

prayers. A larger sum is exacted for remissness during the Ramzan,

and it is said that the dread of this small loss operates powerfully upon

a class of men who are particularly penny-wise. The money collected

thus is transmitted by the Oujein mulla to his chief at Surat*,

who devotes it to religious purposes, such as repairing or building

mosques, assisting the needy of his subjects, and the like. Several other

offences have the same characteristic punishment, such as fornication,

drunkenness, &c. But the cunning bohras elude many of the fines,

and daily indulge in practices not sanctioned by their creed ; thus in

their shops pictures and figures may be purchased, though it is against

the commandments to sell the likeness of any living thing. I cannot

learn how the chief mullk is supported, but I am told that the

heavenly passport he was supposed to furnish, is an idle fable, and

every bohra to whom you speak on the subject begins to curse and to

swear, and to exclaim that it is a lie.

An excellent bird’s eye view of Oujein is obtained from the Goga-

shehid, an isolated hill in the south-east quarter of the city. The name

has its origin in one of the numerous versions of the tale of the throne

of Vikrama'mtva being discovered by Raja Bhoj. A case, which,

to use the words of the Indian narrator, had made the raja bite his

nails, was at once decided by a shepherd boy who was playing with

his companions at the game of king, seated on a mimic throne on the

top of the hill. The raja sent for the young lawyer who refused to

stir from his judgment seat, and an armed party attempting to bring

him by force, he defended himself gallantly, and at last overpowered

with numbers and wounds fell lifeless on his throne of earthf. The

* The chief priests have of late years lived at Surat, but, their place of

residence is in their own option and has been often changed.

+ Hunter misled by the word Shehid mistakes Goga for a Musalman saint,

or perhaps he confounded him with Hamasseh Pi'ii.also called Goga Pi'r, who

was killed near Poshkar. See Malcolm’s Central India, 2 : 17 7.
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raja could not repress his sorrow at the death of the wonderful child

till consoled by the suggestion of the vizir, that some virtue con-

cealed in the hill, could alone have converted an ignorant cow-boy

into a sage and a hero. An excavation being accordingly made,

the magic throne with its lion supporters and 32 speaking puppets was

brought to light*.

Mounted on this hill and turning to the west the eye is first attracted

by a staring white wall standing alone, and like some huge target

actually riddled with balls. This is all that remains of the palace of

the restless Patangar whose singular history is doubtless not un-

known to you. He imposed the same restriction upon his son and

daughter-in-law as that with which Blanche persecuted St. Louis and

his queen. In strange contrast, a bulky black building appears to the

right of the last, wearing that dismal look peculiar to a house which

has been long unoccupied. And is it quite uninhabited then ? I asked

a bystander. Oh no ! was his answer, it is full of jins. A Mu-al-

man lad just then came up, riding a small pony (he once rode

elephants, said one of his attendants in a loud voice but juisa hud

taisu diya), and begged to offer me his salam. From him 1 learnt that

the sombre building had been the residence of the Bhao Bakshi,

the old gentleman, he assured me, might still be seen by the curious,

squatted at midnight in the centre of the deserted hall, counting his

money bags :—but the intruder would rue his temerity ; for before

he could leave the house, jins and demons would drive his senses

out of him.

My new acquaintance with a justifiable pride, begged me to observe

that the minarets of the mosques of A'dil and Chamman Beg, over-

topped every building in the city. Even the golden kalasa of Mahd-

kdl which glitters in the distance can hardly dispute the preeminence.

The observatory of Jey Singh may be distinguished to the S. W.
Hunter’s minute description renders a further notice unnecessaryf.

The wall of the great quadrant is still standing though its circles

are nearly obliterated}:. Did they remain they would but be thrown

away at Oujein which has long ceased to be the abode of science.

* I have abridged a long tale, as the same or its fellow may be found in such

common books as the Batttsi Singhdsan, &c. Most of them make Dhdr the site

of the Singhduan, and the inhabitants of that city boast their hill and their

tradition.

t Asiatic Researches, vol. 5.

t The circles in the tiled building are probably still distinct, but I unfortunately

forgot their existence till I had left the place.
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In answer to my inquiries for a Jyosln, 1 was informed that there

was not one in the city fit to speak to a sahib*, nor could 1 meet

with a single person who had ever even heard of the jantra of Vikra-

maditya. To determine the site of this wTould-be curious, for it would

in some measure fix the position of the ancient city, and from Baber’s

noticef, the observatory would seem to have been standing in his time.

Still posted on the hill and looking around the eye falls on a con-

fused mass of buildings among which the palace of the Scindias and

of the Romasitar can alone be distinguished. To the north trees

confine the view, shutting out some of the most populous districts, and

rendering it impossible from the coup d’oeil to guess at the number

of houses so as to form some estimate of the population of the city.

I was furnished for that purpose with a lengthy list of the mahals,

which proved equally unsatisfactory, for some of them exist only in

name and others have hardly an inhabitant. The Musalman names

of a large proportion shewed the bygone influence of that sect.

Oujein seems gradually retrograding to its ancient site, most of the

southern quarter of the city being deserted, owing apparently to the

little elevation of the banks of the river on that side which must

occasion them to be frequently overflowed in the rains. To balance this

the hillsof the “ Juni” are slowly becoming covered with Nyapuris

without end.

When Jacquemont was at Oujein, he requested three of the princi-

pal authorities who chanced to be sitting with him to write down se-

parately what they supposed to be the population of the city. I forget

the extravagant figures they guessed, but two of them who had been

at Benares , calculated the number of the inhabitants of that city, the

one at 50, the other at 20 lacs. Jacquemont then produced your

moderate census which of course they assented to and disbelieved.

One of the party the chief mulla of the bohras, asked me if it was

correct. I told him the story of the raja who challenged its accuracy

* That I was not misinformed, see Journal As. Soc. 3 : 508. I had been

desirous of making inquiries regarding the very curious meteor mentioned

in your Journal, 6 : 79. It may interest you to know that it was seen (and

as far as I can learn at the same moment) at Nimach and at Mahidpore to

the south
;
at Jlajwass, to the northwest, (I may perhaps err here, for I have

lost my note of it ;) and at Mhow and Hussinyabad to the north and presented

at all these places exactly the same appearance. The beautiful sketches accom-

panying were drawn by Lieut. Kewney who saw the meteor at Hussinyabad,

(We regret the impossibility of introducing these colored sketches.—

E

d.)

1" Ehskine’s Baber 51, the emperor seems puzzled between Oujein and D/iir,

Where is there any notice of the old observatory ?
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and whom you convinced in spite of his teeth by a reference to his

own establishment. Do you remember that scene ? The indignation

of your friend at the number of 52 assigned to his family, his boast

that it contained three times 52, and the difficulty he found at last

in eking out even your tale, by two old beggar women who slept at

his gate ? If the more enlightened Benares folks were so incredulous

and ignorant, you could not expect much assistance in such calcula-

tions from the Goths of Oujein. The number of residents I would

roughly estimate at 70,000. The theories which account for the change

of site of Oujein appear to me all equally unsatisfactory— I neither

believe with Hunter that a shower of earth, nor with Malcolm that

a flood, overwhelmed the old city, nor with the natives that it was

turned topsy turvy. The tales of old bricks and of wood of surprising

hardness, &c. dug up at depths of fifteen feet seem to smack of the

Oujein failing of exaggeration. Several people were interrogated who

had been twenty and thirty years at the place, none of them had ever

positively seen such things, though all believed most religiously both

these and much more wonderful curiosities to be found. It is currently

told, that a chamber was discovered in which was seated the skin of

a beautiful lady, just, explained my informant, like the shape of a

grasshopper which you see trembling on a stalk of grass in the dry

weather. Some incautious visitor approached too near the delicate

shell, it vanished into air—like the fish found in the pyramids,—
“ comme de la poussiere qui s’envole quand au souffle dessus.” Bricks

found at any depth wrould prove little, for they might have belonged

to walls which stood on the slope of a hollow, filled up by time

;

many of the houses of the present town being built in this fashion to

save the trouble of making a back wall, or they might have belonged to

under ground granaries, tahkhanehs, or wells. A shower not ex-

actly like the famed one of bricks and tiles*, but one equally composed

of building materials, such as rained, says Assemani, in 769, “ Une
pluie de pierres noires,” seems as likely to have fallen, here, as earth or

sand.

The surface of the hills (of the old city) where it has not been plough-

ed and picked is strewed with fragments of stone, just as you would

expect in a place which had once been covered with houses : these

broken pieces of trap being parts of walls of which the larger compa-

nions have been taken away as material for other buildings.

The theory of an inundation is principally supported by a tradition

that the river has changed its bed. This belief seems to me a native

* Pliny, where the date is gravely given.
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fabrication to account for a square, tall, brick building, which resembles

the wells so frequently found near the banks of the river. It is situat-

ed in a hollow through which the river is said formerly to have flowed,

and which is perhaps merely the dried-up channel of some nullah.

Of the name of the well Bibi Malco I could get no more satisfactory

explanation than that the words are convenient for the repetition of the

echo. Every little idle urchin runs into the square and bawls

out Bibi Muko with a drawl on the o, and is equally frightened and

delighted with the reply of Bib i Mako. One argument is conclusive

against an inundation : that the hills on which stood the old city are

higher ground than the level of the present town, and that the latter is

the more likely also to be overflowed. Indeed no such extravagant

theories are required to account for the desertion of the first occupied

spot. The whim of the reigning prince is sufficient to determine the

position of any oriental town, of which we cannot look around with-

out observing instances, as at Delhi, Lucknow, Malieswar, &c. And
that coins and antiques should be picked up, i3 not a whit more

extraordinary than the annual harvest of such curiosities at Beghram

and Canouj, &c. towns, the last of which at least, was gradually

deserted.

Romance lovers would be shocked at my theory of the origin of

the so-called raja Bhirthi'’s caves. The natives are in the habit of

excavating the foot of the hills of the old city for an excellent clay of

which there is a thick and extensive bed. Any one who has resided

at Delhi will remember the excavations there for the same purpose,

which have not unfrequently been converted into agreeable tahkhanehs.

One of those at Oujein nearly rivals in extent, Bhirtri'’s retreat, is

supported by arches cut out of the clay and is divided into several

chambers. Such was probably the origin of the great caves, which

are very low, and not of any great extent*. They are supported by

pillars, clumsy, but massive, and the walls and ceilings are lined with

enormous blocks of stone calculated, it might be thought, “ to fatigue

time.” But they will shortly be crushed by their own weight
; already

one room has fallen in, and some of the slabs are in such a position that

at first sight it does not seem safe to walk under them. What may
have been the primary object of the buildings is matter of question.

The natives contend that it was raja Bhirtri'’s hermitage, but their

own fables refute them, for we read that the raja immediately after

swallowing the amar phal set out on his travels. In no place did he

allow his weary limbs long to rest, though he halted at Sehwan on the

* The dimensions may be seen in IIuntlr.
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Indus, at Bhartcwar near Khyroda, at Chunar and Benares, and to this

day he is believed to be still wandering about, among the Hyperbo-

reans beyond the Himalayas. A late writer* imagines it to have been

the dwelling place of raja Bhirtri'. There is, however, no appear-

ance of its having been built to live in, Bhirtri' would have run the

risk of breaking his head or his shins, every time he rose up, or

walked, in his low-roofed unevenly-floored mansionf. The pillars too

are sculptured on only three sides, that side which faces the wall, and

which would not be seen by one passing through the caves, not having

been even smoothly chiselled.

The antiquity of the caves will be much lessened^, if from the first

they were furnished in the same fashion as the present, for they are

now evidently ling temples. The figures on the pillars, are small,

much defaced, and were originally far from being deeply carved, but

there is no difficulty in recognizing them for those indecent groupes

which mark the temple of Shiva. Several lings are scattered about,

though one only seems to be worshipped a Kedareswar, ‘ lord of cedars.’

Marks of feet engraved on the rock are not unfrequent. At the end

of the left cave on a slab of black stone about three feet high and one

r broad, two figures (one over the other), are cut, sitting cross-legged,

performing tapasya. The upper one is called Gorakhndth, the lower,

his pulpil Bhirtri.

Near the entrance lies a huge head of a Rdkshasa, and the ghat

below takes its name from a gigantic stone image of Kapila muni,

which leans against the bank half buried in sand.

The quantity of antiques collected amongst the ruins of Indian

cities has always seemed to me a subject of wonder. The supply

from the old Oujein is so constant and plentiful that the natives call

the place by the appropriate name of Rozgdr kd saddbirt, and it is

in truth a never failing charity for the industrious poor. In the idle

days of the rains the digging begins. The principal things found are

glass, stone, and wooden, beads, small jewels of little value, seals, (agate

and cornelian,) and a few women’s ornaments
; copper coins are numer-

ous, next in number are the debased silver Guzerdti ones. Pure silver

rupees seem scarce, and gold mohurs are either secreted and melted

when found, or they but rarely reward the searcher, for I was only able

* The author of the paper before alluded to in the E. I. United Service Journ.

+ The caves seem by their position to be exposed to inundation which alone

would have unfitted them for houses, and may have been the cause of their

having been so solidly built. An outer court, though very strongly constructed

has been partly thrown down apparently by the swell of the river.

J That is, according to Colebrooke’s theory, which however seems to have

now but few followers.
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to procure one and that a doubtful specimen. As the pilgrims carry away

with them, as relics, what has been dug out of the Juni-garh, the mer-

chants mix with the real antiques every old bead or piece of copper which

has an ancient look, and pass them off as genuine on the unsuspicious

natives. One man brought me a large heap of copper seals or plates

of chaprasses which had engraved on them modern Musalman and

Mahratta names, and was ready to take his oath that they had been

dug up, which perhaps they were, for he had probably buried them

that they might have the appearance at least of age. Steatite

“ Ndddlts” are also frequently brought for sale, some of them as old-

looking as if they had really been buried with the city. I send you

one as a specimen.

Sometimes the owner of an antique cannot be induced to part with

it. I was told of a baniah who had a fine elephant coin, but to my
request that he would sell it me at any price, he urged that ever since it

had been in his possession, he had been invariably lucky. At length he

consented to let me look at his treasure,—it was a bright new fanam

!

The difficulty of making a collection of coins in Mdlwa is very

much increased by the infinite variety of the currency. Every petty

town has or had its separate mint, and the larger ones occasionally

alter their type, so that when the impression has worn away, it is

difficult to tell whether your specimen is an antique, or has been struck

at a place a few miles from you. The bankers can give no assistance,

they only look to the value of the piece, and care not for its author.

Even when we have secured a coin of whose antiquity we are as-

sured, it affords but little of that satisfaction which rewards Mr.

Masson’s* labours. The surface of every silver Saurashtra coin I have

procured has scaled off, leaving little of the impression perceptible ;

and out of several hundred of the pyce (I have called them), there is

not a single specimen in which the letters, which seem to have been

round the edges, are not worn away and illegible. In introducing to

you my poor collection of antiques, I will commence on the approved

principle of “ at the beginning setting forth the best wine.”

An intelligent munshi, who jealous of Kkra'mat Ali’s fame has

become an eager antiquary, informed me one morning that he had

* I had drawn up a few notes upon that gentleman’s collection, but my paper

has so swelled “ Eundo" that I must defer them to another opportunity. Let me
however assist him out of one trifling difficulty. In the second memoir he is

perplexed by the differences of the amount, and modern calculations of distance

in Afghanistan. Hut the measurements seem in fact the same, for the Homan
geographers in writing of Asia always make the distance too great from dividing

the stages of the Grecian authors they copied, by eight instead of 9J, when

reducing them into Homan mile* : either Kennel or Denville discovered this.
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procured a Soleymani with characters so well engraved on it, as to

remind him of the writing of Yaqu'b Rbkum Khan ; a Delhi worthy,

such a master of his pen, that a beggar asking alms of him, he wrote

one letter on a slip of paper and threw it to the fortunate fellow, who

gained a livelihood by shewing it. The munshi’s treasure, which with

much pomp and circumstauce he unfolded from as many wrappers as

bind his Koran, was the enclosed agate. I can make nothing of the

character, though it bears some resemblance to the Guzerttli Ndgari.

When deciphered it will I fear give little or no information as the

letters can hardly form more than one word, which will doubtless

prove to be of some unknown.

[This seal was lithographed in Plate XXXVI. see page 680, where it is read

as Sri Vati khuddasya. Mr. B. Elliot of Patna, has one similar to it in type

but much smaller, which bears the legend Sri Yokachhdvasya, the seal of Yoka-

ch uavas, a name equally strange and un-Indian. Some of the insulated names

on the Allahabad pillar are in the same style : but this is not the place to treat

of them, as it is indispensable to have facsimiles before the eye while describing

them. For the same reason we withhold (under permission) the author’s notes

on the several classes of coins collected by himself at Oujein and in its neigh-

bourhood, of which he has most liberally favored us with many very curious aud

well preserved specimens. We hope soon to be able to engrave this series, which

is rich in varieties. The name should embrace those coins having on one side

four circles, single or double, connected by a cross, of which examples have

already appeared amongst Colonel Stacy’s Buddhist specimens. Oujein is also

rich in what we have called the Saurashtra series, and still more so as might

be expected, in the gadia paisa attributed to Vikrama'ditya. We conclude

Lieutenant Conolly’s journal with his description of an image visited on his

return from Oujein.—Ed.]

My pandit was so lavish in his praises of an image of Chamunda
at Dewass that on my way back to the cantonments I made a detour

to visit it. A fatiguing walk up a hill some 400 feet high brought me

to the boasted fane. The image a gigantic figure, cut out of the solid

rock which slants inwards, forming a natural temple, is perfectly

adapted to the native taste, being as fine as colors and tinsel can

make it. A large daub of red and yellow paint is intended to repre-

sent a red canopy, sprinkled with silver spangles and bordered with

gold and silver flowers. The face is red, the paijamas are red with

gold spangles. The boddice and the huge earrings mimic gold, and

rings of real brass hang from the cheeks and nose, the latter proving

the image to be modern*. The upper right handholds a flaming sword

over her head, in the position called “forward.” The trisul in her

lower right hand is inverted, to strike the wretched daitya from whom

* According to Erskine, in his paper on Elephunta in the Bombay Transac-

tions.
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she borrows her name, who looks as pale, as silver tinsel can make

him. One of her left hands grasps a club (gadd), the other a yellow

rapper. Her vahan is a goose, rara avis, red turned up with white. A

tiger lies crouched at her feet. This idol is much esteemed. The rajas

of Detcass pay it regular visits, ground is set apart for its support,

and for 30 miles round ; every poor woman who hopes to be called

“ mother” pays her devotion at the shrine, and fixes a cow-dung

swastica, on the rock. As you descend the hill, the capital of the great

state of Dewass, a city of huts, delights the eve ;
no tree obscures

the view ;
could Sadi have seen it, with its two rajas, two courts,

two palaces and two saddars, he would have retracted his stanza of

the “ Do Dervaish.” “ Quid si vidisset Democritus ?”

III.

—

Account of the Tooth relic of Ceylon, supposed to be alluded to in

the opening passage of the Feroz Idt inscription. By the Hon’ble

Geokge Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

Mr. Prinsep has, doubtless, already explained to the Asiatic

Society, the circumstances under which he has been enabled to render

another important service to the cause of oriental research, by the
;

discovery of the alphabet in which the inscriptions engraven on the

columns at Delhi, Allahabad, Patna and Bettiah (all precisely of the

same tenor and in the same character) ; as wrell as the inscriptions

found on various other monuments of antiquity scattered over different

parts of India, are recorded. When, on the one hand, the multipli-

city of these ancient monuments, still extant in Asia, is considered ;

and on the other, it is found that the age in which, and the object for

which, these inscriptions were engraven, have been shrouded under

an impenetrable veil, for centuries past, some idea may be formed,

even by those who have not devoted themselves to investigations of

this nature, of the possible extent of the application of this discovery ;

and the consequent value of the service rendered. In the department

more especially of numismatics, in which Mr. Prinskp’s researches

have been so eminently successful, he has already shown in the May

Journal of the Asiatic Society, the only number published since his

discovery, the important results to which that discovery is destined to

lead, in that branch also of Asiatic investigation.

Finding that the alphabet thus deciphered bore a close affinity to

that in which some of the ancient inscriptions in Ceylon are inscribed ;

and at once perceiving that the language in which the hitherto unde-

ciphered inscriptions on the columns above mentioned were composed

was the Mdgadhi or Pah', Mr. Prinsep lost no time in imparting his

discovery to me ; coupled with the request that I would furnish him
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with a translation of the inscriptions on the Delhi lit

;

facsimiles of

which are published in vol. VII. of the Asiatic Researches.

These facsimiles are, for the most part, executed with so much

fidelity ; and in the few instances in which one letter has been mis-

taken for another, and symbols have been misapplied or omitted, the

inaccuracies are so readily corrected, by conformity either to the

grammatical construction of the language, or to the obvious significa-

tion of each passage ; that the task assigned to me has been as facile,

ns the interest kept up to the last moment, in the expectation that

some specific date, or historical data, would ultimately be developed,

was intensely engrossing.

The only faulty fraction of these four inscriptions (each facing one

of the cardinal points of the compass) in regard to the revision, of

which I entertain any serious doubt, is the first moiety of the third

line in the inscription fronting the north ; and it so happens that it is

precisely those three words which embody the explanation of the

main object had in view in recording these inscriptions.

To these all-important words in the identical letters in which they

are represented in the facsimile, I am not able to attach any signifi-

cation, commensurate, or in keeping with designs of sufficient

magnitude to have led to the erection of columns, such as these, at

places so celebrated, and so remote from each other, as Delhi,

Allahabad, Patna and Bettiah. Those three words as exhibited in the

U-J A >tb‘

animation of the columns it should be found that the correct reading is

Lr > “ A UaJ A >rbl*C b>tC
and the correction, it will be seen, only involves the variation of

a few minute symbols, easily misread in an ancient inscription, and

the substitution of the letter
_j_ for

(j which also might be allowably

confounded in the transcript, it will scarcely be possible to exaggerate

the importance of the results produced, in reference to the interesting

historical information which these inscriptions would, in that case,

develope. Besides enabling us to fix the date of the record, and to

identify the recording emperor, it will satisfactorily confirm the

authenticity of certain Buddhistical historical annals of the close of

the third century of our era, professing to be contemporaneous with

the signal events they record, the most prominent of which is the

conversion of the Rajadhiraja, or emperor of all India of that age

to Buddhism.

It would be an idle waste of time to adduce the various hypo-

thetical considerations which crowd around this investigation, tend-

U(
If’ however, on re-ex-facsimile are

lr r
3 A
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ing to establish the identity of the events contained in these inscrip-

tions, with those illustrated in the Buddhistical annals to which I

allude. Had these monuments become defaced and illegible since

the facsimiles were copied, with all my aversion to hypothesis and

conjecture, I should have felt little hesitation in advocating that

identity. But " litera scripta manet” and the question admits, there-

fore, of final and unimpeachable decision, by the simple process of

a re-examination of these ancient monuments*.

In the sanguine expectation, however, of my reading still proving

correct ; and as the notes taken by me in the course of my investi-

gation of this interesting passage of Indian history, would form an

article in itself, not devoid of interest, independent of its connection

with the inscriptions, I shall proceed to its explanation, reserving

my remarks on the inscriptions to the last.

In Pali annals, among the various terms by which the tooth

relic of Buddho is designated, “ Dasanan” and “ Ddthddhdlu” are

those the most frequently used. The particular tooth relic, now in

question, was brought to Ceylon in the 9th year of the reign of the

monarch Sirime'g haw anno, whose reign extended from A. D. 802

to 330, in the charge of Hk'mamala, the daughter of Gu'hasi'wo

raja of Kulinga, whose capital was Dantapura, and of her husband

Danta-kumaro, a prince of the Ujjdri royal family. From these

personages, the previous history of the relic is stated to have been

obtained, at the time of their arrival
;
and the Daladdwansa was

composed in the hdwi form in Elu, which is the ancient classical

version of Singhalese.

While there is no circumstance discernible, as far at least as my
investigation has extended, of external or internal evidence, which

creates the slightest doubt as to this Elu work, called the Duladd-

wansa, having been compiled in the manner above mentioned, about

the year A. U. 310, there is positive proof of its being extant, at least

between A. D. 459 and 477. For Mahanamo the author of the

first part of the Mahdvanso, who flourished in that interval, in

giving the history of Sirimk'ghaxvanno’s reign, in the portion of his

work denominated the Chulaivanso, thus expresses himself in regard

to the arrival of this relic in Ceylon,

* We leave this assumption for argument’s sake, but the original reading can-

not possibly be so changed; we have now before us an impression of the passage

from the Allahabad pillar, which eutirely confirms it as Hidatapilali Dusampati-

pddaye

;

see note at the end,—

E

d.
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“ Kawanie /ossa irassamhi ddthddhdtummahisino

brdAmanikdchi dddya KalingamAd idhdnayi.

* Ddt AddAdtussawansamAi xcuttbia w idAina : salan

gahetwd kaAumdnena katwa sammdnamuttuman,

PakkAipilwd karandarnAi wisuddhaphahkumbhuwe,

Dewdnanpiyatissrna rdjawut thumhi kdriti,

DAammacAakkawAayi gibe waddhayittha mahipati ;

into pallAdya tan giAan DaiAndAatugAaran aAu.’’

“ In (he ninth year of his (Sirime'ghawanno’s) reign, a certain brahman

princess brought the DdtAddAdtu or tooth relic of Bcjddho, hither, from

Kdtinga, under the circumstances set forth in the Ddthddhdkawanso. The

monarch receiving charge of it himself, and rendering thereto, in the most

reverential manner, the highest houors, deposited it in a casket of great purity

made of “ pkalika” stone, and lodged it in the edifice called the DhammacAakko,

built by Dewananpiyatisso.”

This Daladdwansa compiled in the ancient Elu was translated

into Pali verse, during the first of the three short-lived reigns of the

queen of Ceylon, named Lilawati', who is as celebrated in the

history of the island, for the vicissitudes of her career, as for being

the widow of Parakkamo the first, the most martial and enterprizing

of all the monarches of Ceylon, subsequent at least to the Wijayan

dynasty.

The translator of this work was Dhammarakkhito thdro, and the

period embraced in LilawatI’s first reign is from A. D. 1196 to

A. D. 1200; at the termination of which, she was deposed, for the

first time by Sahasamalla.

The translator thus prefaces his translation of the Pall work

;

to the analysis of which I shall presently apply myself.

“As the compilers of the CAulaicansof, in noticing the arrival of the tooth

relic (in Ceylon) have in a single gdtAd only referred to the Daladdivansa

which had been composed in Elu verse, and stated that for the rest of the

particulars connected with the tooth relic, the Daladdwansa must be con-

sulted : as that Elu Daladdwansa is of inconvenient magnitude, comprising

the details contained in the Parinibbdna suttdn (of the Pitakattayan) and the

account of the transmission of the tooth relic to Kilinga : as in those tests

it is found that at the demise of Buddho the thdro Khe'mo conveyed the

tooth relic to Kdlinga: as that Daladdwansa is both inconvenient in

size, and from its being composed in the obsolete Elu dialect, its meaning is

most difficult of comprehension to the Singhalese people : as the benefit resulting

both in this world and in the next, from listening to it, appears to be thereby

prejudiced; as both to the inhabitants of this island and of other lands on its

• “ Daladdwansa'' the Elu denomination of the work would necessarily in the

Pali be converted into “ DdtAudAdtuivanso."

t The passage above quoted.
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being transposed into the Migadhi, and on its being comprehended in that

delightful language, all the benefits derivable in this world and in the next

would be most fully realized,—therefore transposing the substance of the Dala-

ddwansa composed in Elu kiwi into Mdgadhi verse, according to the prosody

of that language, this Ddthddkdtuwanso is composed in a form comprehen-
sible to degenerated intellects.”

A few leaves further on, Dhammarakkhito explains that it is under the

auspices of the minister, also called Para'kkamo, by whom Li'la'wati' was

raised to the throne, that the translation was undertaken by him
; and towards

the close of the book, he gives his own name, to which the title of “ Rdjaguru”

or “ preceptor of royalty ” is added.

In the following analysis of the Ddthudhdtuwanso, I will endeavour

to make my abridgements as concise, and my extracts as few, as a

narrative exposition of its contents will admit of.

After the funeral obsequies of Buddho had been performed at Kusindrd

(in the year 543 B. C.) one of his disciples Khe'mo th£ro is commissioned to

take his *left canine tooth to Dantapura, the capital of Kalinga. The

reigning sovereign there, who received the relic, was Brahmadatto. He was

succeeded by his son, Ka'si, who was succeeded by his son Sunando. These

rajas are stated to have been devout Buddhists. From the undiscriminating

tone in which the ensuing monarchs are stated to have “ continued to make offer-

ings to the tooth relic of the divine sage” it is reasonable to infer that, sub-

sequently to Sunando’s reign, Buddhism ceased to be the faith of the rulers of

Kdlinga. At all events Gu'hasi'wo, who as a contemporary of the Ceylonese

monarch Mahase'no, must have reigned, towards the close of the third

century of our era, is admitted to have been of the brdhminical faith. Up to

that period, therefore, the relic had been kept at Dantapura for a term of,

at least, 800 years.

The circumstance of a splendid festival having been held in his capital, in

honor of the relic, by the inhabitants of Kalinga, leads Gu'hasi'wo into a

controversial discussion with the Buddhist priests in that city, which terminates

in that rhja becoming a convert. With all the zeal and intolerance of recent

conversion, he expels from his dominions, the ministers of the brfihminical

faith, who are thenceforth called Nighantd. These discarded brahmans repair to

Pdtilipura, to appeal to the Ra’ja ,dhira /ja /
of all Jambudipo, who is called

Pa'ndu, whether that be his individual name, or the designation of the dynasty

from which he is descended, remains to be decided. The burden of their repre-

sentation is that “while Pa'ndu, emperor of all India, worships the deity

worthily adored by all the diwas, Gu'hasi'wo, a raja subordinate to his autho-

rity, reviling those gods, worships a piece of human bone.”

Pa'ndu commissions Chittaya'no, another subordinate rfja, it is not stated

of what country, to chastise Gu'hasi'wo. The commands issued are sufficiently

* I take this opportunity of correcting a note made at page 105 of my trans-

lation of the Mabawanso. The tooth relic there spoken of is the right

one. I had forgot at the moment the relic removed from Dantapura to

Ceylon, was the left tooth.
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precise and concise : “repairing to the Kdlinga country, bring hither Gu'ham'-

wo and the piece of human bone, which he worships day and night.”

Chittaya'no proceeds, with a great army, to Danlapura, and besieges the town.

Gc'hasi'wo at once makes his submission, presents Chittaya'no with

elephants and other tribute, and receives him with his army, into the capital.

Within the palace of Gu'hasi'wo, Chittaya'no, delivers the commands of the

emperor, which the raja of Kdlinga receives with “ feigned satisfaction." Here

Gc'hasi'wo enters into the history of tlse relic, as explanatory of the grounds

of his conversion, as well as of his adherence to Buddhism. His relation makes

a favorable impression on Chittaya'no and his officers, and they proceed, from

the palace to visit the relic temple, the splendor of which is described in glow-

ing terms. There Gc'hasi'wo opens the relic casket resting on his right

knee, and then, with clasped hands, makes an invocation to the relic, rehears-

ing the miracles formerly performed by it, and imploring that they may be

then repeated. Those miracles take place accordingly. Chittaya'no and

his army become converts, and make offerings.

Here the second chapter closes, and as the third is the portion of

the work which furnishes, as I conceive, the evidence of the identity

of Pandu with the monarch by whom these inscriptions were

engraved, I shall furnish a literal translation of those parts of the

chapter which are applicable to the subject of the present inquiry.

Chapter Third.

“ Chittaya'no nevertheless signified to the king of Kdlinga, that the

command of the emperor Pa'ndu was inviolable. Thereupon the raja Gu'ha-
si'wo, decorating Dautapura, with banners and flowers, (perfuming the streets)

with incense, and intercepting the rays of the sun with a canopy of cloth,

surrounded by his subjects both of the capital and from the country, with their

eyes streaming with tears, raising on his own head the precious relic casket,

and ascending a chariot, resplendent as the rising sun, and lined with costly

variegated cloth, over which was spread the splendid white canopy (of dominion),

and to which were harnessed horses, white as the cavity of shanks (shells)
;
and fol-

lowed both by an innumerable concourse of people, rolling on, like the waves of

the ocean, and by the aspirations of the multitudes who remained behind at the

capital, ranged himself on the high road to Paiilipura, which was every where,

in its full length and breadth, carefully strewed with white sand, lined with

filled vases (of bouquets), and festooned with (garlands of) flowers. On the

journey, this protector of Kalinga, together with the tutelar deities of the wilder-

ness (through which he was travelling) made daily offerings to the tooth relic
of flowers, amidst dances and vocal and instrumental music. The protector of

his people (Gu'hasi'wo) escorting thus the tooth relic, and in due course

achieving his arduous journey, across rivers and mountains, reached the city

named Patitipura.

“ When the king of kings (Pa'ndu), in the midst of his court, perceived that

this raja of Kdlinga was unawed by fear, and perfectly composed, furious with

rage, he thus addressed the Nighantd who had maliciously informed (against

Gu'hasi'wo). ‘ This instant, committing to flames rising out of burning char-

5 R
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coal, consume at once this piece of human bone, which this fellow worships,

forsaking the gods worthy of adoration.’ The delighted Nigkantd then formed

in the palace yard itself a deep and broad charcoal furnace, calculated to retain

heat, by suppressing the rising flame. These Titthit/d, blinded by ignorance, then

cast into this charcoal furnace, blazing and flaming all round like the appalling

Rdrawo hell, the tooth relic. By its (the relic’s) miraculous power, an

enchanting flower, emerging from the flames, in the form of a lotus, but of the

size of a chariot wheel, adorned with erect petals and capillary pistils, rose aloft.

Instantly, the tooth relic of the vanquisher (Buddho) alighting on the top of

that flower, manifested itself by shedding its light all around, like unto the daz-

zling white jessamine. The multitude, witnessing this miracle, delighted, and

making offerings of gold and other treasures, to the tooth relic of the van-

quisher, each abjured his former creed.

“ Pa'ndc rdja, unwilling to renounce the faith he had long professed, causing

the tooth relic to be placed on an anvil (commanded) that it be crushed with

a hammer. It (the relic however) sank into (became imbedded in) the anvil,

and manifesting only the half of itself, shed its light all around, like unto the

rays of the sun while rising behind the mountain of the morn.

“ The supreme monarch, on witnessing this miraculous power of the tooth

relic of the vanquisher, became bewildered with astonishment. Thereupon, a

certain Nigkantd, impelled solely by envy, made this remark to the raja : ‘ D^wo!

the Awaldrd of Wishno in the character of Ra'ma' and other forms has already

taken place : if this human bone be not a part of his body, whence these miracu-

lous powers ? Most assuredly this is a portion of the body of that deity who

was incarnated in the human form and who, after death, passed to heaven and it

was bequeathed (by him) for the spiritual welfare (of the world). This fact is

undeniable 1’ The raja thus replied to this prating Nighanto. ‘ Rendering

then, all adoration to the merits of that Ndrdyano (Wishno) gifted with

supernatural powers and extracting, while I am looking on this (relic) which

is imbedded in this anvil
;
and making the countenances of the multitudes who

are spectators joyous as gay flowers, derive from it all the advantages ye can

desire.’ The Tiithiyd imposters, chaunting forth the praises, in every possible

form, of Wishno, sprinkled it (the relic) with their (holy) water. The relic

however did not move from the position in which it was fixed.

“ Thereupon the protector of the land (Pa'ndu) reviling the Nighan’d, and

seeking to discover a means of extracting the relic from the anvil, proclaimed

by beat of drums through his capital :
‘ Whoever can extract this instant, the

tooth relic, which is imbedded here in this anvil, obtaining from the rhja a

great reward, he will ensure his own happiness.’ Therefore a certain Seiihi

named Subaddho, a benevolent character, a believer in the power of Buddho,

and a wise man, resident in that city, hearing this great beating of drums, re-

paired to the court of the r&ja. This individual, though agitated with fear,

bowing down to the supreme monarch, explained in the presence of the officers

in the court, in persuasive language, the merits and miracles of the omnisci-

ent (Buddho).”

Subaddho then proceeds to relate the acts of Buddho in his former incarna-

tions. His resignation, in the form of the Chadanta elephant, of his tusks to the
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wild hunter So'ncttaro. He committed himself, when incarnated in the form

of a hare, to the fire, to supply roasted meat to Indra, disguised in the

character of a famished brhhman. His sacrificing his eyes in the character of

the rija Si'wo, as an offeriug to Ixdra, who came disguised as a blind br&hraan.

His forbearance in the character of Ksantawddi, a devotee, towards Kala'bo the

rija of Ka'si, who lopt off his arms and legs ; and other pious deeds of Bcddho
in his former existences.

(Tremulation resumed.)

“ ‘ By the truth of these declarations may the tooth rrlic of the vanquisher

instantly rising aloft into the air, effulgent as the halo of the sun, dispel the

doubt that exists in the mind of the people.’ Instantly, the tooth relic of the

vanquisher, rising aloft into the air, like the silvery planet (the moon) shed its

effulgence all around. Then descending from its aerial altar, and alighting on

the head of the said Setthi rejoiced him, as the sincere votary bent in prayer

(rejoices) who is spriukled with sacred water. The Niyhantd, seeing this mira-

cle, thus addressed Pa'ndu the ruler of men. ‘ Diwo ! this is the supernatural

urijjd power of this Setthi ; it is not the miraculous power of the tooth relic.’

The monarch, on hearing this remark of theirs, thus spoke to the Setthi, Subad-

dho •. ‘ If there be any act which would convince these, have recourse, accord-

ingly, to that miracle.’ Thereupon, Subaddho the Setthi, calling to his recollec-

tion the miracles performed by the supreme Morn (Buddho) deposited the

tooth relic in a golden vessel, filled with scented and delightfully cool water.

It rapidly ran rouud the golden vase, in the scented water, revolving to the right

hand, and like unto the king of Swans, rising to the surface and diving to the

bottom, and making the spectators’ eyes stream with tears of joy.

“ He (the king) then had a bole dug in the middle of the street, and casting

the tooth relic therein, and having it thoroughly filled up with earth, trampled

it down by means of many tusked elephants. A flower of the marsh (the lotus)

in size a chariot wheel, the leaves of the flower glittering like a jewel, and daz-

zling with its silvery pistils, and with petals as if of gold, arose. On this cluster

of pistils, agitated by a gentle breeze, the relic of the vanquisher, casting its

effulgence all round, alighted
; and continued manifest for a short while’

Thereupon the people surrendered their garments and jewels as offerings : a

shower of flowers descended : with shouts of exultation, and chaunts of grati-

tude (the people) made the capital ring.

“ These Titthiyd, then persuading the Ra'ja'dhira'ja', that this miracle

was an imposture, threw the relic into a sewer, into which the filth of the town

was collected. It (the sewer) was instantly invested with the five descriptions of

^aquatic) flowers, which are the food of the swan tribe, and buzzing with the

hum of the honey bees, became like the delightful pond in the Nandd heavens.

The state elephants roared : horses neighed : men set up shouts of joy : drums
and other musical instruments rang, each with its peculiar note : the diffident and

modest even, who abstain from the dance and song, exulted and reeled, and

intoxicated with joy, waved cloths over their heads : the sky was overcast with

the smoke rising from incense as if it were a cloud : and from the number of flags

that floated (in the air) the city appeared formed of flags themselves I

“ On witnessing this miracle, the magnitude of which is inconceivable, the

converted portion of the ministers or nobles, forming the resolution to recognize

5 r 2
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the true faith, approaching Pa'ndu, the ruler of men, thus addressed him : * Raja f

if a person having witnessed such a manifestation of the divine power of the

supreme Muni as this is, experience not the slightest joy, can he be endowed with

wisdom ? Raja I rejoicing under circumstances worthily productive of joy, is as

inherent in the nature of a good man, as is the voluntary expansion of the whole

tribe of the night-blowing flowers when the moon rises. Raja I forsake not the

path that leads to heaven, by (following) the doctrines of these ignorant persons.

What man, not an idiot, who is on his travels, would seek his way, employing a

blind man for his guide I The illustrious sovereigns, Kappino, Bimbisa'ro,

Suddho'ba'so' and other raja’s (the contemporaries of Buddho) believing in

the salvation of that rhja of dhanmo, with sincerity of faith, drank of dhanmo,

as if it were the nectar of the gods. The thousand-eyed and long-lived chief of

the diwos (Indra), having had recourse to the lord of Munis, who had over-

come mortality (regeneration by transmigration), and heard his pure dhanmo,

attaining the blessing of dhanmo (the s6wan sanctification) secured his protract-

ed existency (of three kotis and sixty lacs of years). Ruler of men 1 do thou

also, in order that thou mayst follow the path that leads to heaven, and eternal

emancipation, quickly incline thy heart towards the supreme ruler of dhanmo,

the vanquisher of the five deaths, aud the diwo of diwos /’

“ The monarch having listened to this declaration, and his disbelief in the

three treasures (Buddhism) being overcome, in sincerity of faith, thus addressed

himself, in the midst of his court, to the minister who was his spiritual coun-

sellor :
‘ I who have disbelieved the merits of the three treasures, which are the

means of salvation from Sansdra (eternal transmigration) have long professed

an heretical faith
;
and although in the full exercise of my imperial authority,

I have been deceiving myself (with vain glory), I have been shivering with

cold, while I appeared to be a blazing meteor ; and in the blindness of my ig-

norance, I have been blowing at a firefly (to produce heat) : while I have been

agonized with thirst, forsaking the flowing river, I have been seeking, with pro-

crastination, the deceptive waters of a mirage. I who have longed for a pro-

tracted existence, rejecting the aliment of life, have subsisted on the subtlest

poison ;
and throwing aside a garland of sapu flowers, have borne on my shoul-

ders a coil of serpents. Forthwith repairing to the sewer and invoking it (the

relic) bring forth the relic of the vanquisher : 1 will perform the acts of

piety, which ensure universal, spiritual happiness.’

“ Thereupon this spiritual counsellor of the king, who was the prime minister,

in the fulness of his joy, repaired to the sewer
; and bowing down to the relic

of the supreme Muni, thus invoked it. ‘ The ruler of men, renouncing the

heretical creed he long professed, places implicit faith in Sugato' (the deity of

felicitous advent) ;
do thou, therefore, repairing to the palace of this monarch,

increase his joy in the three treasures.'

“ Instantly, it (the sewer) assumed the form of a pond like the lake Mandd-

kini (in the Himhlayan country) resplendent with full-blown flowers of golden

hue. Thereupon, the relic of the chief of Munis, like a swan, sailing from one

blown flower to another, glittering like the rays of the white jessamine, made the
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whole city appear as if immersed in an ocean of milk. Then transferring itself

to the palms of both hands of the prime minister, which were as red as a flower

and rendering itself manifest to the great concourse assembled, made him an

instrument of conferring signal benefit on the people. The ruler of men, on

hearing of this (further) miracle performed by the relic, in the impatience of

his joy, hastening thither on foot, and manifesting his two-fold delight, in

sincerity of faith, with clasped hands, thus prayed (addressing himself to the

relic) 1 Universal intelligence! practised traffickers assign a value to gold after

having tried it on a touchstone : this has been a practice from days of yore.

Worldly persons, on finding a gem of a rich mine, perfecting it by passing it

through fire, for the purpose of exhibiting it, set it in the crown of royalty.

Supreme Muni I in the present instance, it was for the purpose of putting thy

(divine) attributes to the test, that all this has been done by me. Infinite wisdom,

pardon this act of great presumption on my part ; and instantly adorn the crown

of my head.' Thereupon the tooth relic, resplendent in the form of a jewel

alighting on his head, shed around a white halo, like unto milk spirting from

mothers under the impulse of affection for their offspring. This bearer of the

relic (Pa'ndu) then walking in procession round the capital, making offerings

of flowers, incense, &c., conveyed it within his palace, which had been previously

decorated for the occasion. The raja then deposited it on the imperial golden

throne, over which hung the great white banner (of dominion.)

“ This monarch, for the rest of his existence, taking refuge in the three trea-

sures of which Buddho is the first, (viz. Buddho, Dhanmo and Sangho ;) and

forsaking his former cruelties towards the animal creation, and becoming the

fount itself of compassion, was thoroughly imbued with benevolence towards all

mankind.”

The third chapter then concludes with stating that Pa'ndc built a splendid

temple for the relic, and dedicated his dominions to it, as Asoko had done

before him to the Bo-tree at Buddhagaya, an account of which is given in the

18th chapter of the Mahdwanso, that he conferred great presents and honors on

Gu'hasi’wo; and discarding the heretics, zealously supported Buddhism.

The fourth chapter opens with an account of an attack made on Pdtitipura,

by a r£ja named Khi'ra'dha'ro, on account of the relic. Buddhists in Ceylon

have been taught to understand that Khi'ra'dha'ro was a Buddhist, and sought

the acquisition of the relic, out of devotional feelings. I can, however, find no

authority for this view of his motives, nor for assigning Sdwattipura* to be his

capital, which would in that case make him the sovereign of Kusala ( Oude)

.

Pa'ndu leaves his capital, with a great army, to meet him in the field. Khi'-

ra'dha'ro is defeated, and, as will be seen afterwards, is killed in this campaign.

The Dathddhdtuwanso then proceeds with the following account of the termina-

tion of Pa'ndu’s regal career.

* In Captain Forbes’ account also, of the tooth relic, published in the

Ceylon Almanac for 1835, Sdwattipura is stated to be the capital of Khi'ra'-

dha'ro’s dominions.
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“ Thereafter the chief of rulers (Pa'ndu) having secured the prosperity of

his realm, resigning the cares of dominion to his illustrious son, and restoring the

tooth relic of Suoato to, and conferring great favors on, Gu'hasi'wo, permit-

ted him to return to his own dominions (Kdlinga). The protector of the

world, by the distribution of riches in charity in various ways, having gladdened

the distressed, and for a considerable period, led the life of piety which apper-

tains to the sacerdotal state, (i. e. became a Buddhistical priest,) after corporeal

dissolution (death) was transferred to the mansions in the realms of the Diicos,

and realized the many rewards of righteousness which were the objects of his

aspirations.”

To save space I revert to an abstract of the remainder of this chapter. The

relic is restored to Dantapura : a young prince of Ujjeni visits that city on a

pilgrimage to the relic : he thence acquires the name of Dantakdma'ro, and

Gu'hasi'wo bestows his daughter (IIe'ma'ma'la) with a rich dowry, on him in

marriage, and appoints him the custos of the relic*.

The nephews of Khi'ra'dha'ro, who had led a wandering life, from the time

their uncle had fallen in battle, came, with a great force, to attack Dantapura

for the purpose of getting possession of the relic. They fortified themselves

in its vicinity, and Bailed upon Gu'hasi'wo either to surrender the relic, or

give them battle. “ The ruler, on receiving this demand, instantly made this

confidential communication to the prince (Dantakuma'ro). ' As long as there

is life in my body, I will not surrender the tooth relic to another. Should I

not be able to vanquish them, assuming the disguise of a brahman, and taking

possession of the tooth relic worthily adored by Detvos and men, fly to the

Sihala (Ceylon Having received this important injunction from his father-in-

law, Dantakuma'ro inquires who would receive and befriend him in Ceylon.

The king explains that it is a Buddhistical country, blessed with pious priests,

and that the reigning sovereign Maha'se'no had sent offerings to the relic, and

even solicited for a little of the holy water in which the relic had been bathed.”

Gu'hasi'wo then sallies forth with his army, and is killed in battle, by the

nephews of Khi'ra'dha'ro. Dantakuma'ro assuming the preconcerted dis-

guise of a brahman, escapes out of the town with the relic, and “ proceeding

lo the southward crossed a great river, and buried the relic in a sandbauk of

that river.” Returning to the city in his disguise, he brought away his spouse,

also in the garb of a female brhhman, and resuming possession of the relic re-

mained in a wilderness. After many miraculous adventures, and in particular, meet-

ing an inspired th^ro, who gives them advice and spiritual courage, the royal pair

reached the port of Tdlamiti and found there “ a vessel bound for Ceylon, firmly

constructed with planks sewed together with ropes, having a well-rigged, lofty,

mast, with a spacious sail, and commanded by a skilful navigator, on the point

* An office kept up to this day, and called in Singhalese “ Diyawadana nilame"

which literally signifies “the water-bearing-chief,” from the duty he had to

perform in the temple, till it was assigned to priests, who now perform that cere-

mony at the daily services that are celebrated there.
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of departure. Thereupon the two illustrious brhhmans (in disguise) in their

anxiety to reash Sihala, expeditiously made off to the vessel (in a canoe) and ex-

plained their wishes to the commander. He, influenced by their persuasive eu-

treaty, and conciliating demeanour, readily had them hoisted on board.” The

relic is, all this while, concealed in the hair of the princess. A great storm is en-

countered the first night. Duriug the voyage the rajas make offerings, one festi-

val lasts ten days.

The fifth chapter describes the landing of the relic in Ceylon at the port of

Lakputanan, a place 1 am not able to identify, where it is concealed in the kdw-

ila of a ileudli. The disguised prince and princess are directed in their journey

to Anuradhapura, the capital at that period, by an itinerant brahman, and they

proceeded hither in the night. There they learn for the first time, and with

dismay, the death of Maha'sk'no, the raja whose protection they were taught to

expect on their landing. They are assured, however, that the reigning monarch

(Sirime'ghawanno) is a rigid and a pious Buddhist ; and they divulge their

having brought the relic to a priest resident at the Mdighagiri wiharo at Anu-

radhapura, who was reputed to be in the king’s confidence. This priest

receives the relic into his own residence, and hastens to report the event to

the “ pious” raja, whom he finds, in the midst of his recreatious, in the royal

garden, surrounded by his “ pleasure-women.”

Two other sections have been subsequently added to the Ddthddhd-

tuwanso bringing the history of the relic down to the middle of the

last century,—into the particulars of which it would be out of place

to enter here. Suffice it to say that this atom of idolatary has ever since

that period been considered by the Ceylonese Buddhists to be the palla-

dium of the country, and its possession has been deemed indispensible

to perfect the title of sovereignty over the land. Between A. D. 1303

and 1314, in the reign of Bhuwankkabahu first, Ariyachakkawati

the commander of an army sent by Kulase'kara king of Pandi to

invade Ceylon, got possession of the relic and transferred it to Pandi.

To treat for its recovery the next monarch of the island Parakka'mo

the third, proceeded to Pandi in person, and was successful in his mission.

According to Rebeiro it was captured by Constantini de Braganza

during the wars of the Portuguese in 1560, and destroyed upon that

occasion. The native authorities, however represented that the relic

was safely concealed at Delgamoa in Saffragam, during those wars.

It was surrendered to the British, together with the Kandyan kingdom,

in 1825; and for the tranquillity of the country it has been found

necessary to keep this object of superstition strictly in its own custody.

In Dr. Davy’s history of Ceylon will be found a drawing of the

relic, and an account of its abstraction from the temple, and its

subsequent recapture, during the general rebellion in 1818. Should

my conjectural reading of these inscriptions prove correct, it would
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be a coincidence of no ordinary singularity, that by mere accident, it

should have fallen to the lot of the person who has had the official

custody of this relic since 1828 to have suggested that reading.

During that period, the six-fold caskets in which it is enshrined have

been twice opened, once in May, 1828, at the request of the natives,

when a magnificent festival was celebrated, which lasted a fortnight

;

and again in 1834, to admit of Sir Robert and Lady Horton seeing

it, on which occasion the scientific Austrian traveller Baron Von
Hugel was also present. The keys of the sanctum are never absent

from my library, excepting during the actual performance of the dai-

ly religious ceremonies, and at night a military guard is posted at the

temple.

Our much valued correspondent then proceeds to his reading of the

inscription, which with his permission we now withhold, with exception

of the opening paragraph, which has formed the text of the foregoing

paper. It is as follows :

1. Dhrinanpiya Pondu so riji hewan ihb, Satta icisati

2. wasa abhisitena me iyan dhanmalipi likhapitd

3. hi. Dantapurato Dasanan upadayin. Ananta agiya dhammakdmat&ya.

4. Ayiya parikhiya, agiya (isaniya agena bhayena, ifc.

“The Raja Pa'ndu who is the delight of the dewos, Has thus said. This

inscription on Dhanmo is recorded by me who have attained the twenty-seventh

year of my inauguration. From Dantapura I have obtained the tooth (relic of

Buddho), out of innumerable and inestimable motives of devotion to Dhanmo,

with the reverential awe, &c."

Mr. Turnour rests the tenabilitv of his corrections upon the possi-

bility of errors in the printed transcript. There is, however, no

chance of these in the name of the raja—neither is there any in the pas-

sage hidatapdlatd, &c.—which is confirmed by three texts. With full

anticipation that the author will himself abandon his reading when the

July No. reaches Ceylon, we refrain from entering into defence of the

reading, if not of the interpretation, we have ourselves adopted. The

word agiiya we also think is much more intelligible as aghdya

;

and sususaya cannot certainly be read as sdsandya. For the most

part the author’s translation (which extends only to the four tablets)

corresponds in substance with the one published, and after having invited

him to the labour, it was perhaps ungracious to anticipate it by an

attempted version of our own ;—but we are very sure Mr. Turnour
will forgive an ambition so natural, and the learned world will be well

pleased that our interpretation should have in all but a few passages the

confirmation of so distinguished a scholar.

—

Ed.
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Facsimiles of ancient inscriptions, lithographed by James Prinsep,

Sec. As. Soc. Ike. Stc.

[Continued from page 786.]

Copper-plates from Multaye, or Multai.

Plate XLIV. exhibits in facsimile an inscription on three copper-

plates connected by a ring and seal in the usual manner. It was

discovered by Manaton Ommannky, Esq. of the Civil Service, under

circumstances which will be best described by an extract from his letter,

transmitting the originals whence the lithographs have been made :

—

“ Baitool, 9th Oct. 1837.

“ My long promised inscription has been delayed in the hope of

elucidating its contents : but all my endeavours have been without

success.

The plates belong to Kamala Bhartri' a gosiiin, who is a pensioner

of government, and who enjoys a small parcel of rent-free land at

Multdye, as a religious grant for puja at the temples built on the tank

whence the Tdpti river is said to take its rise. On my investigating

the rent-free tenures two years ago the man brought them as his sanad

and begged me to use my influence in procuring the restoration of

his rent-free village of Khar Amla near Multaye, which had been

resumed at the commencement of our rule in these provinces by

Major McPherson. The plates he said were proof of right ;
for no one

could read them, they were so old and authentic. Whatever other

proof he may possess it is clear that the present sanad altogether

disproves his pretensions. Observing in your journal for November

last an illustration of the copper-plate inscription sent by Mr.

McLeod from Seon( I recollected this and sent for it.

“ By means of a key you furnished, and by comparison with an

inscription communicated by Serjeant Dean in a former number of

your publication, I made out a part but could get no good pandit to

translate what I had deciphered. I made over the key and plate to

Dhundi Raja Shastri', our sadar amxn, who kindly finished the task

and gave me a translate in Bhdsha.

“There are no such names as Datta Ra'ja*, Govinda Raja,

Maswamika Rajaj*, or Nanda Ra'ja, in the catalogue of Garha Mandala

rajas. They may be descendants of Bakht Buland of Deogarh

Balaghdt, but it is not probable. It appears that they were Rahtores

*
I read this name Durgga Ra'ja.—Ed.

+ The saddr dmin reads Maswamika rdja ; but it is probable that the text

should be understood as Srimat-Sivdmika raja.—En.

5 s
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(Rashlra kutas), but still they were called Ghorowa or Gond*, which

induces me still to think they must have reigned somewhere in these

parts. The villages mentioned have not the slightest resemblance

in name to any in this district, nor can I discover any at all like them

at Hoshangubud or Jubalpur.

“You will observe that the grantee in the sanad is a Chaubi
, (Chatur-

vedi,) and the present possessor a gosain, which shews that it must

have changed hands though the gosain tells me it has been in his

hands for forty generations,—a piece of gross exaggeration ! No one

could read or decipher it, and it was looked upon with great venera-

tion and respect : indeed I could hardly induce the man to lend it

to me.”

My friend Mr. Ommanney has been very successful in deciphering

these plates, there being but few places in which a careful collation

with the aid of my pandit has suggested an amendment of his reading.

One of the most obvious corrections is that of the name, on the seal,

and in the second line of the 3rd page where the plate is much worn,

viz. Yudhasura in lieu of Yudhastara, which the sadar Amin apparent-

ly supposed a corruption of Yudhishthira. The first name also read as

Datta Ra'ja should be Durgga Raja.

But the most material correction applies to the date, which Mr.

Ommanney interprets as Samvat 1630, or A. D. 1573. The alphabe-

tical type at once proves that this supposition is many centuries too

modern, nor do I clearly see how the pandit could so far have misled

his master in the translation, seeing that the text is read by Mr.

Ommanney himself and the pandit s'ateshu shatkena trins’ottareshu.

The obvious meaning of this is six hundred and thirty besides,—just

about the period we should have assigned to the writing on com-

parison with the Gupta and GujerAti styles. But it is not at all

certain that this is the correct reading, or that the era can be assumed

to be that of Vikrama'ditya. The precise letters in modern character

are,

sj «r

saka kdle samvatsare s'ateshu ? ? trins’ottareshu.

Now in the first place, the era is here that of Saka or Salivdhana

:

in the next, after the word s’ateshu, hundreds, in the plural num-

ber, two unknown characters follow which may be very probably

numerals. The second has much resemblance to the modern *= or

• The word supposed to be Ghorowa is precisely the same as that on the seal,

the surname of the rdja, Yudha'sura, the * hero in battle,’ so that the connec-

tion with the Goncl tribis cannot be thence deduced.—

E

d.
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eight, but the first is unknown and of a complex form : its central

part reminds us of the equally enigmatical numeral in one of the

Bhilsa inscriptions. It may perhaps designate in a cipher the word

anke ‘ in numerals’ thus purporting ‘in the year of Saka, hundreds,

numerically 8, and thirty over.’ A fertile imagination might again

convert the cipher into the word eight, afterwards expressed

in figures ; but I must leave this curious point for future elucidation,

wavering betweeu 830 and 830 for the date of the document, which

in either case is of considerable antiquity and indeed one of the most

ancient of such records yet brought to light containing a date.

I now subjoin Mr. Ommanney’s transcript and translation with the

modifications I have before alluded to.

On the Seal,

First page.

^Ftotw srfafcrlf

nu vafarcf h

*TTWTfaAd^ cr^TrJRTTOTST:

Second page.

’jftirrerfarercnsT ^^nf^cr srauiKfafsfai

«rrfa«lfar*I : ^T°=icr ^rrcl'^rei^cT" *TcTT

ITcft ^ricT: SRTOTfwf

*iifai'«ii t^^T^cr^rr?rmfyxrf?T:

trfahrt

Third page.

irvnfa^r

^ci: trOTsIT^PST- TOTHITRcT: ^

TO*rrficffa^ -qwfaun jt ^ra^nrr^Pifar

• The metre requires here an addition of 12 letters to the 9 found in the ori-

ginal to complete the Sardula vikririta verse. These Kamala/ka'nta would

snpply thus : I *1 5fdrt| * the moon of the happiness of the
wUe. 1

5 s 2
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VRcTT

ww
Fourth page.

fxrtqf^Tiji ^t«i5kt'*it to ^tww
Nj C\

^fVTCTSn^: grf«lT?rcTW ^Tt^fw^Tl?Jir uf%

xrrfccT: ^ns^lh^NjT TnfH^fctt^xsKTii^fr-Ti^: srf?nn«T

fjTcr^ ^T2^T^rf?rf^xT2-^r^JTf?r:
A >»

xnrfvmWT^^W: WMcr
>J

Fifth page.

x3ffi^vT7racTi3^rra
-

«r ^ir^*r ^3?

firsfowjwr ^jRTfrfvr-^^ ct^i

cf^T xff"f ^rfe^^rwrfrr ^ fcH&fcr vrf^: h ^^Trr^r^TTcn^
C\ v»

i

<n^ (?) fWSn-ru^f^N Nj ' 4

fecr f*r^ Tn^nr ^rifxjf^rrffi^rP3^r tVfeer g

Translation of the Multuye Plates.

(On the Seal) Sri' Yudha'sura, (the adopted name of the prince.)

Swasti! Sprung of the pleasing lineage of the Rashtrakuta (Rahtore),

like the moon from the ocean of milk, was the Prince Sri' Durga Ra'ja

through whose conciliatory conduct to the meritorious, and his vigorous

energy, extending his rule to the ocean, secured him the good will of both

parties, (his friends and enemies.) His son was Govinda Ra'ja, whose fame

was earned in many a battle ;—from him was born the self-controlling and

fortunate Prince Ma'swamika Ra'ja, the unrivalled, whose valor is every

where the theme of song, who never turned his hack in battle and was

always victorious. His son is Sri' Nanda Ra'ja, much respected by the

pious; handsome, accomplished, humane, faultless, a dreadful avenger

(kiln) on his enemies: foremost of the aspirants for military renown,

chief of the dignified, and prominent among the active and intelligent, the

very tree of desire (kalpa drama

J

to the necessitous.

All natural and acquired qualities seek refuge in his virtuous breast,

a firm Brdlimana—a firm Bhdyavata*—his surname is Sri Yuddhasura+,

(the hero of battle.) He hereby proclaims to all his officers, nobles, and

* That is, a rigid disciple of Vishnu.

t Mr. Osimannby rends ‘ Ghoroiva Sur— ( Ghoroxva the Sanskrit for Gond)'

hut the word is evidently the same as that ou the seal.
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the holders of villages, “ Be it known to all of you that we, for the pro-

motion of our father and mother’s virtues, consecrating with water,

present to Sri Prabha Chaturveda* of the Kautsa tribe, the grandson of

Mitra Chaturveda, and son of Rana PRABHAt Chaturveda, the

village named Jaluu Kuhal bounded on the west by Kinihi vnjard, on the

north by Pipparikd, on the east by Jalukd, and by Ujdnagrdmu§ on the

south,—on the full moon of the month of Kartika.

Let this gift be held unobjectionable and inviolate by our own posterity,

and by princes of other lines. Should any whose mind is blinded w ith

ignorance take it away, or be accessary to its resumption by others, he will

be guilty of the five great sins.

It is declared by the divine Vydsa the compiler of the vedas, “ Many
kings have in turn ruled over this earth, yet he who reigneth for the time

is then soleenjoyer of the fruits thereof||. ‘The bestowerof lands w ill live

sixty thousand years in heaven, but he who resumes it or takes pleasure

in its resumption is doomed to hell for an equal period.”’

In the Shakakdl, six (If) hundred and thirty years over, was written this

edict CSdsanam) ; Aula, the well skilled in peace and war**, wrote it.

Arabic tombstone in the Society’s museum.

The stone containing the Arabic epitaph which I have lithographed

in Plate XLV. was presented to the museum by Dr. Mill, Principal

of Bishop’s College, previous to his departure, as noticed in the pro-

ceedings of the 1st November (printed in the present number). The

account there given of the place whence it was brought “ a ruined

burial ground on the African coast of the Red Sea” corresponds so

closely with the locality of a similar tombstone depicted by Sir Graves

Haughton in the first volume of the Royal Asiatic Society’s transac-

tions, while the stone itself agrees so precisely with the description

there given, in appearance and in date, that I cannot help imagining it

must be the twin brother of the one carried home. I may quote the

very words from Lord Valentia’s travels also borrowed by Sir

G. Haughton :

“ On the northern side (of the fort of Dhalec-el-kibeer) are the

ruins of two small mosques built of stone, with round cupolas at top

* Commonly pronounced Chaube.

t Mr. Ommanney reads Ratio but the original has evidently Rana written

with -q- instead of tjr.

t Apparently a vernacular name, 1 the well of water.’

§ The sadar amin, Mr. Ommanney says, would read but the se-

«ond letter is evidently a ja, and the class of the succeeding nasal confirms it.

||
That is, 1 suppose, his power is absolute to grant endowments, &c.

f I have kept here Shatiena, as read by Mr. O.—See the preceding remarks.

** Sandhi vigrahi ,— (the minister?)
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but of a rude workmanship. In the one toward the sea is an Arabic

inscription cut on a stone placed in a recess. Around the mosque a

great number of monumental stones are placed upright in the ground

at the heads of the persons whom they commemorate
; many are

well carved, and beautifully adorned with flowers and other ornaments,

some in the Cufic, some in the Arabic character. As the stones are in

general of a portable size, Mr. Salt was desirous of taking one away,

but as he was assured by the priest that this could not be done without

express permission from the Nayib of Massowak, he contented himself

with taking a copy of one inscription which seemed to be held in the

highest veneration, though externally it had nothing to recommend

it, being indifferently carved and having a corner broken. The priest

informed him that it belonged to the Shekh or Sultan who built the

tanks. It is immediately opposite to the principal mosque, and by

the natives constantly kept moist with oil.”—Vol. II. p. 41. January

14, 1805. Dhalac el Kibeer. “ At daylight I (Mr. Salt) went with

Abdallah and the two Europeans to the northern mosque for the

purpose of getting possession of some of the monumental stones

mentioned in my former account. The best finished inscriptions

were engraved on stones too heavy to carry away. I therefore made

choice of two of the most perfect carved in different characters that

were portable, and wrapping them up very carefully, proceeded back

to our lodgings, not quite satisfied, I own, with the propriety of what

I was about.”

Mr. Salt goes on to describe the contentions and dangers he had to

encounter, and the bribes he had to pay before he succeeded in

packing off his sacred spoils. “ When the trouble and expense, adds

Mr. (now Sir G.) IIaughton, that have attended the procuring this

tombstone are considered, it will be matter of regret with every one

that these had not the good fortune to be bestowed on some object of

greater interest.”

The foregoing extract will serve, mutato loco, to detail the process of

abstraction of the gravestone our museum boasts, if its removal be

an object to boast of at all :—at any rate it affords us an authentic

sample of the genuine Cufic character of eight centuries ago, and as

such it is abstractedly worthy of a place among our other palaeogra-

phic monuments. But it is Mr. Haughton’s description of the stone

itself which may stand totidem verbis as the descriptive roll in our

museum catalogue. “ The stone which is an unknown misshapen

mass and very hard is of that variety of the trap family of rocks to

which the term clinkstone seems the most applicable, from the sound
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it gives when struck with a hammer. The surface had never been po-

lished and the engraver or stone-cutter took advantage of the natural

fracture of the stone, as it was sufficiently smooth for his purpose*.

The letters are so slightly raised, that the hand might be passed over

the surface without the idea being suggested that characters existed

upon it.”

In addition to these points of resemblance, the date of our epitaph

is but two years antecedent to Mr. Salt’s

—

viz ; in the year 1045

A. D., his being 1047 : and it might hardly be too much to assume

that our Muhammad was the father of the Fatima whose death that

monument recorded !

For the deciphering and translation which follow I am indebted to

my brother, Mr. H. T. Frinskp, one of our Vice-Presidents. It com-

prehends in fact precisely the selfsame passage from the Koran quoted

in the Roy. As. Society’s description.

The only doubtful reading is that of the name of Muhammad’s

father, where the letters are slightly mixed. Ashafi wald Haida is the

best that can be made of it, but the d of wald is more like an r.
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* There is another advantage in the natural cleavage, viz. : that the surface is

black, whereas the interior is of a much lighter color, so that the letters become
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i I

4

Translation of the Arabic Epitaph.

In the name of the most merciful God, ‘ God ! there is no God but he
;

the living, the self-subsisting
;
neither slumber nor sleep overtaketh him

;

to him belongeth whatsoever is in heaven and on earth. Who is he that

can intercede with him, but through his good pleasure ? He knoweth

that which is past and that which is to come unto them, and they shall

not comprehend any thing of his knowledge, but so far as he pleaseth.

His throne is extended over heaven and earth, and the preservation of

both is no burthen unto him. He is the high, the mighty* !’ The tomb

of Mahomed, the son of Ashafi wad Haida (?) deceased on Monday,

the 18th day, being past of the month ofJumadi ulakhir in the year (of the

Hijira) four hundred and thirty-sevenf. May God have compassion

upon him and unite him with his prophet, Muhammad, on whom be the

blessing of God.

In M. Court’s * Conjectures on the march of Alexander,’ pub-

lished in the July number of last year’s Journal*, occurred the follow-

ing passage :
“ On the western bank of the Indus ruins may be observed

at Pever Toppi, Hound, and Mahamadpur. Those of Hound are all

striking, and there may be found blocks of marble containing inscrip-

tions traced in characters quite unknown to its inhabitants.”

This intimation was not of a nature to be lost sight of, on the

occasion of a second visit to the country, by so enterprising a traveller

• Sale’s Koran, vol. I. page 48. This passage, which is justly admired as con-

taining a noble description of the Divine Majesty and Providence, is often recit-

ed by Muhammadans in their prayers ;
and some wear it about them engraved on

an agate or other precious stone (Reland de gemmis, Arab.) It is called the iyat

ul kursi from the mention of the throne of God toward the conclusion.

t Equivalent to the 30th December, 1045, Monday. (See useful Tables.)

J Journal Asiatic Society, Vol. V. page 395.

Inscriptionsfrom Hand, near Attock.
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as Captain Burnks. Finding therefore that M. Court had not

since enjoyed an opportunity of following up his discovery, he has-

tened on reaching Attack to fulfil the desire I had expressed to obtain

accurate facsimiles of the writings at Hound or Hund, a ruinous

place situated on the north bank of the Indus, about ‘20 miles above

Attock.

“ 1 have, however,” writes this zealous and active explorer, “ not

only got facsimiles, but raja Gulab Singh, when he heard of my
curiosity immediately sent me the stones themselves, and 1 have

placed them in deposit at Pdshdwer in charge of mulla Naji'b, subject

to your commands, that is, if they be found worth sending, they shall be

sent to you : they are all on marble, and appear to me to be in the

Sanskrit tongue.

“No. 1, (lithographed on a reduced scale in Plate XLVI.) is an

inscription said to be fifteen hundred years old, which had found its

way into a moslem building, though originally in a Hindu temple. A
follower of the faithful made a mortar of it and thence the round hole,

in which the barbarian pounded his massdla, (culinary condiment.)

“ No. 2, (see Plate XLYI1.) is an inscription at the base of an

idol : but the image has disappeared with exception of his two feet,

having been destroyed by the idol-breaking (but-shikan

)

Mahomedans.

I fear it is too much mutilated to shew more than the nature of the

writing.

“ Nos. 3 and 4 are ornaments cut upon other stones, the former

very neatly in white marble. No. 4 has the addition of a shell, and

a monogram,”— (the word sri in an old form of Nagari.)

“ As to inscriptions I have got intelligence of three others on the

road across Hindu Kush into Badakshdn. There is one, Babel-like, on a

brick from a ruin lying between Kuner and Bajour, (see foot of Plate

XLVI.) and I have sent a man to copy the whole, as well as for

others of which I have tidings, one on the small road between Dur

and Arab Khan, and the other in Cashgar. I hope they will all ere long

appear in your journal, and I wish any might turn out Greek, but the

only Greek article I have yet heard of, is a helmet on an idol in the

same neighbourhood which I hope soon to possess.”

Inscription No. 1. is, as Captain Burnes supposes, Sanskrit, and

had we the stone itself instead of a copy made by hand, I think all

that remains on the mutilated fragment might be read :—but, how-

ever well executed, it is clear that in the present facsimile the m and s

are frequently confounded, also ch, r, and n, which nearly resemble

one another. Again the cross line in the sh tf, seems omitted where

5 T
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we see a if surmounting a contrary to the rules of the Sanskrit

grammar. The correction hazarded on this score in the third line

is of some importance, because it brings in the powerful Turushcas

(or Turks) as foes overcome by the nameless hero of the record. The
only name on the stone is that of Sri Tillaka Brahman, who was

most probably but the composer of the versification, or the engraver !

so that nothing valuable to history has been gained but the fact of

the extension of Indian rule to this point of the Indus, and its early

struggles with the Tartar tribes beyond. As to date I should guess,

andt hat may be done with tolerable accuracy now from the gradual

transformation of the Devanagari letters, that it belonged to the

seventh or eighth century—somewhat less than local tradition assigns.

I have collected together line for line such Avoids and sentences as

could he safely transcribed :—in some (as the fifth line) by supplying an

initial word, Kamalakanta pandit has found a complete half verse.

The concluding words TTffl sutra ki hogi has the sound of pure

Hindi ; it is not Sanskrit.

Transcript of Inscription, Plate XLVI.

I *slf% \W qTT

3 (^T*rr) ^anTiirfiT

4 fcr

5 (^rrsiT^: <rd4<siiy*UMTSM i

(if)

6 II
.... . . .

.

7 *r ;w . . fafacpranir

8 I?

9 THU WT
N#

] o o*i*i
C\ ^ ^

I I *n^rf <ftit vn«m«ra ^JT’rrero

12 (4i) ^Tin^ci^r: h sfir^ .... foe?# ... "y ...

13 ^ftfoW* I
• . fo#
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Translation.

1. . . Blessings ;—whose kingly and priestly rule even among his ene-

mies spreads

:

2. . . above his glory goes .... for pleasure

S. . . the powerful flesh-eating Turushcns causing alarm to,

. . . . lavishing bland speech on spiritual superiors and brahmans

without number.

5. Such a prince as attracts all things to him
; persevering in the pro-

tection of his people.

what in the world is difficult (for him) to accomplish ?

6. . . husband of Parbati ; ... . went on a road, . . .

7. . . .elephant whose mother’s (?) and father's virtue

8. . . . endure for ages, .... glory and excellence.

9. virtue. . ... ...
10.

of Deva the great riches, . . .rule . . . .moon . .

11 great . . . .sun . . . living among.

12. ... . the cheerful-minded;.......
13. . . then Sri Tillaka brahman, . . (shall be made beautiful ?)

Of the inscription under the mutilated image I can make nothing

more than that it is Sanskrit, and of about the same age. I will

therefore conclude with an extract from Captain Buhnes’ letter, allud-

ing to the sketch of the Khaiber tope, made by Mr. Gonsalves, rough-

ly copied in Plate XLVII.
“ I have just seen the grand Khaiber tope of which so much has

been said. It is like all the others I have seen, but the pedestal, or

basement, or whatever it should be called is different. This looks

more like a sepulchral monument than any other tope. It is near

Ldl beg kd garhi in the very pass, and is a very conspicuous object on

the right hand as you pass. It has not been opened, and of course

is considered to contain great treasures, which I hope you will ere

long have the opportunity of investigating. Besides this tope there

are several forts in Khaiber of massive structure crowning the summit

of the hills, and attributed to the time of the kafirs, or of course the

era preceding Islam.”

I thus prematurely introduce a mention of this unopened tope, that

I may draw the attention of those who are about to undertake its

examination to some points of inquiry particularly solicited by a

German savant. Professor Ritter of Berlin, who has just favored me
with an essay on the architecture of these topes, and is now printing

a more elaborate memoir, lately read to the academy of sciences at

Berlin, bn the curious proportions, construction, and destination of these

singular monuments, which he supposes to develop and designate

5 t 2
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remarkable facts regarding Buddhism and its influence on the history

of central Asia.

I must extract the passage from professor Ritter’s letter :
“ A few

words will shew how desirable it would be to communicate the original

measurements, ground plan, dimensions, &c. of the tope of Manikyata

whose interior has been laid open by General Ventura : or if this

should be impossible, it would be extremely interesting to know the in-

ner construction of those singular compact colossal stupas by more ac-

curate investigation and measurement
;
particularly the manner of con-

structing the cupolas and the inner little chambers, and the square mass

of masonry exactly in the centre of the mound, regularly built of quarri-

ed stones*. Now by combining the number of feet you mention in the

excavation from the height to the base of the last small chamber, or

bason under the immense stone slab, and by the singular equidistant

proportions of the places where antiques and coins were found as

originally deposited, I am induced to conclude that there must have

been originally nine stages, or stories, from the base of the monument

to the platform of the cupola : these nine stages corresponding with

the nine nirvanas of Buddhist doctrine, and with the monuments of

nine stages anciently erected in Ceylon. The stages are only intrinsi-

cally revealed in the Bactrian topes by the floor of the chambers on

which the medals were deposited ; the dilapidation of the cupolas by

theMusalmans to plunder the metallic ornaments at the top, having filled

up with rubbish falling in from above the whole interior of the lower

:

(carre parfait k douze pieds tres bien etabli au centre, qu’on a creusd k

dix pieds de profondeur, dont la battisse reguliere s’est terminee la

&c. t)- But how did these stages communicate with one another?

were there staircases ?—No mention is made of any steps from floor

to floor.

‘‘The other excavations by Messrs. Masson, Gerard, Honighber-

ger, &c. give no nearer insight into the actual architectural construc-

tion of these monuments, and seem made directly from top to bottom

merely to get at the hidden in the readiest manner. I therefore

venture to invite your attention to the contents of my memoir.”

I have given the passage at length to prove to our explorers in the

north what keen eyes are fixed upon their proceedings, and to shew

how necessary it is to leave nothing unnoticed in their operations on

•the topes ; but for myself I have no anticipations of the Professor’s

* J. A. S. III. p. 315. This passage was afterwards explained to have been

somewhat misunderstood,— see M. Court's account of the same tope.

—

Ed.

+ Ditto pnge 317.
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view being borne out,—of similarity to the Ceylon topes. The square

central building seems to me to be built regularly for the sake of

forming the chambers of deposit, the vaults outside of this rubbish is

filled in for economy's sake ; and an outer crust of masonry in form of

a cupola completes the pile. There is no such outward mark of Buddhism

I believe on any of the Bactrian topes as on those of Sdrndth*, and

Bhilsa, where niches on the four sides were provided with chatur

buddha shrines. Whether of Buddhist sovereigns or of others, these

tumuli were evidently the depositories of bones and ashes to which the

coins and trinkets were merely accessary. Professor Wilson has now

before him in London the contents of many more topes than we have

had the pleasure of seeing, and ere this 1 dare say he has satisfied the

eager curiosity of my learned correspondent and of his numerous

countrymen now interested in the development of this train of

research.

Inscription on a stone slab in the museum, Plate XLVIII.
While endeavouring to keep pace with the influx of inscriptions

from abroad, I must not forget the task 1 had set myself, of rendering

an account of those deposited in our museum, a task which my readers

will doubtless be happy to find is now rapidly drawing to a close.

The subject now to be explained is inscribed on an oblong slab of

sandstone, 4£ feet by 2^, which I conjecture to be one of those presented

by General Stewart, and inserted in the catalogue of vol. XV. of the

Asiatic Researches, as “ a stone slab from Ajaya-garh in Bundelkhand

with a Sanskrit inscription, or “ a stone bull from Kalinjar, with a

Sanskrit inscription.” Should the bull be unconnected with the inscrip-

tion I should incline to locate the present inscription at Kalinjar

because of the exact similarity of its alphabet to that of Lieut. Sale’s

inscription from the same place, inserted in my August No. page 665,

Plate XXXII. and further the name of Malika occurs in both, but

the inscription itself tells us it was set up in the fort of Jayanagara

along with an image of Hari, and a temple and image of Keshava in

the same place. Jayanagara is nearly identical with Ajaya-garh in

signification : it may have been substituted to suit the metre. None
or only one of the long list of names has a regal title ; on the contrary

the family is expressly said in the 14th verse to be of the Kdyas-

tha tribe, and their highest genealogical claim seems to have been that

* A most careful and elaborate elucidation by drawings and measurements of

the SdrnAlh tope, by Captain Cunningham, is now under publication in the

Asiatic Researches : but the plates will take a long time for their proper

execution.
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they sprang from a village, Kaushamyapura, in which Kusha and Sund,

the mythological sons of the rfshi Kasyapa, had once resided. At

one time, probably when the temples and images were erected, they

were ministers of a prince of the Solar line. In this respect therefore

the record is valueless. Its merit as poetry the learned Kamalakanta

Vidya'lankara does not rank much higher
;
yet being in our museum

and being a fine specimen of the favorite character of that part of the

country in the middle of the 14th century, I cannot refuse a place to

the translation made for me by Sarodaprasa'd from the elder pandit’s

accurate transcript, which I have myself compared letter for letter with

the original. The characters are called chitra-varndn in the 36th verse,

but this may be merely a laudatory epithet.

Jayanagar Inscription.

UT*T- ITTibf<U*n:

M C\ Nl

c\ ^ ^ *

ll R li fftsiT

ii ^ ii m

8 11
STvTI^rt fWR: ilTTOWT

^felcffxt^fcr^: tx f^fcT ||
<4

||

^ -» S» Os, £

ihfsj3T*Hl^: ^TUTtf f tff%cTTT^fli' V{^

* ^Tj^rcrt
11 i 11

fsr^n^rsr*-

?t *?f*rii ^ftci fa^ni 11
'Q

ii

^ftf*RlfacTW ^TQJTIsT^qri^T^:
>#
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||

*=•
|| WQ

^q^*- f^T TQTRTfci^cT
|| <L || *ITWS

t%-5^ TOURTIJUt TTTSWnrSTCt y+lT<»;T^

*r fy^rg; ktit*
\\ \° \\

^if^T ^TZJnTTcSTTT: ^T^i^TT frfyfVp ^
|| \\ ||

flT^^THTfcr ^c?TfVf *T

Tnir*T: ^rfcrcrirwiir cr^rrm ^fq*rfar?rc*^ciciT*ref 11 11
J M *

a^n^l ^T*n**rar f*TqT^TT T^TScJxn^f^: ^ITT^^rfw:

cf^T f^fci *filfq II II
*T%flt ^^cTST

^T^K'l^cTTnu^^T ^rrwt

ynTHw^^rn: h iv \\
^^^rarR^in*

©V. * ^

Orw y ^\jfi ii \i_ ii

3t^ H^nsrecreT ^r*fM TT'ilfwr ^fq^j^r vte

«pTW TlWWlimi&VZ
|| ^ II

fe-<wniwJTi ^ ci effort ^w^facnNT
©v >*

^^FflHsraq ^-. VWT VRcffat f^rqi^: IK'S || cRT
># >4 ©v c\ ‘

3P5Rt *T fcftri^fVltT jf^n^TT^T^cmi^^: ^jf^sN VRlftim
'*• i C\

^^^f^Rif’q-qaFTT^mTq-
II V® ||

^iTWxrfW^tNr^^

^iwrfcf ^crirrfvR

II l <L II II
iTT^rTHcT'ffT^'

^nu^* f^fesnr ivi wf^ftT^ftrirsnrf^f’f- #^1:
SITcTT’^rcr^T^ '^TTC^TT^cp

|| ||
^RT'^RcTT ^T ^

(sTf^il *TfT?RT: ^T^cT f^cTTST^: ^xreT*rfTrfh*RT :

|| ^ ||

^rWTERiflfcT: pfcTlicrfqfl'qi VWiWyffa5

trffT^q^Tf^^t^ric^TT^: ^T^T%^m^T^f^cl?TfWRri??TT

tT3cfF#T Hi f%f3 qfcRI (41falTrTWRTsmra:
||Vi Ni
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n ^a 11

TfcmcftcT: fa%<r*PTT<rcTPT
II II

fy^<^cfid y?r^T3f^T?rr WJnft’grwr Tmpre yrx N \J

TUcHTT JT'Uft
|| ^ || 3nsraTT
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^PT: ITT^rp? ^TWWPT fa<ifa*IT*t*fa
||
\V II

JTT^gn ^crt <pnfa WI^PCT: yjf’JTfe^PRT^lfH4< «

ciT^^^-^TfcTJT^^T fawjfawfafa^fcT ^Tc^^PTsffal ||

fa*£: ^U^^TTirn^: ^facTTIVT^f^ ®f<Tf3®wft^3PTnrff

faHRWT || ^ ||

tsniimfa *rfa^r y y ^faffa i^ay, *m^Ttyrn§ :

^W^‘SftfcT'*T%T U*3<C<H.'I|VITOWT ^T^PT^mg

^^fafara^TT®TCt cT^r^R'sft^^cT ^
Sk

'ffdT

f%®Tfaffi ^PTTTT^afrfW^fiTTff^T^cT Mid^ fpWcf fafScT

*T®PPqtJlTqT*T 53WR7J*TCTO ||
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After transcribing the above and carefully comparing it letter for letter with

myself, Kamala'ka'nt begs to add the following protest against various ortho*

graphical errors which 1 have insisted on maintaining in accordance with the

original text.

ii
nwTi; crmirfeci mfecr ^

^T^TT^tcT: II

Translation.

May L)eva (Vishnu), the fatlier of all, support this universe, whose form

he is; luxuriating in the embrace of the youthful Lakshmi, unwearied, with

frequent start and flash of eye, intoxicated with delight
;
whose breast-

jewel, sri vatsa shines like cupid’s arrow, shot by the expanded bow of its

own ray. (1.)

May Muka'iu (Vishnu) bless you, who supports the mountain Goverdhana

on the palm of his hand like a lump of penydka* (the cattle looking on),

whose wondrous beauty has captivated the lovesick milkmaids of Balluva. (2.)

May Hari the warm companion of Lakshmi, scarred by the touch of

his maidens' breasts, sportively thwarting the enemy of the licentious

deer, inspire you with supernatural knowledge. (3.)

May Deva, the fish-transformed husband of LakshmI, restorer of the

milk of the vedas which lay buried in the ocean—the refulgent, the de-

stroyer of dependence on this world—the slayer of Sanktuisuru ,—destroy

your sins. (4.)

May the Tortoise, who unmindful of the deluge played on the ocean shore

in abstraction, the refuge of the world, constant in refulgent beauty, pros-

per you. (5.)

May Ma'dhava, in the form of a boar, who delivered the earth by the

thrust of his cruel crooked tushes, and extended the merit of virtue
; the

abode of intelligence, of earthy colour from the mud he has thrown up,

increase our blessing. (6.)

May Nrisinha the man-lion, bright as a thousand suns, who preyed on

the body of Hiranyuka kasipa father of the virtuous Pralildda and sup-

ported him with uplifted hands, destroy your sins. (7.)

May that Vdmana (dwarf) bless me, who changed the rule of his ene-

mies, on pretext of piercing the eye of Sukrachdrya ; who increased in

size for the ruin of Bali. (8.)

That Parashu is become glorious, w ho has gained the surname of Rama
from his victories ;

who granted to the brahmans his well-governed earth,

who warred with the wicked, and is acute in sense. (9.)

May Rama too, whose power is infinite, the giver of all joy, the destroyer

of the Rakhshus, save you from all danger ! (10.)

The venerable sage Kashyapa, first expounder of the vedas, most

learned of men, was created to satisfy the deities with burnt offerings. (11.)

* Mustard seed after the oil is expressed.

5 u
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This noble spirit had two sons Kusha and Sundbha resembling the sun

and moon, in the dispersion of darkness. (12.)

Kusha lived at Kaushanyapura,—beauteous from deeds of virtue, un-

bounded in strength, goodness, and stature. At the same place resided a

certain person, (13.)

Known to have belonged to the Kdyastha caste, the ornament of the

Kashynpii line, respected by the learned, and satisfier of the expectations of

the needy. (14.)

He erected a drinking trough (prnpa) for cattle on the roadside near

the pastures. He conquered the mountain fastnesses, being himself the

abode of Pdrbatx ; he was without rival, and of good descent. (15.)

From him descended Janlia, afterwards called Hdrulca, because lie stole

the hearts of women by his beauty,—those of kings by his just administra-

tion of the revenues, and those of the learned by his w'it and deep know-

ledge. (16.)

Superior to all of the writer caste, the receptacle of the A'gamas, the root

of the tree of virtue, the vessel of light,—he had a son named Jalhana, of

infinite vigour, second only to the tutor of the gods ( Vrihashpati

)

a portly

man of diplomacy. (17.)

Ganga'dhara was born of him, superior to all mortals; the receptacle

of all virtues
;
conversant with religious law, he surpassed Indra, and when

king gave to the earth the beauty of heaven. (18.)

His son Kamala on whose heart is planted the lily foot of Kamala ,
’s

husband— of no contemptible mind, and of personal beauty correspondent

with his virtues-

Malika was born of him, resembling Aja r6ja,of tender person, crowned

with a halo of good qualities. (20.)

From him was born these four the most active and the best of sons, name-

ly, Padua Sinha, Ratna Siniia, Yoga Sinha, and Samara Sinha. (21.)

Of Malika, tbe enslaver of his passions the chaste as Lakshm!, the un-

bounded in spirit, was born Ratna Sinha, who was superior to the other

three and whose mind was noble. (22.)

His son Nana was glorious, handsome, the most experienced and superior

to all in Suma ; next to Ganapati in mutual love, understanding, and in

beauty, and fat, being always at home ; he destroyed the pride of the vain

boasters who were vain of their strength, be was tall' with eyes like the lily:

he rvas respected in the court of r^jas and was free from sickness. (24.)

His fame had reached the ears of the women on all sides : he was minister

of the Chandra and Atreya lines. (24.)

Jle was known by the name of Nina, teacher of the religious laws and

wisdom to the above dynasties, he was learned and agreeable, requiring not

advice of allies when he sent his horse to the raj£ Bhoja Varma. (25.)

He did justice to his name Ndna (i. e. various) by his success among the

women through his sweet words, nnd among kings through his politeness,

nay every one loved him as his own life. (26.)
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He being fixed ns the receptacle of merit, ami having attained the

Kumbha of morals, his father supplicated the new anointed royal L.uisnui

(Varmma of Ujjein ?) (27.)

His spreading fame adorned the ocean (which is fitted with playful shells)

with the additional splendour which it received from his kingdom. (28.)

His wife who increased in riches, as the women resembling the dikshahii

delight the munis ; she behaved according to the injunctions of the Sru

-

tus and was worn by the wives of the gods as an ear-ornament, (i. e. they

heard of and had regard to her, (29.)

This son Nana whose person was beautiful like the new moon, who
never had any mean object of desire, who was the cause of delight of the

whole world, and whose person was become beautiful by being agreeable

to all, made the king his father glorious. (30.)

He being desirous of crossing the ocean of worldly concerns by the ship

of the husband of LaksbmI, accepted the profession of worship for salvation

from the best consideration. (31.)

And seeing the unreal agreeableness of worldly pleasuresderived from the

surrounding elements, and desiring salvation, he assumed the lily face pure

from conversation thus to ascertain self-knowledge ; and was wise. (32.)

This highly spirited Nana caused this well made image of Haui to be

placed at the victorious and celebrated fort of Jayanagara in honor of his

* forefathers, he was a judge of human merits, an illustrator of all morality,

well acquainted with religious duties ; and of a mild understanding. (33.)

This man of respectable intellect, established a temple with the image of

Keshava, at the same place for the final salvation of his ancestors. (34.)

So long as the great mountains, the earth, the gods, the mines of jewels

(or oceans), the moon, the sun, and the starry spheres shall endure, so

long shall his name exist in this habitation of the creator
;
w ho was the

seat of virtue and respected by the gods. (35.)

A person named Amarapati being desirous of gaining the curiosity of

learned persons composed this inscription, written with wonderful letters,

and filled with excellent metaphors expressed in appropriate phrases. He
was obedient to all and corpulent, .and was like the sun by his eminent qua-

lities. He possessed the title of a wise man. (36.)

This inscription was written on the lucky day' of the month of Vaishakha,

in figures Samvat 1345. (37.)

He (Amarapati) had two sons named Sckarmottarana'tha and Bal.
labh a, by Champahd (his wife) who loved one another, were well known in

the world and a pattern of morality.

In the town-division of the Kdyasthas,
having a street on all sides, in

the fort o( Jayapura*

,

by Tha'kur Sc'pau's son Pansuhaduka, was this

written. Goodluck attend the author !

* This place must not be confounded with the modern town of Jeypoor, which

was only founded by Jby Singh in the middle of the 17th Century. The name

is common enough.

5 u 2
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VI.

—

Abstract of a Meteorological Register kept at the Cathmandu Residency
for July and August, 183T. By A. Campbklf,, Esq. Nipal Residency.

Observations at 10 A M. Ohs. at 4 P. M. Wind
; wentlier

j rain.

Bar. Thermometer. Bar. Thermometei

.

Total
Day. at 32° Air Wet Diff. at 32» Air. Wet Diff. At 10 A. M. At 4 P. M. raiu.

Julv.l 25,199 75 69 6 25,1 13 80 71 9 W. fair. W. cloudy. 086
2 185 75 69 6 073 82 72 10 NW. cloudy. SW. clear.

3 171 76 70 6 121 60 70 10 W. ditto. SW. ditto. 230
4 203 76 69 7 159 76 70 6 E. ditto. E. cloudy. 17.3

5 207 73 68 7 139 75 70 5 E. ditto. NE. ditto. 865
6 187 75 69 6 099 80 71 9 NW. ditto. NW. ditto. 064

7 145 75 69 6 053 82 72 10 NW. ditto. W. clear. 194

8 099 75 70 5 037 76 69 7 NW. ditto. S. cloudy. 942
9 076 70 66 4 ’4,989 77 70 7 S. ditto. W. ditto. 950
10 092 74 68 6 965 75 70 5 W. ditto. SW. rain. 645
1

1

24,973 75 6S 7 917 76 69 7 S. ditto. SW. ditto. 0b6
12 957 76 70 6 934 77 66 1

1

SW. ditto. W. fair.

J3 25,109 76 66 10 25,086 78 66 12 N. clear. W. ditto. 173
14 234 74 67 7 169 76 67 9 W. ditto. W. ditto.

15 314 74 68 6 200 77 70 7 W. ditto. W. ditto.

16 223 72 68 4 102 74 68 6 SE. rain. E. cloudy. 519
17 OSS 73 69 4 040 77 72 5 E. calm. NW. ditto. 870
18 219 71 67 4 166 77 69 8 SE. rain. N. fine. 890
19 235 72 68 4 139 76 70 6 S. fair. W. ditto. 1 .384

20 166 74 69 5 114 74 70 4 S. ditto. SE. rain. 955
21 163 72 68 4 104 74 70 4 S. ditto. SW. ditto. 606
22 202 74 70 4 131 74 70 4 SW. ditto. SW. ditto. 200
23 233 74 69 5 146 77 71 6 SW. ditto. W. fine.

24 200 74 70 4 079 79 72 7 W. ditto. SE. rain. 1.740
25 162 74 69 5 071 79 70 9 W. ditto. SW. fine.

26 156 74 69 5 095 SO 70 10 SW. ditto. SW. rain. 1.384
27 186 74 69 5 0S9 75 70 5 W. cloudv. SE. diUo. 346
28 162 74 69 5 092 77 71 6 W. ditto. SWT

. ditto. 259
29 169 75 70 5 084 77 71 6 SW. ditto. SW. fine.

30 192 74 70 4 106 78 70 8 SW. ditto. SW. ditto.

31 139 75 69 6 078 74 70 4 W. ditto. SW. rain. 173

Mean, 25162* 74 69 5 24964f 77 70 7 13288

Aug.l 25,136 70 67 3 25,080 73 68 5 SW. rain. SW. rain.

2 164 73 68 5 099 71 68 3 SW. fair. SW. ditto.
1.730

3 212 73 69 4 124 73 70 3 W. ditto. SW. fair. 1.384
4 186 74 69 5 112 73 70 3 SW. ditto. SW. rain. 346
5 212 74 69 5 154 73 69 4 SW. ditto. SW. ditto. 259
6 210 74 69 5 144 73 68 5 SE. rain W. fair. 519
7 202 70 68 2 140 73 69 4 SE. ditto. S. cloudy. 446
8 262 70 67 3 216 70 68 2 SE. ditto. SE. rain. 346
9 263 72 68 4 202 74 70 4 SW. fair. SE. ditto. 346
10 289 72 67 5 292 77 7

1

6 W. ditto. W. fair.

11 278 74 69 5 183 80 72 8 W. ditto. 1 W. ditto.

12 305 75 70 5 234 77 72 5 W. ditto. W. ditto.

13 291 75 70 5 294 73 70 3 W. ditto. SW. rain.
14 234 73 70 3 154 73 70 3 S. rain. SW'. ditto. 1.730
15 178 73 70 3 164 73 70 3 W. fair. SW. ditto.

16 223 71 68 3 181 71 6S 3 S. rain. SWT
. ditto. 1 .21

1

17 257 72 67 5 199 71 68 3 S. fair. SW. fair.

18 249 71 66 . 5 164 78 70 8 W. ditto. SW. ditto. 259
19 2*4 73 68 5 182 78 70 8 W. ditto. W. ditto. 692
20 252 70 6S 2 169 80 71 9 W. ditto. W. ditto.
21 230 73 69 4 156 73 71 7 W. ditto. W. ditto.
22 210 74 65 6 121 80 72 8 W. ditto. S. ditto. 100
29 1S7 76 69 7 W. ditto. 400
30 323 72 67 5 232 77 70 7 W. ditto. NW. ditto.
31 292 73 69 4 195 80

1

70 10 W. cloudy. NW. ditto. 200

Mean, 25,23/ 72,5 68,3 4,2 25,175 75,1 169,7 5,4 9.96S

* Mean of Barometer for 29 days, 25,243 + Mean of 27 days, 25,107
Ditto ditto for 2 days, 24,965 Ditto of 4 days, 24,951

Evaporation during July 1,464 inch
; fall of rain 13,288 inches,

evaporation during August, 1 inch
;
total rain 9,9S8 inches only.
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VII .—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the lsf November, 1837.

H. 'I'. Prinsep, Esq., Vice-President, in the chair.

T. H. Haddock, Esq. C. S., Dr. Theodore Cantor, C. Tucker, Esq.
and W. Kerr Ewart, Esq. proposed at the last meeting, were ballotted

for, and duly elected members of the Society.

Joseph Willis, Esq. was proposed by the Secretary, seconded by Dr.
Wallicb.

Dr. Colin John Macdonald, proposed by ditto, seconded by Mr.
W. Adam.

Major Irvine, Engineers, proposed by ditto, seconded by Mr. H. T.
Prinsfp.

Capt. H. Drummond, 3rd Cavalry, proposed by Mr. W. Cracroft, se-

conded by the Secretary.

Nawab Jabar Khan, proposed by Mr. E. Stirling, seconded by the
chairman as an honorary member—referred to the Committee of Papers.

Letters from Dr. McPherson, Major Ouseley, Dr. Spilsbury, and
Lieut. E. Conolly, acknowledged their election.

Read, letters from the Secretaries of the Bordeaux Acad emie Royale, the

Geological Society, the Royal Irish Academy, the Antiquarian Society,

the Royal Institution, and from Professor Frank, of Munich, acknowledg-
ing receipt of the Society’s publications.

Read the following letter from the Secretary to the Asiatic Society of

Paris in reply to the Society’s address of

A Monsieur J. Prinsep, Esq. Sicritaire de la SociiU Asiatique da Bengale.

Monsieur le Sdcrdtaire,

Le conseil me charge de vous faire connaitre que la Socidtd Asiatique de Paris

a regu la lettre que Monsieur le tres honorable President de la Societd du Bengale
et M. le Sdcrdtaire ont bien voulu nous adresser eu rcpouse a l’offre que la

Socidtd Asiatique de Paris avait fait k la Socidtd du Bengale d’etre un de ses

intermediaires pour la vente des ouvrages sanscrits aux quels le gouverneuient

avait refusd de continuer ses encouragements, et dont la Socidtd du Bengale
avait entrepris l’achdvement. Le conseil a did vivement touchd des expressions

de sympathie et d’estime dont la Socidte dont vous dtes le digue orgaue a bieu

voulu 6e servir k l’egard de la Socidtd Asiatique de Paris, et il me charge de

vous prier de vouloir bien eu exprimer k votre illustre compagnie nos remer-

cieraents les plus sincdres. Le conseil est fier de l’empressement avec lequel la

Socidtd du Bengale a bien voulu regevoir ses offres, et il dprouve le besoiu de

donuer k ce corps cdldbre les assurances les plus vives du desir qu’il dprouve de

faire, pour le suecds des plans arretds par la Socidtd du Beugalc tout ce qui est

en sou pouvoir. Veuillez dtre assez bon, Monsieur le Sdcrdtaire, pour renouveller

k la Socidtd Asiatique du Bengale l’expression de ces sentiments, et pour
regevoir eumdme temps l’assurance des sentiments de vdrituble estime,

avec les quels j’ai l’houneur d’dtre

Votre trds humble et trds obeissunt Serviteur,

Eugene Buknouf.
Paris, le 12 Juin, 1837.

The Secretary read a reply from M. Csoma Korosi to tlie announcement
of the Society’s desire to confer upon him the office of librarian.

Mr. Csoma expresses his sense of the high honor done him, aud states his

intention of immediately proceeding to Calcuttu where he will give a deliuitive

answer.

Read extract of a letter from Dr. Royle, Secretary to the Geological

Society, transmitting under charge of Captain II. Drummond, the gold
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Wollaston medals awarded to Dr. Hugh Falconer and Captain P. T.
Cautley, for their fossil discoveries in the Seioatilc range.

Professor Royle was induced to send these tokens of the approbation of the Geo-
logical Society (of which he has recently been nominated an office-bearer), thinking

his associates in the Asiatic Society would like to see them
; but more particularly

because the excellent paper on the Sivatherium was first made public in their

Researches, and it would be the best proof of the interest taken by the scientific at

home in the novel aud interesting discoveries in which so many members of the

Society have been successfully engaged within the last four years.

Dr. Royle quoted the following extract from Mr. Lykll's address delivered

at the Anniversary Meeting of the Geological Society on the 17th February, 18.17.

[The opening of the address presenting the medals was published in our July

No.]

ORGANIC REMAINS.
“ Gentlemen, you have been already informed that the Council have this year

awarded two Wollaston medals, one to Captain Proby Cautley of the Bengal
Artillery, and the other to Dr. Hugh Falconer, Superintendent of the Botanic

Garden at Saharunpore, for their researches in the geology of India, and more
particularly their discovery of many fossil remains of extinct quadrupeds at the

southern foot of the Himalaya mountains. At our last Anniversary I took

occasion to acknowledge a magnificent present, consisting of duplicates of these

fossils, which the Society had received from Captain Cautley, and since that

time other donations of great value have been transmitted by him to our museum.
These Indian fossil bones belong to extinct species of herbivorous and carnivorous

mammalia, and to reptiles of the genera crocodile, gavial, emys, and trionyx, aud
to several species of fish, with which shells of fresh-water genera are associated,

the whole being entombed in a formation of sandstone, conglomerate, marl, and
* clay, in inclined stratification, composing a range of hills called the Siwdlik,

between the rivers Sutledge and Ganges. These hills rise to the height of from

500 to 1,000 feet above the adjacent plains, some of the loftiest peaks being 3,000

feet above the level of the sea.

“ When Captain Cautley and Dr. Falconer first discovered these remarkable

remains their curiosity was awakened, and they felt convinced of their great

scientific value
; but they were not versed in fossil osteology, and being stationed

on the remote confines of our Indiau possessions, they were far distant from any
living authorities or books on comparative anatomy to which they could refer. The
manner in which they overcame these disadvantages, and the enthusiasm with

which they continued for years to prosecute their researches when thus isolated

from the scientific world is truly admirable. Dr. Royle has permitted me to

read a part of their correspondence with him when they were exploring the Siwalik

mountains, and I can bear witness to their extraordinary energy and persever-

ance. From time to time they earnestly requested that Cuvier’s works on osteo-

logy might be sent out to them, and expressed their disappointment when, from
various accidents, these volumes failed to arrive. The delay perhaps was fortu-

nate, for being thrown entirely upon their own resources, they soon found a

museum of comparative anatomy in the surrounding plains, hills, and jungles,

where they slewthewild tigers, buffaloes, antelopes,and other Indian quadrupeds, of

which they preserved the skeletons, besides obtaining specimens of all the genera
of reptiles which inhabited that region. They were compelled to see and think
for themselves while comparing and discriminating the different recent and fossil

bones, and reasoning on the laws of comparative osteology, till at length they
were fully prepared to appreciate the lessons which they were taught by the works
of Cuvier. In the course of their labours they have ascertained the existence of
the elephant, mastodon, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, ox, buffalo, elk, antelope,

deer, and other herbivorous genera, besides several canine aud feline carnivora.
On some of these Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley have each written sepa-
rate and independent memoirs. Captain Cautley, for example, is the author of an
article in the Journal of the Asiatic Society, in which he shows that two of the

species of mastodon described by Mr. Clift are, in fact, one, the supposed differ-
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ence in character having been drawn from the teeth of the young and adult of
the same species. I ought to remind you that this same gentleman was the

discoverer, in 1833, of the Indian Herculaneum or buried town near Behat,
north of Seharunpore, which he found seventeen feet below the surface of the

country when directing the excavation of the Doab Canal*.
“ But I ought more particularly to invite your attention to the joint paper by

Dr. Falconer and Captain Cautley on the Sivatherium, a new and extraordinary

species of mammalia, which they have minutely described and figured, offering at

the same time many profound speculations on its probable anatomical relations.

The characters of this genus are drawn from a head almost complete, found at

first enveloped in a mass of hard stone, which had lain as a boulder in a water-

course, but after much labour the covering of stone was successfully removed,
and the huge head now stands out with its two horns in relief, the nasal bones
being projected in a free arch, and the molars on both sides of the jaw being

singularly perfect. This individual must have approached the elephant in size.

The genus Sivatherium, say the authors, is the more interesting, as helping to

fill up the important blank which has always intervened between the ruminant
and pachydermatous quadrupeds, for it combines the teeth and horns of a rumi-
nant, with the lip, face, and probably proboscis of a pachyderm. They also

observe, that the extinct mammiferous genera of Cuvier were all confined to the

Pachydermata, and no remarkable deviation from existing types had been noticed

by him among fossil ruminants, whereas the Sivatherium holds a perfectly isolat-

ed position, like the giraffe and the camels, being widely remote from any
other type.”

Resolved, that due acknowledgments be addressed to the Geological

Society for their courtesy in entrusting the Asiatic Society with the hono-
rary medals aw’arded to two of their associates, and that they he imme-
diately forwarded with appropriate congratulations to Seharanpur.

The Right Honorable Lord Auckland, Patron, addressed to the Socie-

ty’s attention the following communication just received from the Royal
Asiatic Society, confident that the Society would omit no means of giving

effect to the objects with which they had been forwarded.

“ The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 14, Grafton Street,

Bond Street ;

My Lord, London, 1WA of May, 1837.

The Committee of Agriculture and Commerce of this Society, having had

before them certain specimens of Lichens used in dyeing, and being informed

that several species are now employed in India for that purpose, and that many
more would probably be elicited by a close investigation, and an accurate know-
ledge of the requirements of the trade, which has been much checked by the

short supply, and high price of the best sorts used, I am requested by the Com-
mittee to transmit to your Lordship the accompanying specimens of Lichens,

with bottles of the ammoniacal liquor used in extracting the color, and of the

extracted color ; and to enclose fifty copies of the first day’s proceedings of the

Committee, which contain directions for ascertaining the most useful 6orts of

Lichens, and for using the liquor as a test of their quality. I am also requested

to solicit that such measures may be adopted as may appear to your Lordship

to be expedient to diffuse amongst those to whom it is likely to be useful such

an acquainlancewith the subject as may tend to advance the views of the Com-
mittee.

As the Committee are impressed with the conviction that their views of gene-

ral utility are fully shared by your Lordship, they feel it unnecessary to offer any

* Journal of Asiatic Society, Nos. xxv. and xxix. 1834. Principles of Geology,

4th and subsequent editions. See Index, Behat.
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apology for the trouble which may be occasioned in furthering a measure calcu-

lated to lead to the improvement of our commerce, and to be of general advantage.

I have the honor to be,

&c. &c.

H. Hakkness, Secretary.

To the Right Honorable Lord Auckland, G. C. B., Governor-General of India.”

Mr. Visgek’s specimens, deposited in the museum, are labelled as follows :

1 .

Value per ton.

Canary orchilla, .... £2j 0 to 350 10. Canary rock moss,
Value per ton.

. . . 80 to 00
2. Cape de Verde ditto,.

.

200 to 300 11. Sardinian ditto, . .. 70 to 90
3. West Island ditto 150 to 230 12. 1’ustulatus ditto, .. 20 to 40
4 . Madeira ditto, 100 to 150 13- . . _ 20 to 40
5. Africa ditto, 80 to 130 21. Useless lichen, liable to be

6 . South America do. .. 80 to 120 mistaken for Nos
7. Sardinian ditto 30 to 45 22. Lichen valueless ditto .. 12

8. Cape of Good Hope do. 20 23. Bad cauary moss ditto, .. 10

9. English ditto, no value.

” The Good has a nearly white powder on its surface, towards the centre ;

the under surface is of a gray color, and is not hairy ; if wetted it does not
turn of an orange color; its edges are flat and thin.
“ The Bad Las no mealy white powder on its surface

;
its under side is hairy,

and blacker than the good ; its edges are usually more or less knobbed, and on
being wetted it generally becomes of an orange color.

“ No. 24, contains a mixed sample of good and bad, which has been wetted
with water.
“ The useless mosses greatly outnumber the useful, and vary from each other,

* in some instances, by such slight shades of difference, that the above specimens
of them can serve little more than to call minute attention to the subject. A
test for the discovery of color is therefore necessary.
“ Test.—Take liquor ammonias, very much diluted with water, but strong

enough to retain a powerfully-pungent smell—half-fill a phial bottle with the

same, then add of the lichen (being broken up to a convenient size), so much
as will lightly fill up the liquor, so that the whole may be readily stirred about.

Care must be taken to leave at least one-third of the bottle for air. The bottle

must be kept corked, but be frequently opened, and the contents stirred with a

small stick. The color will begin to exhibit itself in a few hours, and the

more rapidly in proportion to the warmth of the place in which it is kept

;

but the heat should not exceed 130° Fahrenh. A piece of white silk placed near

the surface of the fluid wilt show the color before it would otherwise be percep-

tible. This test will only serve to show where color exists, but will not develope

it to its fullest extent.

“Localities.—The good sorts are generally found in rocky or stony districts,

or where dry stone walls abound ;
in the neighbourhood of the sea,— or if

distant from the sea, in places exposed to sea breezes. The more valuable are

met with in volcanic islands. My own experience has been principally in the
Canaries, where I find the more arid the situation, the better the quality of the
lichens. When the land is high and humid, the useless sorts alone are met
with. In dry places near the sea, there are only the good sorts ; and there is

1

generally a belt between the two, in which both good and bad are found on the
same stones, and not unfrequeutly overrunning each other.

“ There is with the samples a small bottle of ammoniacal liquor, of the strength
suited for test : and also a small bottle of the color to be produced.”

Resolved, that five copies of the 1C Proceedings” be communicated to the
Agricultural Society

;
and that others he sent to any members of the Society

who may be in a position to collect specimens of Indian mosses for trial and
transmission home.
The Secretary brought up the following

5 x
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Report of the Committee of Papers on the Museum reference of the 6/A Sept. 1837.

The question submitted to our consideration on the present occasion is, simply,

how we may best dispose of the Government grant of 200 rupees per mensem,
(which it has been resolved to accept,) towards the maintenance and improvement
of the Society’s museum ? Whether a successor to Dr. Pearson shall be ap-
pointed, or any other mode of superintendence adopted ?

The following considerations have induced us to recommend that the Curator-
ship. shall not be filled up for the present.

The objects that had accumulated in the museum prior to Dr. Pearson's
nomination having been once arranged by him, there will evidently be little to

employ a successor, unless additions could be made on an enlarged scale through
purchase or otherwise, for which sufficient funds do not exist.

On the other hand, by employing the money now granted us in purchasing and
collecting specimens for the due preservation of which our present establishment

is sufficient, we shall in a year or two have amassed materials to give full occu-

pation to a professional superintendent, whom we may then appoint on our

former scale, should not the Government at home in the mean time place the

museum on a more comprehensive footing. We therefore propose that the 200
rupees be carried to the general account, and that in consideration of this acces-

sion to our resources, opportunities be sought of adding to our museum by
purchase ;

and of promoting physical or antiquarian research by such other means
as may present themselves from time to time. We would in the mean time place

the museum under a special Committee of three annual members subject to re-

election, as in the Committee of Papers, and three ex-officio members, viz. one
vice-president, the secretary and the librarian. We would further suggest

—

That this Committee should hold meetings at the rooms not less than once in

the week ;
that their orders should be carried into effect, and their proceedings

recorded by the Secretary as in the Committee of Papers; and that all expenditure

should require audit from the latter Committee with exception of the ordinary

contingent, which may be fixed at 100 rupees per mensem.
That this Committee should give in an annual report of the progress of the

museum, at the anniversary meeting in January, and that they should be entrust-

ed with a general discretion for the disposal and exchange of duplicate speci-

mens for the benefit of the museum.
For the Committee of Papers,

Asiatic Society's Rooms, i J. Prinsep, Secretary.

20 th Sept. 1837. $

Proposed by the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Cracroft, and resolved,

That the Report be adopted in all its provisions ;
and that three gentle-

men be elected to act with the Secretary and librarian as a Committee for

superintending the museum.
Dr. Corbyn spoke at some length in favor of renewing the curator’s

appointment. He concluded by moving the postponement of the question

until a better meeting could be assembled, which was negatived.

It was then moved by the Secretary, seconded by Mr. Hark, and re-

solved, that Mr. William Cracroft, Dr. G. Evans, and Dr. McClelland,
be requested to act as the museum Committee.

Dr. Evans and Mr. Cracroft being present signified their acceptance of the

office.

Library.

The following works were presented on the part of the Royal Academy
of Bordeaux

:

“ Mon portefeuille,” a collection of drawings (lithographed for private presen-

tation) of Roman Statues uud antiquities, by M. P. Lacour, Member of the

Academy, Corresponding member of the Institution, &c.

Essai sur les Hi^roglyphes Egyptiens, par P. Lacour, 8cc.
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Proc^s-verbal des seances publique de 1’ Academie Royale des Sciences, Belles-

lettres et arts de Bordeaux, 1836.

On the part of the authors.

Instilutiones linguae Pracriticse, by Dr. Christianus Lassen, Professor at

Bonn ; 2 fasciculi.

Die altpersischen keil-inscbriften von Persepolis, entzifferund des alphabets

und erkliirung des Inbalts, von Dr. Christian Lassen.
Analysis and Review of the Ricardo, or new school of political economy, by

Major W. H. Slkeman.
Polymetrical tables prepared for the use of the Post Office—Ay Captain T.

Taylor, Madras Cavalry.

On the part of the Societies.

Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Vol. XVII.
Journal of the Proceedings of do. Nos. 1, 2, 3.

Journal Asiatique Nos. 7, 8 new series, of the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Lardner’s Steam Communication via the Red Sea, reprinted in Calcutta—by tht

Steam Committee.

Meteorological Register, from the Surveyor General.

From the booksellers.

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia—Ireland, vol. II.

Antiquities, Literature.

[Brought forward from the adjourned meeting of the 4th October.]

Major Pew forwarded the promised facsimile of the inscription on the

broken Delhi Lai, now in Mr. Fraser's grounds.

The secretary stated that though much mutilated there was not a letter in this

facsimile of which he could not assign the exact counterpart in the Feroz lAt. It

had enabled him to correct a few but very few readings in the translated version

while it confirmed some that had been deemed doubtful.

Read a letter from Captain A. Burnes, dated Camp, Dulia on the river of

Cabul, 5th September, forwarding :

No. 1. The facsimile of the Sanskrit inscription at Hund 20 miles above Attok
alluded to in M. Court’s memoir on Taxila (Journ. V. 482). The original is

lodged at Peshawar awaiting the Society’s orders as to its disposal.

No. 2. Inscription under a broken idol at Hund.
Nos. 3, 4. Figures on marble and stone fragments at the same place.

No. 5. A view of the Khyber tope, not yet opened,

No. 6. A mineral resinous jet from the Khattak country south of Peshawar.

[See notice and plates of the inscription.]

Manaton Ommanney, Esq. C. S. forwarded copy of a Sanskrit inscrip-

tion on three plates deposited in a temple at Multaye near the source of

the Tapti river.

[See the present number, page 869.]

Dr. Alexander Burn, transmitted facsimiles of the contents of two
copper-plates found in the town of Kaira ( Gujerat )

in the same character
as those deciphered by Mr. Wathen in 1835.

They relate also to the Siladitya dynasty, but as Dr. Burn has offered to

send the plates themselves it will be better to await their arrival before attempt-
ing to read their contents.

Baboo Conoylal Tagore sent for exhibition to the society a copper-
plate in excellent preservation lately dug up in the chur land of a Zemin-
daree belonging to him in pergunnah Edilpore, zila Backergunj.

5x2
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This grant, which is now being transcribed gives an additional name to the

list of the Beldl Sena dynasty of Gaur.

A letter was read from T. Church, Esq, dated Singapur, 15th August,

1837, presenting to the Society specimens of some ancient tin coins dis-

covered up at that place.

These coins hardly appear to be of great antiquity. They have a lion on one side

crest-fashion, typical doubtless of the name of the settlement Sin/iapur, the city of

the lion
;
and on the reverse wbat may be intended for a cornucopia or a sceptre.

They are of tin aud in high relief, and rough on the edges. About 800 of them
were dug up by a party of convicts in making a road five miles from the town.
The earthen vessel containing them had apparently been glazed and was of a

very common shape, it was buried about two feet in marshy ground in a spot

until recently covered with dense jungle.

Dr. T. Cantor presented some Scandinavian antiquities of copper and
brass,— a knife, an arrow head, pincers and a key.

“ They are from different Danish provinces, and were extracted by myself

from sepulchral urns containing bones and ashes of the dead, which the heathen
Scandinavii used to deposit in huge tumuli. Antiquarians date them about 100 of

the Christian era. The key is similar to that used by the Chinese.”

The Rev. Dr. Mill presented two stone slabs for the museum, which
had been last year brought to him from the west of India and the Red Sea
by Captain Roche,

“ No. 1 is an armorial shield, taken from the principal altar in a ruined Portu-
guese church on the top of Trombay hill, Salsette island, one of the first Portu-
guese settlements. The date of the slab was broken off ou removal down the hill.

The words were to the purport, “ Glory to God, 1644.”
“ The other stone was brought by an officer of the Indian Navy from the Red

Sea
;

it was found in one of the numerous ruined cities on the Evgptian shore
; it

as supposed to be a grave-stone upwards of 300 years old.”—(See drawing and
jote in the present number.)

Mr. W. H. Wathen forwarded on the part of Lieut. Postans, an account
of the Jain temple at Badrdsir, and the ruins of Badranugari in the pro-
vince of Catch, with drawing of the image and plan of the temple.

Mr. T. Wilkinson brought to the Society’s notice a translation of the
elements of Euclid into Sanskrit in the time of raja Siwai Jaya Sinh of
Jaipur in 1699, called the Rekha ganita.

[Will be published in next month’s Journal.]

Colonel Stacy drew attention to a coin lately procured by him from the
Panjab, uniting the type of the Indo-Scythic series with that of the Indo-
Musalmani’s of Kuikobdd.

It was with much regret announced to the meeting that Colonel Stacy had
been robbed of a great part of his collection of coins including the unique
Amyntas, and all his Bactrians, and 60 gold Gupta coins of Canouj !

Mr. D. Liston transmitted two servitude bonds granted by cultivators
in the Gorakhpur district, shewing personal bondage to be there practised
openly at the present day.

Read .a letter from Lieutenant Kittoe, 6th Regt, forwarding two manu-
script journals kept by himself on a march with his regiment to Cuttack,
and then to the Boad and Gumsur country.
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These Journals contain minute and beautifully executed drawings of all the

temples and antiquities met with on his route, with all the information on every

subject he was enabled to pick up. His visit to Bhobaneswar and to the Khangiri

hills have formed the subject of separate memoirs.

Physical.

Mr. Secretary Mangles presented on the part of the Right Honorable

the Governor of Bengal, a copy of Dr. Richardson’sjournal of his late visit

to the Shan frontier in Moulmein, in two parts.

Mr. Jules Des Jardins presented 7th Report and Resume of Meteorolo-

gical observations made by the Natural History Society of the Mauritius.

Dr. W. Bland gave a note on Mr. Hodgson’s description of the Nipal

woodpeckers.
Colonel McLeod brought to the meeting several more fragments of

fossil bone from the fort boring now at 423 feet.

One a small caudal vertebra of a laoerta animal ? the rest testudinous. The
kankar pebbles and quartz and felspar gravel accompanying them are increasing

in size and bear the appearance of having been rolled.

Mr. C. B. Greenlaw presented on the part of Mr. Alfred Bond, Mas-
ter Attendant at Balasore, a series of tide registers at Bulrdmghan in full

for the year, 1834.

Read a letter from Dr. T. Cantor, presenting a catalogue of serpents

and fish in the Society’s museum.
Resolved that especial thanks be returned to Dr. Cantor for the valu-

able service he has rendered to the Society in arranging and classifying

these objects.

The Secretary proposed taking advantage of Dr. Cantor’s departure for Eng.
land by the Perfect, to request his kindness in conveying a case of the dupli-

cates of the Society’s collection of snakes for presentation to the museum of

the Honorable Company.
He would also recommend that one of the elephants and rhinoceros’ skulls

should be entrusted to Dr. Cantor with a view of presentation to any museum
whence he may be able to obtain in exchange some osteological specimens for our

museum, not procurable in India.

Dr. Cantor had kindly undertaken to convey a series of our fluviatile shells

to Professor Von dem Busch of Bremen and other parcels for the continent.

These recommendations were adopted.

The Secretary obtained sanction for purchase of 31 objects of natural

history prepared by M. Monteiro and varnished—at 31 rupees.

Mr. Shaw, 3rd officer of the Ernaad presented a tetradon, a remosa, and
some insects from the Persian Gulf.

Dr. McCosh presented the skeleton of a Tapir which he had commis-
sioned from Mulaccu.

The skeleton had unfortunately been ruined by an unskilful hand—the whole
animal having been chopped up butcher. wise to be packed in a cask—in spirits

—

but the head and some bones were uninjured.

Read the following letter from Lieut. Thomas Hutton, 37th N. I.

dated Simla, 27th August and 4th September.

Simla, 2 7th Atigust, 1837.
Sir,

At a time when the attention of the Scientific bodies of Europe, is turned to

the valuable discoveries of our fossilists in the Sub- Himalayan ranges, it may not
be thought impertinent in me, to suggest that the discovery made some yean
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since by tbe lats Dr. Gerard in the Spili valley, and other places in the interior

of these mountains might advantageously be followed up, by farther and more
complete research.

Little, save the existence of these fossil beds has hitherto been noted, and
the rigorous climate in which they are found, renders it more than probable that

few if any subsequent travellers will be inclined to venture into those inhospita-

ble regions, where the Thermometer, in the month of October, stood, in the

morning, (as noted in the Dr.’s memoranda), at 16*, 15°, and even 10°.

Through the liberality of Captain P. Gerard residing at Simla, I have had an
opportunity of perusing the Dr.’s memoranda, and am of opinion that research in

the localities be notes down, would give to science some valuable additional in-

formation on the subject of these interesting deposits of the antediluvian world.

Subsequent to Dr. Gerard’s discovery,—and wholly dependent on that gentle-

man for his information,—M. jAcauEMONT I believe visited the valley of the

Spili ,—but whether he succeeded in penetrating to tbe fossil locality, or was
deterred by the rigours of the climate, is unknown.

Shall we, however, allow the riches of our dominions to be brought to light and
reaped by Foreign Societies?

They send out travellers to glean in the cause of science, through every clime,

while we alone, the richest nation of them all, sit idly by and watch their progress.

1 had contemplated an expedition to Spili, this year, but straitened circum-

stances and family affairs, have obliged me with reluctance to relinquish the

undertaking.

Should the Society deem the Dr.’s discovery worthy of being followed up,

I would humbly offer under their patronage to undertake the trip, the expences

of which, if necessary, I would gladly share.

In those climates the best and I may say only season for successful research

would be during the summer mouths, i. e. from May until the end of September
or October, and I should calculate the monthly cost at about one hundred and
fifty rupees (150 Rs.)

Dr, Gerard notes the bed of marine fossils, or solid shell rock to be no less

than one mile in depth, while loose fossils of various species were lyiug about on
the summits of the ridges at an altitude of 16,000 ft. above the sea.

He had, at the time of this discovery, no leisure to prosecute research, as the

season was too far advanced, and his health too much impaired to admit of his

exposing himself longer to the bitter cold which was fast setting in,—nor did

the Dr.’s pursuits or knowledge of the subject permit his making the most of

the discovery.

Other branches of the Natural History of these Hills, might at the same time

be pursued with advantage, and according to the Dr.’s memoranda, there are

many objects of value and interest in this department to be met with.

Should the Society be inclined to lend a favorable ear to my suggestion,

nothing would be requisite but tbe permission of the Governor General for my
being appointed to the undertaking, and from the anxiety His Lordship has ever

shown, to forward Scientific Research, little doubt need be entertained as to the

result, if solicited to that effect by the Asiatic Society.

I have broached the subject thus early in order that every preparation may
be made for the successful accomplishment of the undertaking.

I have the honor to be, &c. &c.
THOMAS HUTTON, Lt. 37th Regt. N. I.

To James Prinsep, Esq. Sec. As. Soc.

Resolved, that the Society feels much indebted to Lieut. Hutton for his

disinterested proposal, and will have great pleasure in furthering his plan

for the thorough exploration of the Spiti valley, and the neighbouring

regions of the Himdlnya, by placing one thousand rupees at his disposal

for this object, provided he is enabled to prosecute the journey; and on the

conditions suggested by himself, that the objects of natural history recent

and fossil collected in the trip shall be deposited in the Society’s Museum.
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Monsieur Fontanier, French Consul at Bnssoru, forwarded under charge
of Capt. Eales, Ship John Adam, various objects of natural history from
the Persian Gulf.

1. Mineral specimens from the island of Onnus. Shell concrete, or gres
coquillier, ferruginous and selenitous sandstone and madreporite.

2. Zoophytes and snakes of several species from Bnssoru ; also a curious
stellion or gako (hemidactulas tikti/cia ) with a note description of them.

Mr. D. McLeod presented a series of rock specimens from the Sutpora
range commencing with Seoul Chapara—the specimens are numbered with
reference to a map of the district accompanying.

Dr. McCi.eli.and submitted a descriptive catalogue of the zoological

specimens collected by himself in the late tour in Assam, together with
copies of his ornithological drawings, of which the originals, about 130 in

number, have been transmitted through Government to the Hon'ble Court
of Directors.

The fossils presented by Mr. \V. Dawe of the Delhi Canal Establishment
had arrived and were much admired. The following is the list of them
furnished by Mr. Dawe.

1 A tortoise, (a very perfect specimen of triouyx.)

2 A fragment of humerus of Mastodon.
3 A ditto of tusk of ditto.

4 to 8 Fragments of jaws of the Mastodon.

9, 10 Vertebra of the Sivatherium.

11 ditto Mastodon.

14 Fragment of the femur of the elephant.

15 Ditto horn of a deer.

l(i Ditto horn of a buffalo.

17 Ditto horn of a bullock.

18 Ditto rib of the Mastodon.
19 Ditto upper jaw of the crocodile.

20 Ditto jaw of a small deer.

21, 22, 23 Ditto of bones not recognized.

24 Ditto lower half head of the hippopotamus, (very perfec.

25 Ditto upper half head of the rhinoceros.
*

26 Ditto lower jaw of the bog.

27 Ditto ditto of the Sivatherium.

28 Ditto ditto of the bear*.

29 Ditto tusk of the hippopotamus.
30 Ditto ditto of the ditto.

31 A tooth of the crocodile.

32 A lower jaw of a shark (supposed to be.)

33 A fragment of the jaw of a borse.

34 A small box containing right half of lower jaw of the hippopotamus

dissimilis (vide Journal, No. 53 and note page 293.)

35 A packet containing an assortment of shells.

36 A sample supposed to be a species of coal, with a portion of bitumen.

37, 38 Fragments of upper part of the head of ruminant.
39 Specimen of fossil wood.
40 Fragment lower jaw of small elephant.

41 Lower extremity of radius and ulna, carpul bones attached, of Mastodon.

* This jaw seems to belong to a new animal at least, it has not yet been identifi-

«d.—

E

d.

No. of
Specimen. Names of Specimens as supposed to be

12 Right lower jaw

13 Left lower jaw ol
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